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ABSTRACT
From the earliest economic thought there has existed
the notion that agriculture is the, most preferred of all
forms of economic activity.

This preference is grounded

in the belief that when agriculture is the dominant form
of economic activity a set of ends will be attained which
are consistent with human nature and conducive to human
happiness.

These are the ends of limited wealth, internal

and external freedom, and piety.

Writers expressing this

belief were engaged in a study of political economy which
was not bounded by the methodological strictures of logical
positivism.

For these agrarian political economists there

existed no distinction between the logical status of state
ments of what is and statements of what ought to be, no
fact-value distinction.

It was possible -to arrive at a

scientific knowledge of ends or values.

Hence, unlike

modern political economists seeking to provide people with
the means

to do what they will, agrarian political econ

omists sought to provide people with the means to attain
a set of ends believed conducive to human happiness.
While not entirely ignoring the subject, historians
of economic thought have failed to provide even a partial
overview of agrarian political economy.

The absence of

such a study suggests that there exists the tacit supposi
tion that no coherent meaning is to be found in the
v

expressions of agrarian writers taken as a whole.

It is

argued here, however, that these expressions do constitute
a coherent if heterogeneous body of ideas.

Furthermore,

it is suggested that the inherent orderliness of this body
of ideas becomes clear as soon as agrarianism is recognized
as a branch of pre-fact-value distinction political econ
omy.

In response to the objections of one historian, this

study argues that a general definition of agrarianism is
defensible if one is prepared to recognize that agrarian
thought is grounded in pre-fact-value distinction method
ology.
As a way of revealing the orderliness of this body
of ideas and at the same time gaining some insight into
the methodology of pre-fact-value distinction political
economy, this study makes use of a methodological tool
which recognizes and gives form to the status the agrarian
writers attached to ends and means.

It involves an analy

sis and classification of writers first according to the
ends which they found desirable and then according to the
means by which they felt agriculture and an agrarian so
ciety would achieve those ends.

By clarifying the rela

tionship that they drew between ends and means this analy
tical classification scheme reveals the coherent and yet
heterogeneous nature of agrarian thought.

This study draws on the works of agrarian writers be
ginning with the ancients and continuing with the works of
seventeenth and eighteenth French and British agrarians.
The greatest amount of attention is reserved for the works
of agrarian political economists of the American South.
Southern Agrarianism has been sufficiently broad to en
compass most of the recurrent themes of agrarian political
economy.

It also leads directly to the question.raised in

this work regarding the value of a social science method
ology grounded in the fact-value distinction.

A brief

look at the impact of this methodology on the study of
welfare economics reveals the nihilistic consequences
which logical positivism has had for the social sciences.
These same consequences are also shown to be the basis for
the explicit rejection of logical positivism by the twenti
eth century Southern Agrarians.

As an alternative this

study suggests a return to the methodology of the agrarians
and other pre-fact-value distinction political economists
which leaves social scientists free to engage in a reasoned
discussion of ends as well as means.

Chapter 1
AGRARIAN POLITICAL ECONOMY:
THE PROBLEM AND A METHODOLOGY
From the earliest economic thought there has existed
the notion that agriculture is the most preferred of all
forms of economic activity.

This preference is grounded

in the belief that when agriculture is the dominant form
of economic activity within a society a given end will be
attained; generally it is an end which is found desirable
because it is consistent with human nature.

Writers ex

pressing this belief were engaged in a study of political
economy which was not circumscribed by the fact-value dis
tinction, i.e. the notion that a scientific knowledge of
ends or values is not possible.

Modern political economy

is, on the other hand, methodologically bound by the factvalue distinction and can therefore give no serious con
sideration to the discussion of ends per se.^

As a

Mark Perlman argues that methodology is not just a
fancy word for method but rather that it deals with the
problem of what it takes "to convince oneself or others of
the validity of an idea.
Or, to put it otherwise, what
system of proof works— a model, empirical evidence, moral
revelation, or what?".
To accept the fact-value distinc
tion is to agree that there is no "system of proof" for
determining the validity of statements of value which is
comparable to that which exists for verifying statements
of fact.
Mark Perlman, "Review of Knowledge and Ignorance
in Economics," Journal of Economic Literature , XVI (June,
1978), 582.
1

consequence, modern political economists seek to provide
people with the means to do what they w i l l , a task very
different from that of the agrarian political economists
who sought to provide people with the means to attain cer
tain ends believed to be consistent with human nature and
conducive to human happiness.
Historians of economic thought have not totally ig
nored agrarian political economy, though they have tended
to limit their studies to one writer or to the school of
political economists referred to as the Physiocrats.

Al

though such studies are very useful, they cannot reveal the
extent to which agrarian political economists have stood on
common ground.

The absence of even a partial overview of

agrarian political economy from the literature of economics
suggests that there exists a tacit supposition that no co
herent meaning is to be found in the expressions of agrar
ian political economists taken as a whole.

I propose that

this supposition can be attributed to two separate but re
lated factors:

the first is methodological and the second

thematic.
Modern economics is allegedly value-free because it
adheres to the fact-value distinction.

As such it cannot

concern itself with the discussion of ends, and yet the
discussion of ends is an essential part of the study of
agrarian political economy.

Stated more directly, modern

political economists do not engage in discussions of ends

and they are not interested a£ political economists in
anyone else's discussion of them.

The work of agrarian

political economists cannot meet the one methodological
standard that it simply must meet if it is to be taken ser
iously" by modern- social scientists— the fact-value distinc
tion.

Hence the absence of any general consideration of

agrarian political economy as a coherent and systematic
body of ideas.
Modern economics itself contains an excellent example
of what happens when this methodological standard is ad
hered to in the social sciences.

The study of welfare eco

nomics has in the eyes of many economists run aground on
the sands of the fact-value distinction.

Attempts at im

proving upon the allegedly value-free welfare statement of
Pareto optimality have failed because of the refusal to
allow interpersonal comparisons of utility.

The latter

has in turn been the consequence of adhering to the meth
odological stricture of logical positivism— the fact-value
distinction— in the study of economics.

Individual prefer

ences are to be taken as given and want satisfaction is the
sole and undiscussable end.

But the Pareto optimal solu

tion is not determinate and only the inclusion of value
statements can make it so.
The unwillingness to discuss ends, to make interper
sonal comparisons of utility and statements of what ought
to be/ has made a failure of any attempt to improve upon

the Pareto optimal welfare statement.

It has also resulted

in the failure to identify the recurrent themes of agrari
an political economy.

Consequently the meaning of the term

"agrarianism" has remained very vague.

In fact all but the

most restricted use of the terms "agrarian” and "agrarian
ism" has been severely criticized.

It is argued here/ .how

ever, that a general definition of agrarianism as a system
of belief which expresses a preference for agriculture as
the dominant form of economic activity within a society is
defensible if one is prepared to recognize that agrarian
thought is grounded in pre-fact-value distinction methodology.
The generality of this definition of agrarianism
springs from two sources.

First, it arises from the fact

that agrarian political economists hoped to attain a vari
ety of ends by advocating agriculture as the most preferred
form of economic activity.

Secondly, one can attribute it

to the fact that agrarian political economists enumerated a
number of different ways in which an agrarian society would
bring about those ends.

To demonstrate that the generality

of this body of ideas is compatible with an element of order
or coherency, it is necessary to make use of a methodologi
cal tool which recognizes and gives form to the status that
agrarian writers attached to ends and means.

For this rea

son the methodology of this overview of agrarian political
economy is in part patterned after that of its subject.

It

involves an analysis and classification of agrarian writers
first according to the ends which they found desirable and
then according to the means by which they felt agriculture
and an agrarian society would achieve those ends.

By clar

ifying the relationship that they drew between ends and
means this analytical classification scheme can reveal the
coherent and yet heterogeneous nature of agrarian thought.
Prom the above statements can be discerned two of the
methodological arguments of this study:

that the generali

ty of a body of ideas is compatible with an element of or
der or coherency, and that when that order is revealed the
body of ideas becomes at once more accessible and more com
prehensible.

A third methodological issue raised by this

study is even more important.

That is the issue of whether

the fact-value distinction acts to obscure rather than to
illumine the path to truth.

It is certainly true that the

newer methodology causes today's economists to ignore many
of the issues which earlier economists considered to be the
most important reasons for discussing economic activity.

It

is also true that this newer methodology has made economists
sufficiently sensitive to the discussion of ends so that
most are no longer willing to seriously consider, i.e. study,
that aspect of the works of pre-fact-value distinction poli
tical economists, much less are they prepared to carry on
such discussions themselves.

The classification scheme to

be used in this study can successfully demonstrate the

validity of the first two of these methodological arguments.
It can also be used, however, to lay a solid foundation for
a defense of the older methodology.

By clarifying the re

lationship drawn between ends and means it can reveal what
agrarian writers considered to be a reasoned approach to the
study of pre-fact-value distinction political economy.
At this point it is appropriate to state the three im
portant features of this study which make it an original
contribution to the literature of the history of economic
thought.

First, it is a summary study which sheds light on

a subject area which has received little attention from
historians of economic thought— agrarian political economy.
Secondly, it is methodologically unique in using an analy
tical classification scheme to reveal the substance and the
methodology of a branch of pre-fact-value distinction poli
tical economy.

The scheme is patterned after the older

methodology and suggests that any failure to recognize the
coherent and systematic nature of agrarian political econo
my is largely due to the methodological narrowness that has
been generated by the fact-value distinction.

Finally, the

study forces one to reconsider the value of a methodology
which is constricted by the fact-value distinction.

It is

not only the particular ends and means of agrarianism which
are being defended here but also the methodology which al
lows one to attempt to arrive at the truth about them and
the relationship between them.

A comprehensive treatment of agrarian political econo
my in all its manifestations would be unwieldy and imprac
tical within the context of one study.

In any case, a more

circumscribed and practicable'examination of the subject
will effectively reveal the coherent and yet heterogeneous
nature of agrarian political economy.

To that end this

study will be particularly but not exclusively concerned
with agrarian political economy in the American South.
Southern Agrarianism has been sufficiently broad to encom
pass many of the recurrent themes of agrarian political
economy.

These Southern Agrarian writer— including Jeffer

son, Taylor, Randolph, Dew, Fitzhugh, the Twelve Southern
ers, and Richard Weaver— drew on the works of a host of
other agrarian writers.

Their work was influenced by both

their predecessors and their contemporaries including
Hesiod, Xenophon, Aristotle, Cato, Varro, Virgil, and Colu
mella, from ancient Greece and Rome; from France the oppo
nents of mercantilism such as Fenelon and Boisguillbert,
Richard Cantillon, and the Physiocrats of whom the most im
portant was Quesnay; and from Britain agrarian writers such
as Harrington, Ogilivie, Spence, and Chesterton and Belloc
of the Distributists.

The influence of these writers on

the Southern Agrarians and the prominent position they hold
in the history of agrarian political economy calls for a
search to uncover those ends of agriculture which they held

in common and which were to surface later in the agrarian
political economy of the American South.
Before going any further into the text of this study
a few other matters of concern should be cleared up.
this study is not economic history.

First,

It is not an attempt

to reveal any cause and effect relationships affecting the
material realm.

Secondly, where it is useful the influence

of intellectual heritage on these writers is given consid
eration, but that is not the primary objective of this
study.

Thirdly, the leap from the ancients to the mid-

seventeenth-century does exclude the medieval and renais
sance works on agriculture from this study.

Such works

were usually patterned very closely after those of the an
cients adding little that would be of concern here, and
they are difficult to obtain in translation.
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Last, even

though the Physiocrats have received more than a sufficient
amount of attention elsewhere, their importance in the his
tory of agrarian thought necessitates some consideration of
their ideas and those of their intellectual predecessors.
The single-minded concern of the Physiocrats with agricul
ture as a means to wealth distinguishes their agrarianism
from that which makes up the greater part of the study of

'‘For a brief discussion revealing the adherence of
such works to the ancient models see, Paul Johnstone, "In
Praise of Husbandry," Agricultural History, XI (April,
1937), 80-95.

agrarian political economy.

Yet their ideas had some in

fluence on more tradtional agrarian political economists,
and those ideas are encompassed by the general definition
of agrarianism defended in this study.

The inclusion of

Physiocracy, namely the ideas of Quesnay, in this study is
therefore consistent with the objective of revealing the
extent of dissimilarity as well as similarity in the ideas
of agrarian writers.
An overview of agrarian political economy would not be
readily understandable or complete without first consider
ing the nature of the study of political economy before the
introduction to the social sciences of the fact-value dis
tinction.

Political economy has been variously defined,

but the fundamental change in its meaning as a discipline
of human knowledge came about as a result of the idea that
there is a difference between the logical status of facts
and values.

It is therefore useful to begin this study

with a discussion of the fact-value distinction and its ef
fect on the study of political economy.
A common definition of economics is taken from Lionel
Robbins's An Essay on the Mature and Significance of Eco
nomic Science.

There he states that "Economics is the

science which studies human behavior as a relationship

between ends and scarce means which have alternative uses.
In that important essay Robbins includes a chapter on "Ends
and Means" in which he declares that economics is completely
neutral between ends and is not concerned with ends qua
4
ends.
Thus, when Sir Josrah Stamp raises the question of
the importance of aesthetics to economic welfare, Robbins
responds with an attack on the logic of any link between
the two.

"Economics and Aesthetics are not in pari materia.

Aesthetics is concerned with certain kinds of ends.

The

beautiful is the end which offers itself in competition, so
to speak, with others.

Economics is not concerned at all

with any ends a£ such."
In chapter six of his Essay Robbins challenges the po
sition taken by Ralph Hawtrey and J.A. Hobson that econom
ics should include statements of value and pronounce on
their ultimate validity.^
his position very clear:

It is here that Robbins makes
economics and ethics are associ

ated only in the form of juxtaposition:

^Lionel Robbins, An Essay on the Nature and Signifi
cance of Economic Science (2nd ed; London:
Macmillan and
C o . , Ltd., 1946), p. 16.
4
Robbins, Essay, p. 24.
^Robbins, Essay, pp. 29-3 0.
6Robbins, Essay, p. 147.
Robbins says "Economics can
not pronounce on the validity of ultimate judgements of
v a l u e."
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Economics deals with ascertainable facts;
ethics with valuations and obligations.
The two
fields of inquiry are not on the same plane of
discourse.
Between the generalisations of posi
tive and normative studies there is a logical
gulf fixed which no ingenuity can disguise and no
juxtaposition in space or time bridge over....
Propositions involving the verb 'ought' are dif
ferent in kind from propositions involving the
verb 'is'. And it is difficult to see what pos
sible good can be served by not keeping them
separate, or failing to recognize their essential
difference.7
The essential difference is simply that "the validity re
lating to the value of what exists or what may exist is not
a matter of scientific verification, as is the validity of
assumptions relating to mere existence....All that is con
tended is that there is no logical connection between the
two types of generalisation, and that there is nothing to
be gained by invoking the sanctions of one to reinforce
Q
the conclusions of the others"
Consequently, when it comes
to ends we can either fight with one another or tolerate
each other, but there is no scientific analysis which can
generate agreement as is the case when we are in disagreeg
ment about means.
The idea put forth in these statements by Lord Robbins
is the distinction which pronounces that "facts and values

7

Robbins, Essay, pp. 148-149.

g

Robbins, Essay, pp. 149-150.
9Robbins, Essay, pp. 150-151.

12

are absolutely heterogeneous, as is shown directly by the
absolute heterogeneity of questions of fact and questions
of value.

No conclusion can be drawn from any fact as to

its valuable character, nor can we infer the factual charac
ter of something from its being valuable or desirable."1^
This distinction was made into a forceful argument by Max
Weber, one that is accepted in the social sciences today,
which says that "the absolute heterogeneity of facts and
values necessitates the ethically neutral character of so
cial science:

social science can answer questions of fact

and their causes; it is not competent to answer questions
of value."

I 1

This is the fact-value distinction which

changed the meaning of political economy by changing the
scope of social science, its parent discipline.
Political economy as it was practised before wide
spread adherence to the fact-value distinction was the form
of economic study undertaken by agrarian writers, as well
as many other kinds of writers, who in the past turned to
consider economic problems.

The ancients considered poli

tical economy to be a servile managerial art; its purpose
was to order the institutions of everyday life in such a

^ L e o Strauss, Natural Right and History (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1953), p. 39. This is Strauss'
understanding of the fact-value distinction and is not a
statement of his position on the matter.
^Strauss, Natural Right, p. 40.

13

way as to order men's souls and make them receptive to the'
good; its justification came from its usefulness in bringing about the public good. 1 7
Under the Christian Fathers and the Schoolmen politi
cal economy remained a discipline subordinate to that of
morality and religion.

A similar notion of political econ

omy in the Tudor period has been recently presented in an
argument which states that Tudor thinkers wanted "to mainr

tain economic thought as a subordinate, yet at least moral
(and usually teleological) system of social analysis." 13
This argument is supported by R.H. Tawney’s assertion in
Religion and the Rise of Capitalism that institutions of
society and activities associated with them had in Tudor
economic thought to "justify themselves at the bar of relition."14
In the early part of this century Henry Sidgwick re
ported on changes in the meaning of the term "political
economy".

He stated first that which was proposed by Sir

James Steuart in his 1767 treatise An Inquiry into the
Principles of Political Economy.

Political economy was the

^William F. Campbell, "Political Economy: New, Old,
and Ancient," Intercollegiate Review, XII (Winter, 19761977), 78.
13
Michael W. Watts, "Tudor Economic Thought After the
Reformation: A Genre of Early English Mercantilism" (un
published PhD dissertation, Louisiana State University,
1978), p. 197.
14

Quoted in Watts, pp. 198-199.

combination of two arts, the one of "regulating the employ
ment of a family, or other group of human beings, so as to
provide for all the wants of its members with prudence and
frugality," and the other being the art of government.

To

that end political economy was the art practised by the
statesman "to provide everything necessary for supplying
the wants of the society and its members, and to regulate
the employment of the latter with a view to this end; due
regard being had to the spirit, manners, habits, and cus
toms of his people, and, in a free country, to their constitutional rights and liberties."

15

While the content of policy prescription changes, Adam
Smith retains the concept of political economy as a branch
of the art of government.-*-®

Smith defines political econ

omy in the introduction to Book IV of the Wealth of Nations,
saying, "Political oeconomy, considered as a branch of the
science of a statesman or legislator, proposes two dis
tinct objects:

first, to provide a plentiful revenue or

subsistence for the people, or more properly to enable them
to provide such a revenue or subsistence for themselves;
F
and secondly, to supply the state or commonwealth with a

^ H e n r y Sidgwick, "Political Economy and Science:
Scope, Method, Political Economy and Ethics," III, Diction
ary of Political Economy, ed. R.H.I. Palgrave (London:
Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1918), p. 129.
16
Sidgwick, p. 129.

15

revenue sufficient for public services.

It proposes to en

rich both the people and the sovereign."^

This definition

draws from Lionel Robbins the comment that "...Political
Economy in the sense of the contents of Smith's book, not
only described how the economic system actually worked, or
could work, but also how according to the assumptions of
the author, it ought to be made, or allowed, to work....
Thus description and prescription enjoyed a common titie."

18

Smith's description of political economy "...

clearly included all sorts of assertions relating to so
cial and political values, which nowadays would be recog
nized as having a logical status completely different from
assertions of how economic behavior takes place or how it
could take place in various assumed conditions."^
Joseph Schumpeter has defined a system of political
economy as "...an exposition of a comprehensive set of eco
nomic policies that its author advocates on the strength
of certain unifying (normative) principles such as the
principles of economic liberalism, of socialism and so

17

Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of
the Wealth of Nations (New York: Random House, Inc., 1937),
p. 397.
18

Lord Lionel Robbins, Political Economy: Past and
Present (New York: Columbia University Press, 1976), p. 1.
1Q
Robbins, Political Economy, p. 2.

on."

20

He argued that Smith's Wealth of Nations was a sys

tem of political economy, and that, "his political princi
ples and recipes themselves

(including ideology— revealing

value judgements) were no doubt what mattered most to him
self and to his readers and, furthermore, what accounts pri
marily for the success of his work with the public and, in
this sense, for its proud position in the history of human
thought."

21

The "unifying (normative) principles" that pro

vide the strength behind the Smithian system of political
economy are to be found in Smith's work as a moral philoso
pher.
Smith served for several years as Professor of Moral
Philosophy at Glasgow College.

There he lectured in Natural

Theology, Ethics, Justice, and Expedience which included po
litical economy.

While at Glasgow Smith authored The Theory

of Moral Sentiments which he based primarily, though not
exclusively, on his lectures in Ethics. 22

The ideas genera

ted in the Moral Sentiments, ideas on ethical values, per
meate the Wealth of Nations, though they are not segregated

20

Joseph A, Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis,
ed. Elizabeth Boody Schumpeter (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1954), p. 38.
21
Schumpeter, p. 38.
22

E.G. West, "Introduction," The Theory of Moral Senti
ments, by Adam Smith (Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, Inc.,
1976), p. 17.

17

from the rest of the work.

23

Thus there is a body of posi

tive analysis within the Smithian system of political econ
omy that Schumpeter is prepared to consider apart from the
normative aspects of that system.

24

Before the fact-value distinction became an integral
part of the methodology of the social sciences it was not
essential to make a distinction between or to segregate
statements of value and statements of fact.

A distinction

between positive and normative statements was made within
the body of classical political economy, however, as a mat
ter of expedience without at the same time acknowledging
any distinction between the logical status of facts and
values.25

2 3 Ingrid Hahne Rima, Development of Economic Analysis,
(3rd ed.; Homewood:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1978), pp. 69,
73.
2^Schumpeter, pp. 38, 186.
25I use the term "essential11 to convey the idea that
in pre-fact value studies in political economy there was no
obligation to declare that one was about to leap outside the
boundaries of science before making a normative statement:
there was no obligation to do so simply because no one be
lieved that they were doing that.
On the other hand, it is
essential or indispensible to "responsible" work in modern
political economy, i.e. work carried on while adhering to
the fact-value distinction, to make such a declaration.
This is precisely what Lord Robbins is saying in his Politi
cal Economy: Past and Present, and I will discuss it fur
ther below.

Members of the Classical school of political economy
such as Say, McCulloch, Storch, Senior, and J.S. Mill offer
ed definitions of the term "political economy" which were
none too clear in defining its scope.

Most of the defini

tions from the period 1790-1870 "emphasize the autonomy of
economics as against the other social or moral sciences—
which is, of course, perfectly compatible with the recogni
tion of close relations.

Most of them emphasize its analy

tic (scientific) character.

These definitions appear to

be an important break with the definitions given by Sir
James Steuart or Adam Smith, "but the break is more apparent
than r e a l . M o s t

of these definitions, and especially

those of James Mill and Nassau Senior, merely restrict the

^Schumpeter, pp. 534-535.
"Here are a few samples.
J.B. Say defined Political Economy, by way of subtitle, as
exposition de la maniere dont se forment, se distribuent et
se consomment les richesses. McCulloch defined Political
Economy as the 'science of the laws which regulate the pro
duction, accumulation, distribution, and consumption of
those articles or products that are necessary, useful, or
agreeable to man and which at the same time possess ex
changeable value1 or the 1Sciente' of Values'1 (sic!).
According to Storch, Political Economy is the science ’of
the natural laws which determine the prosperity of nations.1
Senior's Political Economy is 'the Science which treats of
the Nature, the Production, and the Distribution of Wealth.1
J.S. Mill contented himself in the Principles with 'the na
ture of Wealth, and the laws of its production and distri
bution, including: directly or remotely, the operation of
all the causes by which the condition of mankind...is made
prosperous or the reverse.'"

27 Schumpeter, p. 536.
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use of the term "political economy" to what is more correct
ly referred to as economic theory.

These definitions did

not, however, restrict the interests or activities of the
men who gave them.

Factual analysis and welfare problems

were included with political economy in Senior's 'Great
JO

Science of Legislation' and Mill's 'Social Philosophy1.
The distinction raised by such men as J.S. Mill be
tween a 'science' as a set of truths and an 'art' as a set
of rules, or what has also been referred to as "the distinc
tion between arguments about what is and arguments about
what ought to be...," was one of expediency and not principie. 29

It was not an attempt to distinguish 'science1 from

'non-science' but rather an attempt to distinguish between
two types of 'science':

it was not an attempt to establish

any distinction between the logical statues of facts and
30
values.
This distinction might be more appropriately re
ferred to as the positive-normative distinction.

Such was

the kind of terminology used by John Neville Keynes in The
Scope and Method of Political Economy.

In this book, pub

lished in 189 0, Keynes makes a distinction between positive
and normative science.

9Q

29

He was very clear in stating that

Schumpeter, p. 536.
Schumpeter, p. 54 0.

■^Gunnar Myrdal, The Political Element in the Development of Economic Theory, trans. Paul Streetan {New York:
Simon-and Schuster, 1954), pp. 8, 219.
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"a body of systematized knowledge relating to criteria of
what ought to be...." does qualify as a science.

"Logic

and ethics are both of them sciences, although they are
concerned with right reason and right conduct respectively."

31

Acting within the tradition of classical political

economy Keynes called for a separation of positive and
normative inquiries on the basis of "scientific expedien
cy".32
Cairnes, Sidgwick, and Weber later made the positivenormative distinction of the classical political economists
into an argument for saying that economists could not as
scientists present practical advice since it was based on
"...ultimate valuations that are extra-scientific by naturepreferences that are beyond scientific proof....1'3 3

This

was to be the argument of logical positivists such as Lionel

3ljohn Neville Keynes, The Scope and Method of Politi
cal Economy (4th ed; 1917; rpt. Clifton: Augustus M. Kelly
Publishers, 1973), p. 35.
32Keynes, p. 47. This point is also brought out by
Myrdal, p. 219.
I am not entirely convinced, however, that
Keynes is not attempting to stand on the shaky ground be
tween the expediency of the positive-normative distinction
and the more fundamental nature of the fact-value distinc
tion. He considers the problem of whether political econ
omy is a positive science, a normative science, or an art
to be "to a certain extent a question merely of nomencla
ture and classification.11 But Keynes never really comes to
grips with the question of whether the normative science
and the art of political economy ought to be "included un
der political economy understood in its widest sense."
Keynes, pp. 35-36.
33Schumpeter, p. 540.

Robbins in the 1920's and 19301s . ^

But for James Mill,

John Stuart Mill, Nassau Senior, and virtually every other
writer giving serious attention to methodology from 1790187 0, the positive-normative distinction carried no such
implication.

None of these writers "really questioned the

validity of value judgements that were based on 1philosoph
ical' grounds and took proper account of the noneconomic
as well as the economic element of a given case."^5

Ques

tions on economic policy always encompassed noneconomic ele
ments and were not to be dealt with on strictly economic
t e r m s . T h e s e writers felt that it was "both natural and
highly desirable that political economists should venture
beyond the frontier line.

The only qualification was that

they then no longer practised economic theory in the narrow
sense but became the spokesmen of the superimposed science
of 'moral philosophy
In classical political economy the development of char
acter, of republican man epitomized by the qualities of in
dependence and self-reliance, was the gauge by which eco
nomic and social institutions were to be judged.

Character

formation played an important role in the formulation of

-^Rima, pp. 324-325.
35

Schumpeter, pp. 540-541.

•^^Schumpeter, p. 540.
■^Myrdal, p. 8.
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policy recommendations

38 which in turn were considered to

be "scientific results which followed from scientific,
though not purely economic analysis."

3Q

The positive-nor

mative distinction in classical political economy provided
for a clarity of statement without implying a difference
in the logical status of facts and values.

The definition

of the term "political economy" had changed from that given
by Steuart and Smith, but the fundamental manner in which
the study was pursued had not.
Adherence to the fact-value distinction in the social
sciences, however, has since brought about a fundamental
change in the study of political economy.

It is now be

lieved that "values per se have no ontological referent.
They are arbitrary and therefore nondiscussable.

For any

one interested in economic policy, therefore, the ends must
be p o s i t e d . L i o n e l

Robbins' work serves as an excellent

example of the way in which such beliefs are usually ex
pressed by modern economists.
After asserting the fact-value distinction, Robbins
states that it is natural and "highly to be recommended
that, with due recognition of the differences

my empha

sis , discussion of the problems of what is practically

"^Campbell, p. 73.
^Schumpeter, p. 541.
^Campbell, p. 68.
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desirable in this field should be conducted against a back
ground of relevant scientific knowledge..

.

.

This is Rob

bins ' understanding of the appropriate present-day use of
the term "political economy".^

Political economy is not

scientific economics because it involves normative assump
t i o n s ; ^ these are value statements which are unproven and,
by virtue of the fact-value distinction, unprovable.

This

distinction has restricted the scope of modern social sci
ence to questions of 'what is'.

Values are not subject to

scientific proof; thus, social scientists qua scientists
cannot discuss ends or the purposes of policy.

If it is

admitted that a scientific knowledge of ends is not possi
ble, then the use of positive analysis in the formulation
of policy is both "natural1 and "highly to be recommended",
but it is not scientific.
Today the study of political economy is no longer sub
ordinate to a science of Moral Philosophy.

It is practised

within the framework established by the fact-value distinc
tion and social scientists are obliged to submit to this
distinction before introducing ends or statements of value
to their discussions.

For those who practised political

economy before the age of "value-free" social science, ends

^Robbins, Political Economy, p. 2.
^Robbins, Political Economy, p. 2.
4^Robbins, Political Economy, pp. 2-3.

were not just posited but were introduced through scienti
fic though not strictly economic analysis.^

This consti

tutes the substantive difference between the positive-nor
mative distinction and the fact-value distinction.

The

former is a matter of prudence, the latter principle.

The

positive-normative distinction suggests that objective
knowledge both of what is and what ought to be is possible.
Scientific analysis is appropriate to both kinds of ques
tions though they can be handled most effectively when
treated separately.

The fact-value distinction is an en

tirely different matter.

It suggests that values, state

ments of what ought to be, are not facts and have nothing
to do with facts.

Facts constitute objective knowledge but

an objective knowledge of what ought to be is not possible.
The fundamental difference, then, between the positive-nor
mative distinction and the fact-value distinction is that
the former argues that an objective knowledge of what ought
to be is possible and the latter argues that it is not.
Recognition of this difference is essential if one is to
view with understanding the work done in pre-fact-value
distinction political economy.
used in this study

The classification scheme

of agrarian political economy makes the

ends which these thinkers sought the focal point of the dis
cussion.

It emphasizes that the formulation of ends, as

^^See J.N. Keynes' concept of normative science discus
sed above, p. 20.
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well as means, was an integral part of their work as social
scientists and as political economists.
This same classification scheme can also clear away
some of the vagueness associated with the term "agrarianism"
defined as a system of belief which expresses a preference
for agriculture as the dominant form of economic activity in
a society.

The basis for this preference and the exact

character of the dominant role of agriculture varies from
writer to writer.

Though the ends sought by agrarian wri

ters have ranged from material wealth to a wealth of the
spirit, and from political freedom to chattel slavery, each
of these writers believed that the means to these ends were
to be found in the agrarian societies that they described.
The Twelve Southerners of 1 111 Take My Stand remarked
that,

"Opposed to the industrial society is the agrarian,

which does not stand in particular need of definition." 4 5
It is little wonder that they failed to heed their own
words since agrarian societies have been variously envision
ed as consisting of widely ranging mixtures of agriculture

45
_ Twelve Southerners, "Introduction:
A Statement of
Principles," I'll Take My Stand (New York:
Harper & Row,
Publishers, Inc., 1962), p. xxviii.
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and industry and large and small landed estates.^®

Certain

ly agrarian writers have not all sought the same ends, nor
have they agreed entirely on how agriculture as a form of
economic activity would help to attain them.

Substantial

differences amongst these writers have made for a hetero
geneous body of thought which has of necessity been only
very generally defined.
Thomas P. Govan has chided modern writers for what he
terms the abuse of the words "agrarian" and agrarianism".
Up through the eighteenth century these terms were used in
reference to the lex agraria or agrarian law calling for a
redistribution of land.

However, over the past two cen

turies these words have been robbed of any meaning by wri
ters who have ceased to use them in connection with problems
in land tenure and land reform. ^

Some of Govan's criti

cisms are well taken, but his particular hostility towards
the Twelve Southerners who "...put agrarian and agrarianism

^®The Twelve Southerners go on to define an agrarian
society in this way.
"Technically, perhaps, an agrarian so
ciety is one in which agriculture is the leading vocation,
whether for wealth, for pleasure, or for prestige— a form
of labor that is pursued with intelligence and leisure, and
that becomes the model to which other forms approach as well
as they may." See Twelve Southerners, "Introduction,"
p. xxix.
47
. »
j
Thomas P. Govan, "Agrarian and Agrarianism: A Study
in the Use and Abuse of Words," Journal of Southern History,
XXX (Fall, 1964), 35-36, 46-47.
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in the vocabulary of every intellectual" is especially worthy of notice.

48

The Twelve Southerners provide a descrip

tion of an agrarian society which has industries, profes
sional vocations, artists, and the life of the cities, but
which also recognized the superiority of the culture of the
soil and therefore commends an economic preference for a
maximum number of agricultural workers.

This Govan brushes

aside with the remark that the Twelve Southerners were not
themselves engaged in working the land for a living but were
teachers and writers "...who milked no cows, shoveled no
manure, and picked no cotton or p e a s . " ^
One might argue that Govan's objection to the Twelve
Southerner's use of the term "agrarian" is not just that it
contributes to an ambiguous meaning and inconsistent use of
the term, but that it also conveys a notion which Govan re
jects:

That the South was culturally different from the

North because it was, in the Twelve Southerners' view, an
industrial society.

50

Regardless of whether this is true,

Govan’s arguments still have merit.

48
49

The question which

Govan, "Agrarian," p. 43.
Govan, "Agrarian," pp. 43-44.

^ T h o m a s P. Govan, "Was the Old South Different?"
Journal of Southern History, XXI (November, 1955), 450-451,
455. Govan states that the cultural differences between
the North and the South were "inconsequential" and "not the
cause of sectional controversy."

remains is what is to be done about the use of the terms
"agrarian" and "agrarianism".

Govan concludes that nothing

will be done and up to now he has been proven correct.5'*'
It is the argument of this study that a very general defi
nition of "agrarianism" and its derivative terminology can
be justified in spite of Govan1s criticism if sufficient
order can be shown to exist within the extensive body of
ideas which that definition encompasses.

An analysis of

ends and means in agrarian thought can uncover that order
of ideas and produce a clearer picture of agrarianism than
has heretofore been seen.

The extent of similarity and dis

similarity in the ideas of agrarian writers can be system
atically revealed leaving a more accessible and comprehen
sible body of ideas with which to associate the term "agrar
ianism".

Though the generality of the definition cannot be

eliminated, the definition can be made less vague and

^Govan,

"Agrarian," p. 47.
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thereby more useful by revealing the order which does exist
within the body of ideas attributed to i t . ^
ENDS AND MEANS
Though agrarians have differed over ends and means
there is much that they have held in common.

An examination

of agrarian thought in ancient Greece and Rome and in seven
teenth and eighteenth century France and Britain in the
next two chapters uncovers four important ends of agricul
ture, all of which can be found in the agrarian political
economy of the American South.

These ends were limited

wealth, internal and external freedom, and piety.

All of

these ends were treated as prerequisites to the condition
of human happiness.
In the literature of agrarian political economy wealth
is implicitly defined as material abundance and is general
ly discussed in a normative context.

The normative aspects

of wealth in agrarian thought are considered under the

52

One final comment should be added to this discussion
of terminology.
The use of the term "agrarianism" to de
scribe a system of belief which expresses a preference for
agriculture as the dominant form of economic activity in a
society is not unrelated to the original use of the term
as Govan describes it. The agrarian laws put forth by the
Gracchi brothers of the Roman Republic were attempts to
re-establish a sturdy yeomanry, the loss of which had led
to the problems of "rural slavery, urban congestion and
corruption, and military decay."
See Will Durant, Caesar
and Christ (New York:
Simon and Schuster, Inc., 1944), p.
113.

topics of certainty and character formation.

It is argued

by some agrarian writers that there is greater uncertainty
involved in obtaining wealth through commerce rather than
agriculture; and that as a wealth-getting process commerce
therefore contributes less to human happiness than does
agriculture.

That abundance which comes from agriculture

is also gotten most honorably.

It is least likely to ex

tend beyond the point of moderation after which material
goods are corrupting and more likely
happiness rather than toward it.

to lead one away from

Some agrarians adhere to

a concept of freedom which embodies not only the absence of
external coercion— doing what one wants to do— but also the
normative act of obedience to just laws— doing what one
ought to do.

Such a man is internally free, i.e. free from

the tyranny of his own passions.

Slavery might consist of

the presence of external coercion, but the Southern agrari
ans who advocate slavery as an end of agriculture also en
vision it as a moral arrangement conducive to the attain
ment of human happiness.

Piety is an entirely normative

concept dealing with the maintenance of right relations be
tween man and God, a proper respect for parents and ances
tors, and a love of country and sense of duty.
Unlike modern political economists who seek to provide
people with the means to do what they will, agrarian politi
cal economists sought to provide people with the means to
attain certain ends believed to be consistent with' human
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nature and conducive to human happiness.

The means to these

ends were best provided in a predominantly agricultural so
ciety.

Of these means the first to be mentioned here is

that of the physiocratic notion of the earth as the source
of all wealth.

This was essentially a theological argument,

and one which was not singularly limited to the eighteenth
century school of French agrarian political economists.
Other agarians shared similar notions concerning the pro
ductivity of the earth.

By contrast some agrarians held

that circumstance made agriculture an important means of
generating wealth though not the only means.

Agriculture,

it was argued, would also produce that moral character that
V.

spirit of self-reliance and love of liberty which kept men
inwardly and outwardly free.

It would more readily preserve

a balance of the right kinds of property and wealth which is
essential to the stability of a republic.

Agriculture unlike

commerce and industry was not conducive to the formation of
turbulent factions which would destroy a republican govern
ment and the freedoms embodied in it.

The culture of the

soil also involved men in a set of natural relations ranging
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"This essential difference which the Physiocrats
sought to establish between agricultural and industrial pro
duction was at bottom theological.
The fruits of the earth
are given by God, while the products of the arts are wrought
by man who is powerless to create."
See Charles Gide and
Charles Rist, A History of Economic Doctrines: From the
Physiocrats to the Present D a y , trans. R. Richards (2nd Eng
lish ed.; Boston:
D.C. Heath and Co., 1948), p. 34.

from the physical to the spiritual.
ordered, or pious.

Such a life was well

A man living in right relations with

God, his family, and his country experienced the true hap
piness that only an agrarian society could provide.

Some

ante-bellum Southern Agrarians included the institution of
chattel slavery in this set of right relations.

Agricul

ture, they argued, gave rise to slavery which in turn was
part of the Creator's benevolent design for human happiness.
The above are the ends and means of agrarian political
economists which make up the coherent and yet heterogeneous
body of ideas encompassed by the term "agrarianism".

Chap

ters two and three will deal with this body of ideas as it
appears in the works of the ancient Greeks and Romans, and
the seventeenth and eighteenth century French and British
agrarians.

Chapters four, five, and six are devoted to a

consideration of these ideas as they were made manifest in
the works of agrarian political economists of the American
South.

Chapter 2
THE ANCIENT GREEK AND ROMAN AGRARIANS
It is necessary to begin this discussion of agrarian
political economy with a consideration of the works of a
number of ancient Greek and Roman agrarians.

Their works

mark the known beginnings of the study of agrarian politi
cal economy in the western world, and it was their works
which had perhaps the most lasting influence on agrarian
writers down through the centuries.

The ancients discussed

all of the important ends of agriculture which were to ap
pear again and again in works of agrarian political econo
mists.

Arguments concerning the ends of limited wealth, in

ternal and external freedom, and piety, and the means that
agriculture provided to these ends were elaborated in the
works of these ancients and were used selectively by French,
British, and American writers of the agrarian tradition.
These ancient writers include Hesiod, Xenophon, and Aristo
tle from Greece, and the Romans Cato, Varro, Virgil, and
Columella all of whom were variously engaged in politics,
soldiering, farming, and writing.

A discussion of their

works will reveal the ancient model for the study of agrari
an political economy which was to serve as a foundation for
the work of later writers.
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THE GREEKS
Hesiod
The Greek poet Hesiod (8th century B.C.) addresses him
self to the ends of agriculture, limited wealth, internal
and external freedom, and piety, in The Works and Days.
Werner Jaeger has explained that Hesiod provides the second
basis of civilization, work, "Heroism is shown and virtues
of lasting value are developed...in the quiet incessant bat
tle of the worker against the elements and the hard
earth.Indeed,

the leit motiv of The Works and Days is

the connection which exists between righteousness and
work.^ ^
Hesiod uses three myths to construct the peasant's
outlook on life.

The Prometheus myth explains the existence

of toil and trouble in human life.

The description of the

five ages explains the great difference between Hesiod's
world and the brilliant life of the Homeric world.

It is a

reflection of man's continual longing for a better world.
Last, the Pandora myth places responsibility for evil in the
world on the shoulders of w o m a n . T h e s e

are the myths

^ W e r n e r Jaeger, Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Culture,
trans. Gilbert Highet, I (2nd ed.; New York: Oxford Univer
sity Press, 1945), p. 57.
^Jaeger,

I, p. 64.

5^Jaeger, I, p. 61.
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which describe the fall of man from the Golden age when he
lived without hard work or pain, and in great material
abundance.

57

Hesiod speaks of his own time:

For here now is the age of iron. Never by daytime
- will there be an end to hardwork and pain,
nor in the night
to weariness, when the gods will send anxieties
to trouble us.58
There is a teleological order which eminates from God that
includes both a natural order and a moral order which are
not distinguished in particular from one another.

The na

tural order necessitates work— "country life and country
labour"— and defines the moral order in which idleness is
shameful and work is good.

5 9

Hesiod describes the just community in The Works and
Days and therein makes clear his emphasis on agriculture as
a means to material prosperity.

In the just community men

live something like they did in the Golden age; the city
flourishes, its people blossom, peace is always present not
war:
Neither famine nor inward disaster comes the way
of those people
who are straight and just; they do their work
as if work were a holiday;
the earth gives them great livelihood,...

Hesiod, The Works and Days, in Hesiod: The Works
and Days, Theogony, the Shield of Herackles, trans. Richard
Lattimore (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1959),
11. 108-121.
58
Works and Days 11. 176-178.
r

Q

Jaeger, I, pp. 72-73.

They prosper in good things throughout.
They need have no traffic
with ships, for their own grain-giving land
yields them its harvest.
Jaeger offers additional commentary on the fact that
the inhabitants of the just city do not go aboard ships; he
explains that it is a reflection of the belief in Hesiod's
time that maritime trade and seafaring was against the will
of the gods.^^
Hesiod cautions against the attempt to gain wealth by
deceit or force as impious acts in which "a man's shameless
spirit tramples his sense of honor...," and for which Zeus
will extract a bitter p r i c e . G r e e d y profit seeking is a
kind of madness which is to be avoided. 6 3

In its stead one

should be pious and make sacrifices to the immortals.

When

this is done you will buy other's land and not the other
way a r o u n d . ^

Thus Hesiod can declare that you have your

rich land which will prevent your going begging if you work
it properly and do homage to the g o d s . ^
are clear:

The implications

the amount of wealth which Hesiod considers to

^ Works and Days 11. 225-237.
^Jaeger, I, p. 430n.
^ Works and Days 11. 320-334.
fi3
Works and
Days11. 353.
^ Works and

Works and

Days11. 335-341.

Days11. 320-341, 385-395

be prerequisite to human happiness is not unlimited.

Agri

culture provides that amount which is necessary and perhaps
no more, but it is at least sufficient to avoid the dishon
or of theft prompted by greed or beggary.
Hesiod depicts agriculture as an important source of
wealth and as a form of work which is a part of the natural
and moral order created by God.

Though agriculture is an

honorable source of wealth, it is not the only acceptable
fk
form of wealth-getting.
Hesiod mentions crafts in The
Works and Days in a way which suggests this:
So the neighbor envies the neighbor
who presses on toward wealth.
Such Strife
is a good friend to mortals.
Then potter is potter's enemy, and
craftsman is craftman's
rival; tramp is jealous of tramp,
and singer and singer. 7
The craftsman's work cannot be stealing and therefore
impious and non-productive if Hesiod speaks of it in this
fashion.

Profit can in fact be had from maritime trade

though Hesiod cautions against it.

68

It seems then that

while agriculture is not the only source of wealth it does
hold a superior moral position.

66

W.E. Heitland, Agricola: A Study of Agriculture and
Rustic Life in the Greco-Roman World from the Point of View
of Labor (1921; rpt. Westport:
Greenwood Press, 1970),

p. 23.
^7Works and Days 11. 23-26.
^ Works and Days 11. 618-650.
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Freedom as the absence of external coercion also ap
pears in The Works and Days, and it is the connection of
freedom with the theme of justice which also ties it to
agriculture.

Hesiod says his own age, the age of iron, will

be the age in which might makes r i g h t . H e

tells a fable

in which the hawk dominates the nightingale by force as the
noble dominates the peasant.

This is an injustice based on

violence which will lose out to justice in the e n d . ^

The

Works and Days was itself written because of the injustice
done to Hesiod by his brother Perses.

By means of bribery

Perses had gotten the judges to award him his brother's
share of their inheritance.

This is the contest between

might and right which also represents the aristocratic ty
ranny experienced by the peasants of that t i m e . ^

Hesiod

pleads with his brother:
...Perses, listen to justice;
do not try to practise
violence; violence is bad for a weak man; even
a noble cannot lightly carry the burden of her,
but she weighs him down
when he loses his way in delusions; that other road
is the better
which leads toward just dealings. For Justice
wins over violence
as they come out in the end.

^ Works and Days 11. 180-201.
70
Works and Days 11. 202-212.
^1Jaeger, I, p. 59.

^Works and Days 11. 213-219.
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Injustice is done by an act of external coercion per
formed by corrupting the judges in the law suit.

Justice

and therefore freedom from at least some kinds of external
coercion is obtained in the just city.

It is the example

of the just city which immediately follows this recounting
of the unjust acts of Perses, and as already shown the
source of wealth for the just city is its own "grain-giving
land."

This is the source of honorable wealth which will

provide an abundance of goods and act as a just alternative
to the use of external coercion to acquire wealth.

It will

release man from the burden of slavery to his own passions
which leads him to act unjustly.

Hence, agriculture serves

as a means to the end of internal as well as external free
dom.
Piety and agriculture are also tightly interwoven in
Hesiod's Works and Days.

God created a teleological order

in which working the land goes hand in hand with righteous
ness in providing for as good a life as may be had on this
earth.

Working the rich land provides an alternative to

the impious deeds of stealing and deceit which Zeus will
heavily punish.

Agriculture is a means to wealth which is

compatible with the pious life:

it fits best within the

natural and moral order created by God.

While crafts and

trade are not necessarily impious they do not hold the moral
position held by agriculture.

One could argue that piety is a prerequisite to last
ing wealth and is therefore not an end in itself.

Such an

argument vrould be consistent with the position of those who
argue that Hesiod's view of the economic problem is limited
to that of the moderns— scarcity.
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Hesiod does, however,

state the problem a little more broadly.

He speaks of what

has been lost as a result of man's fall:
Since before this time the races of men
had been living on earth
free from all evils, free from laborious work,
and free from
all wearing sicknesses that bring
their fates down on m e n . ... ^
This was a time when men,
...lived as if they were gods,
their hearts free from all sorrow,
by themselves, and without hard work or pain;
no miserable
old age came their way; their hands, their feet,
did not alter.
They took their pleasure in festivals,
and lived without troubles.
When they died, it was as if they fell asleep.
All goods
were theirs.
Hesiod mourns the loss of material well-being, or the
introduction of scarcity which is the subject of modern eco
nomic study.

His is the age of iron where hard work, pain,

7^
B.J. Gordon, "Aristotle and Hesiod:
The Economic
Problem in Greek Thought," Review of Social Economy, XI
(September, 1963), 148-151.
74
Works and Days 11. 90-93.

^Works and Days 11. 112-117.

and weariness never e n d . ^

One might add, however, that in

stating the problem Hesiod first mentions the introduction
of evil and sorrow into the world and only secondly and
separately does he mention the introduction of scarcity.
Human happiness is affected by material abundance, but
Hesiod does not equate the two.

In his description of the

degeneration of man through the five ages Hesiod names the
causes of man's growing unhappiness; they are "increasing
hybris and folly, the disappearance of fear of the gods,
war, and v i o l e n c e . H e r e

is the importance of piety for

the loss of it is an imminent cause of unhappiness.

Piety

is an end which can be partly achieved by means of an agri
cultural life.

An agricultural life is desirable in turn

because it is conducive to the achievement of the ultimate
end of human happiness.
Xenophon
In chapters IV, V, and VI of the Oeconomicus Xenophon,
the historian and Athenian general (430-356 B.C.), presents
the case for farming.^®

Within those few pages limited

wealth, internal and external freedom, and piety are put
forth as ends of agriculture.

The relationship of

^®See quote above, p. 35.
77
Jaeger, I, p. 67.
7ft

.

.

.

John Warrington, Everyman1s Classical Dictionary;
800 B.C.-A.D. 337 (London: J.M. Dent & Sons, Ltd., 1969),
p. 533.

agriculture to the ends of wealth and freedom is clearly
stated by the character Socrates in chapter V, "For the
pursuit of farming seems to be at the same time some soft
pleasure, an increase of the household, and a training of
the bodies so that they can do whatever befits a free
79

man."'

It is these ends which will be considered first

followed by a discussion of piety as an end in Xenophon's
agrarian political economy.
In the Oeconomicus Socrates declares that, "Whoever
said that farming is the mother and nurse of all other arts
spoke finely indeed.

For when farming goes well, all the

other arts also flourish, but when the earth is compelled
to lie barren, the other arts almost cease to exist, at sea
as well as on the earth."
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This passage has been used to

suggest that Xenophon held to a somewhat physiocratic under
standing of the productivity of agriculture.

For Xenophon

primary industry is the key source of all wealth, and "hu
man economic activity whether in production or distribution
is most meaningful in the case of agricultural production,
where men are merely the managers of what are natural pro
cesses.

The agricultural case is the exemplar for all

79Xenophon, Oeconomicus, in Xenophon1s Socratic Dis
course : An Interpretation of the Oeconomicus, by Leo
Strauss with trans. by Carnes Lord {Ithaca: Cornell Univer
sity Press, 1970), v, 1.
^^Oeconomicus v, 17.

other forms of economic endeavor.”
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This is the agricul

tural fundamentalism which looks forward to the doctrines
of some Roman writers and to the P h y s i o c r a t s . i t

not

contended in the Oeconomicus that no one can become wealthy
by some menas other than agriculture.

In chapter IV Socra

tes selects not the most lucrative art but the most noble—
agriculture. 83

It does appear however that the Oeconomicus

means to suggest that other methods of wealth-getting are
at the very best less desirable if not sterile.
It seems equally apparent from the text of the Oeco
nomicus that Xenophon's is a concept of limited wealth.

It

is clear that agriculture produces an abundance, but "it
doesn't yield them {the farmersj up to softness but accus
toms all to bear the cold of winter and the heat of summer
....it produces a kind of manliness....1
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This abundance

of good things is surely not inclusive of any great luxury,
yet it is enough to lead a good life.

For Xenophon the

limitation of wants is equally important as the production

^ B a r r y Gordon, Economic Analysis before Adam Smith:
Hesiod to Lessius (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1975),
p. 40.
®^Gordon, Economic Analysis, p. 40.
83Leo Strauss, Xenophon1s Socratic Discourse: An in
terpretation of the Oeconomicus (Ithaca: Cornell Univer
sity Press, 1970), p. 121.
^Oeconomicus v, 4.

of goods when it comes to solving the problems which come
QC
from the existence of scarcity.
On the matter Xenophon1s attitude toward individual
liberty such as that enjoyed in democratic Athens, there
have been at least two opposing views expressed.

One view

has it that he was an opponent of such freedom, and Xeno
phon's admiration for the Persian system where the king's
will controls all is given as evidence of this.®^

In op

posing this view Werner Jaeger states that Xenophon's sup
port of Athenian democracy was genuine.®^

Xenophon did ad

mire that part of the Persian system which developed the
manly virtues through character formation.

To the extent

that the Persians had ideas similar to the old Greek notion
of kalokagothia

(the epitome of virtue and nobility) they

had something worthy of consideration.

Thus Xenophon pre

sents to Greek readers the "ideal statesmanlike and kingly
pO
virtue embodied in the Persian monarch.

Gordon, Economic Analysis, p. 39.
86

Will Durant, The Life of Greece (New York:
Simon
and Schuster, 1966), p. 491.
See also Heitland, p. 61.
87
Werner Jaeger, Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Cul
ture , trans.
Gilbert Highet, III (New York:
Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1944), p. 158.
®®Jaeger, III, pp. 160-162.
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The object of this interest in the Persians, however,
is freedom.

"Xenophon thinks the soldier is the ideal man:

fresh and healthy, honest and brave, disciplined.... In a
world where the framework of politics and civil security is
collapsing he is the only free and independent m a n . " ^
Xenophon was not defending the degenerate Persians of his
own time but rather the knightly warriors of the founding
of the empire.

The Persians of that time were not slaves

but free men with equal rights.

QQ

One might add that the

case for farming made in chapter IV of the Oeconomicus is
based on the model of the Persian king who is said to be
lieve that farming and the art of war are two of the most
noble and necessary pursuits.

That argument is not suffi

ciently convincing so the case is continued in chapter V . 91
It is there that one finds the passage stating that farming
provides training for the body which prepares one to do
"whatever befits a free raan."^
In chapter IV the mechanic arts are said to ruin the
body and to produce an effeminancy which allows the soul to
become more diseased.

Those involved in the mechanical arts

make bad friends and bad defenders of their fatherlands.

89Jaeger, III, p. 163.
90
Jaeger, III, p. 166.
^Strauss, Xenophon's , pp. 116, 113-119.
J Oeconomicus v, 1.
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On the other hand the arts of war and farming are noble.95
This theme is resumed in chapter V, "Then if someone wants
to defend the city as a horseman, farming is most suffi
cient for maintaining a horse, or if one is a foot soldier,
it provides a vigorous body....Further, the earth stimulates
in some degree the farmers to armed protection of the coun
try by nourishing her crops in the open for the strongest
to take."
changed.

94

The context of the argument for farming has

In chapter IV, the argument that fails, there are

no free men but rather all are slaves to the single master,
the Persian king.

In chapter V, farming is presented as

the proper training for the body of the free man; the free
man is both farmer and soldier the latter including both
hoplites and knights.95
Xenophon’s criticism of Athenian democracy centers not
around freedom but around the notion that the Athenian citi
zens feel that they have only privileges and no duties and
"that the essence of liberty was to have these privileges
guaranteed by the state."95

If the country were attacked

the artisans of the city would do as they were trained to
do.

They would not fight but guard only the city wall

^ Oeconomicus iv, 2-4.
94
Oeconomicus v, 5-7.
95

Strauss, Xenophon1s, p. 122.

9^Jaeger, III, p. 168.
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risking no danger, and leave the country to the enemy.^7
Thus in their reluctance and inability to preserve the ex
ternal conditions necessary to the community's existence by
fighting for their country the Athenians would lose the
liberty that they so proudly vaunted.^®
Sufficient evidence has been presented to show that
Xenophon was concerned with freedom and that he believed
that the preservation of it depended upon the proper forma
tion of character.

The role of agriculture was in forming

those soldierly qualities and instilling those economic in
terests in men which would bring them to defend their coun
try against external threats.

To this freedom from external

coercion there is added the internal freedom which comes
from having a healthy or well ordered soul.
In chapter V of the Oeconomicus Xenophon discusses the
relationship between piety and agriculture.

The character

Socrates explains that the earth provides farmers with
things which they can take pleasure in and which can be
used as sacrifice to win over the gods.

99

. _

No art provides

more suitable first sacrifices than does farming.
"Futhermore, the earth, being a goddess, teaches justice to

Oeconomicus vi, 5-10.
98

99

Jaeger, III, p. 168.
Oeconomicus v, 3.

^^Oeconomicus v, 10.
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those who are able to learn, for she gives the most goods
in return to those who serve her best."**-^

Kritoboulos

comments to Socrates that the art of farming cannot prevent
the loss of the crop it has helped to bring about when there
are droughts, frost, heavy rains and other maladies.

Soc

rates answers saying, "the gods are lords of the works of
farming no less than of those of war,"

In farming it is as

necessary to win over and consult the gods by sacrifice
and auguries as it is when under taking war.

Thus, "sensi

ble men attend to the gods out of regard for their oxen and
horses and sheep and indeed all their possessions."

10 2

To be successful in farming it is necessary to be pi
ous and give sacrifices, and working the land provides a
sufficient abundance to do this.

As a practical matter one

must be pious in order to be successful.

The relationship

between piety and agriculture runs deeper than this, how
ever.
Leo Strauss has suggested that in the Oeconomicus the
character Socrates intimates the deepest reason for the kin
ship between warfare and farming:

success in either re

quires the presence of a pious attitude in the partici
pant.

The peculiarly hazardous nature of warfare and

^ ^ Oeconomicus v, 12.
102

Oeconomicus v, 18-20.

"^^Strauss, Xenophon1s , p. 124.

farming brings one to piety (appeasement and worship of the
gods).

In his essay on the duties of a cavalry officer

Xenophon explains that his frequent use of the term 'God
willing' would be understood by anyone who lives his life
in constant danger.

Danger is part of soldiering and sol

diering is the best education for a noble man.’*'^

Piety,

through farming and warfare, must be a characteristic of
the noble man or gentleman, and farming is the most befit
ting way that this characteristic can be developed in the
economic realm.^ 5

piety is not only necessary to success

ful farming, it is also part of being a "perfect gentleman".
■I

This ideal man "is a man with a simple faith in God."
Aristotle
Amongst the ancient Greeks perhaps the most notable
agrarian of all was the philosopher Aristotle (384-324
B.C.).

In the Politics

Aristotle discussed the relation

ship between agriculture and a variety of ends including
limited wealth, and internal and external freedom.

Aris

totle's discussion of slavery and agriculture will be con
sidered in order to show that, unlike some of the agrarian
political economists of the ante-bellum South, Aristotle

104

Jaeger, III, p. 163.

■^^Strauss, Xenophon's , p. 129.
106Jaeger, III, p. 163.

did not treat slavery as desirable in practise nor did he
advocate agriculture as a way to maintain that institution.
To begin, Aristotle’s view of the subject matter of
economics provides an effective way of getting at his no
tion of wealth and how agriculture provides a means to that
end.

For Aristotle the central problem of human thought

is the nature of human happiness.10^

Though a good man can

make the best of poverty and disease, happiness comes only
when health and riches are present.10®
however,
ness.

At the same time,

"external goods" are not the cause of human happi

Barry Gordon has explained that "wealth is a mean

ingful term only when defined in the context of a pre-determined set of ends.

It is impossible to analyse increas

ing or decreasing wealth without examining the nature of
the ends involved."10^
Aristotle explains in Book I chapter 8 of the Politics
that there is an art of acquisition which is a part of the
art of household management "in so far as the art of house
hold management must either find ready to hand, or itself
provide, such things necessary to life, and useful for the

10^Gordon,

"Aristotle and Hesiod," p. 153.

10®Aristotle, Politics, trans. Benjamin Jowett, in The
Basic Works of Aristotle, ed. Richard McKeon (New York:
Random House, 1941), 1332a20.
All quotations of Aristotle’s
works are taken from the McKeon edition.
10^Gordon, "Aristotle and Hesiod," p. 154.

community of the family or state, as can be stored.

They

are the elements of true riches; for the amount of property
which is needed for a good life is not unlimited.

®

Thus the art of acquisition that is included under the art
of household mangagement is a natural art of acquisition.
There is another kind of art of acquisition, more properly
referred to as the art of wealth-getting, which suggests
that riches and property have no limit.

These two arts of

acquisition are similar in that they both use wealth.

They

are different, however, in that for the natural art the end
is happiness, for the other it is accumulation for its own
sake— as if there was no limit to wealth.

The first is

given by nature and the second by experience and art.^^^
The latter art is the discipline of chrematistike. 112
Aristotle's claim is that the amount of property and
riches necessary for the good life does have a limit.

This

is a limit set by nature and left for man to enforce.

The

failure to enforce this limit upon the desires of the body
is the root of i n j u s t i c e . A sufficient amount of wealth
is necessary in order for men to practise the virtues of

11QPolitics 1256b27-32.
111Politics 1256b37-1257a4.
^•^Gordon, "Aristotle and Hesiod," p. 151.
Ill
Harry Jaffa, "Aristotle", in History of Political
Philosophy, eds. Leo Strauss and Joseph Cropsey (2nd ed.;
Chicago: Rand McNally College Publishing Co., 1972), p. 80.

liberality and magnificence, but there is a point at which
man must put aside the tools of acquisition and take up the
pursuit of virtue if he is to live the good life.11** Man
is provided with the means of subsistence of nature,

it is

the role of man to adjust to or at best to harmonize those
natural processes which provide the material standard neces
sary for the good life.

This is Aristotle's view of the

man-nature relationship which in turn "gives rise to a doc
trine of the supremacy of agricultural pursuits in any so
cioeconomic order."115
The art of natural acquisition, "the useful parts of
wealth-getting...," consists of grazing, hunting, and farm
ing.

Those which are unnatural are commerce, usury, and

service for hire such as in the mechanical arts or unskil
led labor (a third group which is partially natural include
mining and timber).11^

This is the division of profit mak

ing into that which is made from the soil and that which is
made from one's fellows.

In one the return is from nature

and in the other "it is wrung from men."

117

Aristotle does

11-*Jeffery L. Sedgwick, "An Investigation of Aristot
le's Economic Thought," Thoughtlines: A Journal of Inter
disciplinary Study, II (Fall, 1976), 14.

1 1 5 Gordon, Economic Analysis, pp. 29-30.
116Politics, 1258b9-34; Jaffa, pp. 78-79.
117
E. Barker, The Political Thought of Plato and Aris
totle (3rd ed; 1947; rpt. New York: Dover Publications,
Inc., 1959), p. 375.
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include barter as a means of natural acquisition.

Money

was once introduced to facilitate these natural exchanges,
but as trade continues "the acquisition of money becomes an
end in itself, and what is a measure for wealth is identi
fied with wealth.

Finally, money is earned, not only from

the exchange of goods other than money, but from the ex
changing of money, i.e. from usury.
This is wholly unnaturX18
al and hence bad."
It is the introduction of money into
the process of exchange which makes unnatural acquisition
of wealth possible.

Nature has a built-in barrier to over

accumulation in the form of spoilage and it is this barrier
which is overcome by the use of money in exchange. 119
Aristotle does admit that a certain level of material
well being is essential to the good life.

However, wealth

beyond that essential amount is likely to lead one away from
happiness and not toward it.

For this reason agriculture

in particular is advocated as a means to the accumulation
of wealth.

Agriculture will provide that wealth which is

essential to the good life without clearing the path to un
limited acquisitiveness.

His advocacy of agriculture is

certainly not circumstantial and is more or less physiocratic in character.

Nature is the original source of all

wealth and any wealth which is had by unnatural means is

^l^Jaffa, p. 79.
-*■1^Sedgwick, p. 116.
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obtained at the expense of others.

Unnatural acquisition

makes man a Shylock "living by the pounds of flesh which he
exacts from customer or debtor."120
Aristotle does advocate agriculture as a means to the
end of freedom or liberty, but to understand this one must
be aware of what Aristotle considered liberty to be.

He is

all too familiar with the idea of freedom as the complete
absence of external coercion.

This is the democratic no

tion of freedom which is "a false idea of freedom which is
contradictory to the true interests of the state....Men
think...that freedom means doing what a man likes.

In such

democracies every one lives as he pleases, or in the words
of Euripides,

'according to his fancy1.

But this is all

wrong; men should not think it slavery to live according to
the rule of the constitution; for it is their salvation."x
For Aristotle liberty consists of obedience to just laws,
or as Montesquieu later taught, "'liberty is the right to
do as one ought to do, and not to do what one ought not to
do. '1,122

‘L20Barker, p. 375.
In the anonymous socratic text
Oeconomica trade is seen as war.
Gordon suggests that this
view might also be attributed to Aristotle though is is no
longer believed that he wrote this work.
See Gordon,
Economic Analysis, p. 41.
121
Politics 1310a25-36.
122Barker, p. 355.
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In the last chapter of the Nicomachean Ethics Aristot
le contends that if arguments alone were sufficient to make
man good then these arguments would have been successful
with the many.

Clearly this has not been the case.123

One

is led to conclude that if men are to be good then they must
be brought up under good laws and spend their entire lives
subject to them. ^-24

The problem becomes one of searching

for the kind of government which will generate good laws.12^
These passages in the Nicomachean Ethics act as a tran
sition to the Politics.

There it is learned that the three

true forms of government are kingly rule, aristocracy, and
constitutional rule.

Their corresponding perversions are

tyranny, oligarchy, and democracy.12^

While kingly rule is

the best of the true forms of government, tyranny is the
worst of the three perversions,

"and democracy is the most

tolerable of the three perversions.1,127

Aristotle himself

admits that of government "the best is often unattainable,
and therefore the true legislator and statesman ought to be
acquainted, not only with (1) that which is best in the

123Nicomachean Ethics 1179b4-16.
12^Nicomachean Ethics 1179b32-1180a412^Nicomachean Ethics 1181bl2-25.
12^Politics 1289a26-30.
127

Politics 1289a39-1289b4.
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abstract, but also with (2) that which is best relatively
to circumstances."I2 8
Such statements give rise to the comment that Aristot
le and Plato did dream of a governing elite trained from
boyhood, but "in their more practical moments, turning from
aspirations to facts of the world around them, they confes
sed the political value of the farmer-class.

To Aristotle

the best hope of making democracy a wholesome and tolerable
form of government lay in the strengthening of this element
.

Aristotle states that, "in democracies which are

subject to the law the best citizens hold the first place,
and there are no demagogues,"

13 0

and it is the agrarian de

mocracy which is governed by the best citizens and by the
law.

"When the class of the husbandmen and of those who

possess moderate fortunes have the supreme power, the gov
ernment is administered according to law.

For the citizens

being compelled to live by their labour have no leisure;
and so they set up the authority of the law, and attend
assemblies only when necessary."
tics Aristotle says:

128Politics 1288b24-28.
129
Heitland, p. 12.
^•28Politics I292a8-10.
ITT
^Politics 1292b25-28.

1^1

Elsewhere in the Poli

For the best material of a democracy is an agri
cultural population; there is no difficulty in
forming a democracy where the mass of people live
by agriculture or tending of cattle.
Being poor,
they have no leisure, and therefore do not often
attend assemblies, and not having the necessities
of life they are always at work, and do not covet
the property of others.
Indeed, they find their
employment pleasanter than the cares of government
or office where no great gains can be made out of
them, for the many are more desirous of gain than
honour.132
In the agrarian democracy the best citizens govern and gov
ern justly for they are held accountable by the electorate.
In this democracy of peasant proprietors it is the princi
ple of responsibility which reigns rather than absolute
freedom:

there is none of the turbulence and faction to

which the tradesmen and mechanics of the city are given.

133

It has been suggested that Aristotle had no great love
for peasant proprietors as citizen-soldiers, as business
men, or as men who are free from the anxieties of town life.
Instead,

"his admiration lies in the fact, that the farmer

will be too busy to govern, and will have the sense of
leave it to his betters."

Thus Aristotle is as anxious to

preserve these farmers as those who do admire them for the
above stated reasons, and he suggests that agrarian laws be

132Politics 1318b9-l7.
133Aristotle mentions in the Politics that the laws of
many states were directed to the maintenance of a populace
of husbandmen.
See the Politics 1318b26-13l9al9.

used to preserve t h e m . ^ ^

In response of these statements

one might answer that Aristotle would not have considered
agricultural work to be appropriate for only servile hands
if he had believed that the old rural economy and its sta
bilizing element the working farmer had not been lost forever.^^

Second/ one might cite Aristotle leaving some

suggestion in the Politics that there is room for moral ex
cellence in the work of farmers and graziers as opposed to
that of traders, mechanics and

l a b o r e r s .

^

6

There is also

the brief passage in the Rhetoric which treats justice as
a quality which draws friendship, and "the just we consider
to be those who do not live on others; which means those
who work for their living, especially farmers and others
who work with their own hands."137

good life for

134

Barker, p. 449.
Agrarian laws usually placed some
kind of limitation on the amount of land that any citizen
could own.
Their purpose was to prevent a large concentra
tion of wealth in a few hands and to preserve a class of
husbandmen.
13 5
Heitland, p. 96.
"Next best to an agricultural, and in many respects
similar, are a pastoral people, who live by their flocks;
they are the best trained of any for w a r , robust in body
and able to camp out.
The people of whom other democracies
consist are far inferior to them, for their life is inferi
or; there is no room for moral excellence in any of their
employments, whether they be mechanics or traders, or la
bourers."
See Politics 1319a20-28.
l-^Rhetoric 1381a22-24.
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man is to be found in a felicitous political community then
perhaps it is approached in the material realm in an agrari
an democracy.

There one finds just laws by means of govern

ment by the best citizens/ and just men by means of their
occupation

(which provides for freedom from unnatural ac

quisitiveness)

and their obedience to the law.

A discussion of the relationship between agriculture
and slavery in Aristotle's Politics can prevent some of the
confusion which might arise from reading about Aristotle's
conception of the ideal state in Book VII.

There Aristotle

recommends the use of slaves to fill the role of husband
men.

No reason is given for this other than that citizens

would not have sufficient leisure "for the development of
virtue and the performance of political duties" if they were
husbandmen.

Aristotle also states that citizens would not

be mechanics or tradesmen because "such a life is ignoble,
and inimical to v i r t u e T h e r e

is an important differ

ence in these two statements regarding citizenship and oc
cupation.

Husbandry does leave some room for moral excel

lence, as previously explained, though it does not leave
sufficient leisure for the more complete development of vir
tue and for the performance of political duties that is to
be required of the citizenry in the ideal state.

138Politics 1328b34-1329a2.
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Aristotle does not offer an explanation for the appar
ent incongruency of using slaves in an occupation in which
some degree of moral excellence is possible and failing to
suggest the use of slaves in the ignoble trades.

Slavery

itself is only justified in the instance where the body
rules the soul, m

the case of the natural slave.

ever, not all existing slavery is natural.
brought on solely by force.

How

Often it is

Nature does not aid one in

making the distinction between natural and conventional
slaves by providing any noticeable difference in their
physiques.

Even in the ideal state Aristotle suggests,

without explanation, that,

"it is expedient that liberty

should always be held out to them the slaves as the re
ward of their s e r v i c e s . I t

appears that even in the

ideal state Aristotle is not committed to slavery as a so
cial institution without qualification.

Even less is this

true when Aristotle turns to practical reality and decides
on democracy as the most tolerable of the perverted forms
of government.

In a democracy the populace is free and

equal, and any slavery that does exist is surely convention
al and not natural in origin.

Given these arguments it

seems reasonable to conclude that Aristotle did not consider

139Politics 1254al8-1254b9.
^ ^ P o l i t i c s 1330a33-34.
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slavery to be desirable in practise nor did he advocate
agriculture as a means to that end.-^^
At this point it is useful to briefly state the results
of this analysis of the work of three agrarians from ancient
Greece.

The discussion has drawn upon three important

texts, Hesiod’s Works and Days, Xenophon's Oeconomicus, and
Aristotle’s Politics, written between the 8th and 4th cen
turies B.C., and has shown that the ends of limited wealth,
internal and external freedom, and piety were all well es
tablished in the agrarian political economy of the ancient
world.

These same ends were to appear again in the works

of another group of ancient writers whose civilization
would later supplant that of the ancient Greeks.

The great

est inspiration for agrarian political economists down
through the centuries was to come from the works of these
the ancient Romans.

It has been suggested elsewhere that slavery was a
practical compromise reached by Aristotle between agricul
ture, which of all occupations comes closest to the ideal,
and the necessity of leisure to the full (or virtuous) life.
Slavery is admitted to the scheme of things because it is
a solution to the problem of how to lead a life of leisure
in harmony with nature, and not because it is a principle
which stands on its own. This is also allegedly true of
the ante-bellum Southern Agrarians.
See J.S. Marshall,
"Aristotle and the Agrarians," Review of Politics, IX (July,
1947), 350-361.

THE ROMANS
To understand the works of the ancient Roman agrarians
the ends they sought/ and how they thought agriculture
would help to attain those ends, it is necessary to briefly
state the problem to which they were responding.

Until the

Punic Wars the Roman Republic was a society of "small agri
cultural proprietors, industrious, god-fearing, patriotic,
courageous.

They were famous throughout the ancient world

for their fortitude, their endurance under adversity.
Aeneas, the legendary leader of the Latin peoples, was cal
led always the 'pious Aeneas', and the concept of piety lay
at the heart of Roman culture.

"

This piety consisted of

worship and sacrifice to the gods, of honoring parents and
ancestors, of standing by friends, and of dying for one's
country if need be.

The pious had taken on sacred duties

that were worth dying for.^4^

These were the free citizen-

farmers, the backbone of the republic, who were ruined by
war.

These were the men who died or who returned from the

war so hopelessly in debt that they became citizen-paupers
dependent on the public dole.^44

The Second Punic War

(218-201 B.C.):

■**42Russell Kirk, The Roots of American Order (La Salle
Open Court Publishing Co., 1974), p. 103.
143
.,
Ibid.
■'■44Kirk, The Roots, p. 104.
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began the transformation of Homan life and morals
by hurting agriculture and helping trade; by tak
ing men from the countryside and teaching them the
violence of battle and the promiscuity of the camp;
by bringing the precious metals of Spain to finance
new luxuries and imperialistic expansion; by en
abling Italy to live on extorted wheat of Spain,
Sicily, and Africa.
It was a pivotal event for
almost every phase of Roman history.
The historian Polybius knew that this would mean the ruin
of the free republic and result in "'the greatest of all
evils, the government of the multitude.'"14 6

was against

this tide of corruption that a number of men rose to the de
fense of the old agrarian republic.
Marcus Porcius Cato
The earliest of these defenders to be considered here
is Marcus Porcius Cato, the Elder

{234-149 B.C.).

Cato,

born a plebeian peasant, held to the old Roman qualities;
he "loved the soil, worked hard, saved carefully, lived
with conservative simplicity....He considered discipline
the mother of character and freedom....".

147

Cato was in

fluenced by men such as the great Roman warrior Marcus
Curius who despite his great victories "was contented to
dig in so small a piece of ground, and live in such a

1 45

14 6

Will Durant, Caesar and Christ, p. 54.
Kirk, The Roots, p. 102.

147 Durant, Caesar, pp. 102-103.

small and plain

cottage."148

He was elected censor by

the farmers who like him despised venality and luxury.
They supported Cato through forty-four public indictments
made by corrupt patricians who stood as his enemies.14^

As

censor Cato punished many acts of luxury and vice, and taxed luxury goods heavily.

1 <0

Though he studied Greek liter

ature and philosophy himself, Cato opposed educating the
young in these fearing that it would dissolve their reli
gious beliefs and leave them "defenseless against the in-I C *1

stincts of acquisition, pugnacity, and sex."

Cato's

concern for the restoration of piety, for the maintenance
of the "ordered freedom" of the Roman commonwealth,1^2 and
for some degree of wealth show through in his concern for
the old class of citizen-farmers.

He knew that it was the

agricultural system based on these men and not that of the
great landed estates which replaced them that had brought
Rome to greatness. 153

148

Plutarch, "Marcus Cato," in Plutarch:
The Lives of
the Noble Grecians and Romans, trans. John Dryden and rev.
by Arthur Hugh Clough (New York:
Random House), pp. 412413.
14 9Durant, Caesar, p. 103.
"^^Plutarch,

"Cato," pp. 423-425.

151Durant, Caesar, p. 104.
1^2Kirk, The Roots, p. 102.
•^■^Heitland, pp. 164-165.
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Cato's On Agriculture is primarily a guide to profit
able farming under the new slave powered agricultural sys
tem, but he begins the work with the traditional republican
defense of agriculture as the most honorable occupation pro
ducing "the bravest men and the sturdiest soldiers
To be sure, Cato was concerned with the accumulation of
wealth (and according to Plutarch sometimes avariciously so)
even to the extent that he once "took the boldness to af
firm that he was a most wonderful nay, a godlike man, who
left more behind him than he had r e c e i v e d . 5^

In the in

troduction to On Agriculture Cato defends farming on the
grounds that the livelihood that it provides is more cer
tain and viewed with less hostility than that had by trade
or m o n e y l e n d i n g . B e s i d e s ,

it isn't so much a matter of

income but rather the degree of extravagance on the part
of the man which determines accumulation.

157

In addition to wealth agriculture would bring one hon
or and respect.

When the Romans' ancestors praised a worthy

man it was with the words 11'good husbandman'" or "'good
farmer'".

Even of his own time Cato says, "it is from the

1 c/
13^Marcus Porcius Cato, On Agriculture Introduction,
1-4, in Cato and Varro; De Re Rustica, trans. William Davis
Hooper and rev. by Harrison Boyd Ash (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1935).
155
Plutarch, "Cato," p. 428.
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Cato, On Agriculture Introduction, 1-4.
Cato, On Agriculture I, 6-7.

farming class that the bravest men and the sturdiest sol
diers come, their calling is most highly respected, their
livelihood most assured and is looked on with least hostil
ity and those who are engaged in that pursuit are least in1 cp
clined to be disaffected.11-LJO Here are the men whose char
acters are molded by a simplistic life of working the soil
and whose freedom is protected by their willingness and
ability to defend the Republic.

This is the life which

instilled in the character of men that piety which was at
the heart of the Roman culture.

Even in this treatise on

profitable large scale farming Cato refers many times to
the other acts of piety which are necessary to successful
farming, e.g. sacred feasts, vows, offerings, and sacrifices
to the gods.

1 RQ

Marcus Terentius Varro
Between the writing of Marcus Cato's and Marcus Teren
tius Varro's (116-27 B.C.) treatises on agriculture came
the agrarian revolt under the Gracchi brothers and then the
Civil War which ended the Republic and raised the Empire.
Marcus Varro, another of the agrarian political economists
of ancient Rome, may indeed have believed that it was im
possible to regain the old order of small holdings and

^®Cato, On Agriculture Introduction, 2-4.
159Cato, On Agriculture L, 2; LXXXIII; CXXXI; CXXXII,
1-2; CXXXIV, 1-4; CXXXIX; CXL; CXLI.

peasant farmers, but that did not discourage him from discussing the merits of that order.

i6n

It has been suggested

that Varro was encouraging a return to the land in co-oper
ation with the Augustan reforms.1^1
In his treatise On Agriculture Varro clearly declares
wealth to be an end of agriculture.

In the treatise Agra-

sius entreats Scrofa, "tell us what end agriculture has in
view, profit, or pleasure, or both....".

^o this Scrofa

eventually answers, "Equipped with this knowledge of this
important and noble art and science, the farmer should aim
to two goals, profit and pleasure; the object of the first
is material return, and of the second enjoyment.

The pro

fitable plays a more important role than the pleasurable..
..".163

Elsewhere in the treatise Scrofa speaks of the re

lated occupation of animal husbandry, " ’Well, there is a
science of assembling and feeding cattle in such a fashion
as to secure the greatest returns from them; the very word
for money is derived from them, for cattle are the basis of

^^Heitland, p. 184.
1 61

Durant, Caesar, p. 159.

■^^Marcus Terentius Varro, On Agriculture I, ii, 11-12,
in Cato and Varro; De Re Rustica, trans. William Davis
Hooper and rev. by Harrison Boyd Ash (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1935).
l^Varro, on Agriculture I, iii, 1-2.

all wealth.' "164

is no-(- likely that this statement

should be taken at face value since Varro does indicate
elsewhere the dangers that have arisen out of conversion of
grain lands to pasture lands, i.e. food shortage, and he
does recommend that farm owners have a knowledge of both
agriculture and cattleraising.1^5

does seem, however,

that both are fundamental to the accumulation of wealth and
are complementary to one another in that capacity.
No direct mention of freedom appears in this treatise,
but as with Cato so Varro speaks well of the old order of
free citizen-farmers.

He introduces as an authority on

farming a character whose family is well known for origina
ting the bill which limited the amount of land which could
be held by a Roman citizen

(the agrarian

l a w ) .

^

6

Varro

declares that, "It was not without reason that those great
men, or our ancestors, put the Romans who lived in the
country ahead of those who lived in the city.

For as in the

country those who live in the villa are lazier than those
who are engaged in carrying out work on the land, so they

l fid

165
166

Varro, On Agriculture II,

i

, 11-12.

Varro, On Agriculture II, Introduction, 4-5.
Varro, On Agriculture I, n ,

9-10.

thought that those who settled in town were more indolent
than those who dwelt in the country."167
Thus they limited the number of days needed for the
gymnasia of the Greeks.

This has been lost, "in these

days practically all the heads of families have sneaked
within the walls, abandoning the sickle and the plough, and
would rather busy their hands in the theatre and in the
circus than in the grainfields and the vineyards, we hire
a man to bring us from Africa and Sardinia the grain with
which to fill our stomachs, and the vintage we store comes
in ships from the islands of Cos and Chios."

1 fi8

In the

land of shepherds who founded the city and taught their de
scendants agriculture there has from greed come a loss of
grain land in favor of pasture.

16 Q

Thus Rome fell into the

dependency which men of the Republic had deplored.
Varro recognized agriculture as a means of restoring
piety-worship of the gods, respect toward parents and an
cestors, and loyalty to country— or the ancient religion.
This restoration would provide the moral commandments nec
essary to "the fertility, order, and courage of a nation..
■•"*

17 0

Varro makes sure to invoke the gods himself since

^■^Varro, On Agriculture II, 1.
168
Varro, On Agriculture II, 2-3.
3Varro, On Agriculture II, 4.
170
Durant, Caesar, pp. 159-160.

they help those who call on them.

These are the gods "who

are the special patrons of husbandmen" rather than "those
urban gods, whose images stand around the forum, bedecked
with g o l d ^

^

Varro explains that:
farmers antedate city people by an enormous number
of years.
And no marvel, since it was divine nature
which gave us the country, and man's skill which
built the cities; since all arts are said to have
been discovered in Greece within a thousand years,
while there never was a time when there were not
fields on earth that could be tilled.
And not only
is the tilling of the fields more ancient--it is
more noble.
It was therefore not without reason
that our ancestors tried to entice their citizens
back from the city to the country; for in time of
peace they were fed by the country Romans, and in
time of war aided by them.
It was not without rea
son that they called the same earth 'mother' and
'Ceres' the creator , and thought that those who
tilled her lived a pious and useful life, and that
they were the only survivors of the stock of King
Saturnus the Sower
i72
It is clear that Varro recognized piety to be one of
the ends of agriculture even though he himself held to a
"vague pantheism" rather than the religion which was intend
ed for the people. 17 3
Virgil
A partial contemporary of Varro was one Publius Vergil
ius Maro or Virgil

171

(70-19 B.C.).

Virgil is the best known

Varro, On Agriculture I, i, 4-5.

l^Varro, On Agriculture III, i, 3-5.
^73Durant, Caesar, pp. 159-160.

of all ancient agrarian writers and his work The Georgies
the most influential.

The Georgies was not meant to serve

as a treatise on practical agriculture like that of Cato
and of Varro.

Instead it was to act as a call to restore

rural life and the health of the nation.

While idealizing

rural life Virgil also speaks of the hardships and labor
that goes with i t . ^ 4

It has been observed that there are

three key words to be found in the works of Virgil.

These

represent three important themes in his works and they are
all present in The Georgies itself.
labor, pietas, and fatum.-^5

These three words are

jn Book I of The Georgies

Virgil explains that before Jove1s time there was freely
gathered fruit and no division of the land.^^^

But Jove

brought on change by commanding that men labor:
For the Father of agriculture
Gave us a hard calling: he first decreed it an art
To work the fields, sent worries to sharpen our
mortal wits
And would not allow his realm to grow listless
from lethargy.1^7

l^Durant, Caesar, p. 238.
17 5

Kirk, The Roots, p. 115.

^^Virgil, Georgies I, 11. 125-128, The Georgies of
Virgil, trans. C. Day Lewis (Letchworth: Readers Union,
Ltd., 1943).
^ ^ Georgics I, 11. 121-.124.
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Still anything can be mastered by "unremitting labor and
the harsh hand of n e c e s s i t y l ^ ®
In Book II of The Georgies Virgil explains that agri
culture will provide that wealth which brings with it hap
piness:
Oh, too lucky for words, if he only knew his luck,
Is the countryman who far from the clash of armaments
Lives, and rewarding earth is lavish of all he
needs!179
This countryman will experience no mobs gaping at his rich
es, neither will he have foreign dyes or exotic spices for
his use:
But calm security and a life that will not
cheat you,
Rich in its own rewards, are here:
the broad
ease of the farmlands,
Caves, living lakes, and combes that are cool
even at midsummer,
Mooing of herds, and slumber mild in the trees'
shade.180
The countryman,
He has no poor to pity, no envy for the rich.
The first fruit on the bough, the crops that the
field is glad to bear,
Are for his gathering: he spares not a glance
for the iron
Rigour of law, the municipal racket, the public
records.

l ^ Georgics I, 11. 145-146.
l ^ Georgics II, 11. 458-460.
1®^Georgies II, 11. 462-470.

Other men dare the sea with their oars blindly,
or dash
_
On the sword, or insinuate into royal courts....
These men lust for wealth and power and are willing to shed
blood and risk exile for it.

182

But still the farmer furrows the land with his
curving plough:
The land is his annual labor, it keeps his native
country,
His little grandsons and herds of cattle and
trusty bullocks.
Unresting the year teems with orchard fruit, or
young
Or cattle, or sheaves of corn,
Brimming the furrows with plenty, overflowing
the barns.-1-®-*
Such is the wealth that leads to human happiness and it can
be gotten by hard work on the land.
Faturn refers to the imperial destiny of Rome, "Rome's
duty, imposed by unknowable powers, to bring peace to the
world, to maintain the cause of order and justice and freedom to withstand barbarism.

184

while Virgil's praise is

for the small farmer who works his own land— hence his wellknown advice, "...admire a large estate if you like,/But
farm a small one."— one should not be led to believe that
Virgil was calling for a return to the R e p u b l i c . T h e

^~*~Georgics II, 11. 499-504.
182
Georgies II, 11. 505-512.
183Georgics II, 11. 513-518.
^®^Kirk, The Roots, p. 116.
185

Georgies II, 11- 412-413? Heitland, p. 226*
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class war had destroyed that.

Instead Virgil was writing

for the restorative rule of Augustus. 1 ftfi

Under the struc

ture of government set by Augustus, which retained republi
can forms but without the popular assembly, there was,
"Peace prosperity, and a measure of freedom....".

1 R7

This

view of faturn has some resemblance to the notion of free
dom as the absence of external coercion though certainly
freedom under the Empire was not as extensive as that ex
perienced by the small citizen-farmer under the Republic.
Yet the notion of freedom in The Georgies runs deeper still.
Throughout The Georgies Virgil laments the turbulent
times of war which have beset Rome and brought agriculture
into disrepute.

He cries out to the gods for a time of

peace in which Caesar can "rescue this shipwrecked era!"
For Right and Wrong are confused here,
there's so much war in the world,
Evil has so many faces,
the plough so little
Honour, the labourers are taken,
the fields untended,
And the curving cycle is beaten into
the sword that yields not....
For the wicked War— god runs amok
through all the world.188
The countryman lives far from this clang of armour.
in a very real sense free.

lie Durant,

He is

He is free from corrupting

Caesar, p. 242.

107
Kirk, The Roots, p. 114.

-^-^^Georgics I, 11. 493-508, 511.

luxury and the venality which accompanies it.

He is not

disturbed by fasces or by the purple of the monarch, not
by civil wars or invasions, not even by "the Roman Empire
itself and kingdoms falling to r u i n . " ^ ^

Of the country

men it is said, "When Justice/Left earth, her latest footprints were stamped on folk like these."
The word pietas

iq n

refers not only to church-going or

proper respect for parents but also to "a humility before
the gods, a love of one's country, and a sense of duties."

191

All of this is forged in the character of the

countryman whose labor is in a calling sent by Jove, who
works the heaven honored land, and who must give proper wor
192
ship to the gods if he is to be successful.
This coun
try life has "lads hardened to labour, inured to simple
w a y s ,/Reverence for God, respect for the family."

193

man who learns the roots of the universe is lucky,

The

"but for

tunate too the man who is friends with the country gods..
Piety is a means to human happiness and it has its
home in the country life.

“I

p

Q

Georgies II, 11. 493-498.
190Georgics II, 11. 473-474.
191 .
Kirk, The Roots, p. 116.
^9^Georgics I, 11. 121-124, 167-168, 338-339, 343.
193Georgics II, 11. 472-473.

•^4Georgics II, 11. 490-493.
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Lucuis Junius Moderatus Columella
In very general terms the ends of limited wealth, in
ternal and external freedom, and piety were to appear again
in Lucius Junius Moderatus Columella's
treatise, On Agriculture.

(1st century A . D .)

Columella was greatly dismayed

by the sad state into which agriculture had fallen, it once
having been the very heart of Roman strength. 1^5

£s -j-o

redress this failing that Columella sets out on his lengthy
discussion of agriculture.
Agriculture is a source of the kind of wealth without
which one cannot live.

Columella states that there are

schools for rhetoric, mathematics, music, and even for comtemptible vices such as seasoning food, which promotes
gluttony, and for dressing hair.
fessed teachers of agriculture.

Yet there are no self-proHe declares that:

...without the theatrical profession and even without
case-pleaders cities were once happy enough, and will
be so again; yet without tillers of the soil it is
obvious that mankind can neither subsist nor be fed.
For this reason, what has come to pass is the
more amazing— that the art of the highest importance
to our physical welfare and the needs of life should
have made, even up to our own time, the least pro
gress ....
Their Roman forefathers laid by more crops in storage even
in the face of fire, sword, and hostile forays than the

■^^Heitland, p. 250.
^Lucius Junius Moderatus Columella, On Agriculture,
trans. Harrison Boyd Ash (Cambridge:
Harvard University
Press, 1968) I, preface, 5-7.
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Romans of Columella’s time.

The land where the gods taught

their offspring about the fruits of the field must now im
port grain from the provinces if its people are to avoid
going hungry.

This is little wonder since it is generally

accepted "that farming is a mean employment and a business
which has no need of direction or of precept."197
The wealth that is to be had from agriculture is not
due to circumstance.

In response of talk of the worn-out

soil of Italy Columella says:
...it is a sin to suppose that Nature, endowed
with perennial fertility by the creator of the
universe, is affected with barrenness as though
with some disease; and it is unbecoming to a man
of good judgement to believe that Earth, to whose
lot was assigned a divine and everlasting youth,
and who is called the common mother of all things—
because she has always brought forth all things
and is desined to bring them forth continuously
h a s :grown old in mortal fashion. 98
This is the fault of men for having abandoned husbandry to
the worst of the slaves.
Columella describes alternative ways of providing for
"physical welfare and the needs of life" which are at odds
with justice.

He asks if it is more equitable to gain by

war than by agriculture, or:
...can the hazard of the sea and of trade be more
desirable, that man, a terrestial being, violating
the law of nature and exposing himself to the wrath
of wind and sea, should hang on the waves and always

■^^Columella, On Agriculture I, preface, 19-20.
^^Columella, On Agriculture I, preface, 2-3.
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wander over an unknown world in the manner of
birds, a stranger on a distant shore? Or is
usury more commendable, a thing detested even by
those whom it appears to aid?...
If good men are to shun these pursuits and
their kind, there remains as I have said, one method
of increasing one's substance that befits a man
who is a gentleman and free-born, and this is found
in agriculture.
Agriculture is not only a source of wealth but one which is
also compatible with the actions of a free man.
As to the proper size for a farm Columella heeds the
poet Virgil’s advice.

A large farm can be admired but one

should till a small one.
man.

The land must not overpower the

In fact a greater return can be had from intensive

rather than extensive cultivation.^00

Columella speaks

favorably of the agrarian laws which limit the amount of
land that one man can hold.

This prevents men fromholding

land that they cannot cultivate and thereby depriving others
of its use.^'*'
When asked if the breakdown of rural discipline ren
ders agriculture a dishonorable task for a free man Columel
la responds in the negative.

The Roman forefathers were

proud to farm and "were invariably distinguished in this
twofold pursuit of either defending or tilling their

l99Columella, On Agriculture I, preface, 7-10.
29®Columella, On Agriculture I, iii, 8-9.
2^Columella, On Agriculture I, iii, 10-12.
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ancestral or acquired estates.. . .11.202

Columella laments

the continued movement.of family heads into the cities
where their hands are plied in applause at circuses and
theatres rather than in the field.

Men are given to glut

tony, licentiousness, and drunkenness— an indication that
Columella thinks there is a limit to the wealth needed to
live a good life— which make for sloth and illhealth where
as hardened by peaceful labor their ancestors were always
prepared for war.

203

Columella is harkening back to those

men of the Republic who were prepared to defend themselves
and their land.

They were men who were able to provide

their own sustenance and who were not subservient in charac
ter.

Theirs was an internal and external freedom protected

and preserved by a system of small scale farming.
Columella recognizes that a special relationship exists
between farming and the gods.

Earth is considered to be

the common mother of all things and nature is granted per
manent fertility by the creator of the u n i v e r s e . A g r i 
culture is the very sister of w i s d o m . H e

calls those

who would have land to leave the city and come to worship
the country gods though he recognizes that political

^O^coiuxnella, On Agriculture I, preface, 13-14.
203

Columella, On Agriculture I, preface, 14-17.

^^Columella, On Agriculture I, preface, 1-3.
o rj c

Columella, On Agriculture I, preface,

3-4.
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ambition now calls most men away from their estates.

It

does not seem unreasonable to suggest that Columella desir
ed the restoration of piety and that he saw the recovery of
domestic agriculture as means to that end.

His references

to their republican ancestors and to the character of agri
culture strongly imply this.
CONCLUSIONS
Almost without exception amongst these ancient Greeks
and Romans one finds the ends of agriculture and the pre
requisites of the good life to include wealth,
piety.

freedom, and

Wealth is not simply material abundance.

It is,

instead, those material goods gotten in moderation, cer
tainty, and justice, and which can best be provided by
agriculture.
kind.

Freedom is of both the internal and external

A man is free when he is free of the coercion of un

just laws and men, and when he himself is free from being
governed by his own passions.

Piety is found in those

whose lives fit best in the natural order of things.

The

gods have given the earth fertility which will give men the
sustenance they need so long as they honor the gods and
stay in right relations with them.

Such men will show the

respect for god, family, and country which is an essential
part of the good life, the life of true happiness.
On the matter of means, there is, with the possible
exception of Hesiod, an agricultural fundamentalism that

closely resembles the physiocratic notion of the earth as
the source of all wealth.

Tradesmen and mechanics are use

ful and are to be tolerated up to a point.
however, they are dependent on husbandry.

Ultimately,
As a result they

lack the independence of character that befits the free man,
the good citizen.

Not being rooted in the soil they are

given to the turbulent life of urban rabble.

If left un

checked their growth will rot out the republic from the in
side and leave it defenseless against its enemies.

In a

society of predominantly small agricultural proprietors
the formation of character and the balance of landed prop
erty provide the sound political and economic foundation on
which a stable republic can rest.
Such is the ancient model of the study of agrarian po
litical economy which was to influence to a greater or les
ser degree the works of many agrarian writers.

This model

reveals that the discussion of ends as well as means was a
part of the subject matter of agrarian political economy
from its beginnings.

Aristotle's Politics brings this out

very clearly by making the discussion of ends a quintessen
tial part of the study political eocnomy, his art of house
hold management.

There was of course no distinction made

between the logical status of facts and values since none
was believed to exist.

For Aristotle and the other ancient

agrarians it simply made no sense to discuss the matter of
means without at the same time discussing the ends which

one hoped to attain by them.

They were aware of the prac

tise of discussing means but not ends— the unnatural art
of acquisition, or chrematistike.

But such discussions

were considered to be misguided because they were not prop
erly subordinated to the study of the nature of human hap
piness.

These criticisms constitute an implicit rejection

of logical positivism on the grounds that it obstructs the
search for truth by pretending that one exists.

The truth

that chrematistike ignores is that there is a limit to the
amount of wealth needed to live a good life.

It is a truth

about ends; the kind which agrarian political economists
continually restated in their arguments for an agrarian so
ciety.

Chapter 3
SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
FRENCH AND BRITISH AGRARIANS
After the ancients perhaps the best known sources of
agrarian political economy are the works of James Harring
ton, a seventeenth century classical republican, and Fran
cois Quesnay, head of the eighteenth century school of po
litical economists known as the Physiocrats.

These men

constitute two focal points in the history of agrarian po
litical economy with much of seventeenth and eighteenth cen
tury French agrarianism epitomized in the works of Quesnay,
and much of the agrarian influence on British Commonwealth
thought attributable to the work of Harrington.

Their place

in the history of agrarian political economy is sufficiently
important to justify framing a discussion of seventeenth
and eighteenth century agrarianism around their works.
First to be considered here are the French agrarian politi
cal economists; the earlier agrarian opponents of French
mercantilism, some of the precursors of Physiocracy, and
finally the leader of that school of thought, Francois
Quesnay.

This is followed by a discussion of James Harring

ton's agrarian republicanism which influenced British Com
monwealth thought and so indirectly the agrarian political
economy of the American South.
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THE FRENCH
The importance of agrarianism in French thought during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries should come as no
surprise given the predominantly agricultural character of
the French economy.

An attempt to change this through the

mercantilist program of Louis XIV (1638-1715) raised an
opposition of Christian and secular agrarians in the latter
part of the seventeenth century.2^

The severe rural dis

tress of that century continued into the eighteenth century
but the extensive agrarian attack on Colbertism and indus
trialism, which were often blamed for the distress, was not
forthcoming until after 1740.207

Thus it was during the

third quarter of the eighteenth century that Physiocracy
bloomed and then faded.
The discussion to follow focuses primarily on agricul
ture advocated as a means to wealth and power.

There was

a call for free trade, an important form of external free
dom, amongst agrarian supporters of "enlightened despot
ism. "

However, the primary purpose of this was to strength

en agriculture and subsequently increase the wealth and

2^®See Lionel Rothkrug, Opposition to Louis X I V : The
Political and Social Origins of the French Enlightenment
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1965).
Joseph J. Spengler, French Predecessors of Malthus:
A Study in Eighteenth Century Wage and Population Theory
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1942), p. 56.

power of France.

An element of confusion which will be

largely omitted from consideration here is that of the lux
ury trade.

There were agrarians and non-agrarians who op

posed it and who favored it.
response to this issue.

There was no simple partisan

Some of those who opposed it still

believed that it was an essential part of the economy which
had to be tolerated.

As often as not the luxury trade was

treated as a problem in economic growth not ethics.

Only

the Christian agrarian Fenelon whose concern with this mat
ter reveals the direct influence of the ancients will be
considered as an advocate of agriculture as a means to li
mited wealth and internal freedom.
Seventeenth Century Christian
and Secular Agrarians
Between 1688 and 1695 Francois Fenelon, the Seigneur
de Belesbat, and Pierre le Pesant de Boisquilbert were the
most important spokesmen of the movement for reform.

While

they had their differences they were united by one basic
premise which made them "agrarian".

It was "the idea that

the soil is the source of all wealth and that the rate of
industrial production— indeed, the index of all economic
activity— varies directly with agricultural prosperity."

2 nr

They blamed the rural misery and decline in all economic
activity on the mercantislist program to increase industrial

208Rothkrug, p. 243.

p r o d u c t i o n . T h e s e writers were preceded by another
agrarian, theologian, moralist, historian, and friend of
Fenelon, Claude Fleury.

In the Pensees politiques, written

between 1670-1675, Fleury called for a society of small
cities situated close to one another with populations suf
ficient to cultivate the surrounding countryside and to
provide the small number of artisans and mechanics needed
to support the farmers.

The happiest men were those who

got their living from the flock and the fruits of the land
for they had an abundance of the necessities and sought no
luxury or superfluities.

Such a society would provide well

for the dense farming population which determined the power
of the

s t a t e .

^10

It was these arguments which later Chris

tian agrarians such as Francois Fenelon expanded into nearOil
ly physiocratic principles.
Fenelon
Fenelon

(1651-1715) wrote in opposition to the mercan

tilist regulations which he believed to be the source of
the distressing rural conditions experienced in the latter
part of the seventeenth century.

Trade should be left alone

so that men may provide for one another as God had intended.

^ ^Rothkrug, pp. 24 3-244.
210
Rothkrug, pp. 244-245.

211

Rothkrug, p. 2 49.
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No land could provide everything that was useful to a peo
ple so the natural highway of the sea was provided by God
to tie people together.
919
unity amongst nations. x

Trade was the natural cause of
Such unity had been disrupted

by the mercantilist program which destroyed the bonds be
tween men and gave rise to a superfluous luxury trade.
had in turn corrupted the people:

This

they were softened, in

toxicated, tormented, eaten up by greed and cowardly desire,
and were slaves to false necessities which they believed to
be the source of happiness.
The influence of the classical Greek writers on Fene
lon was in part responsible for his opposition to a social
life based on industry.

The agricultural life was one of

simple manners where wants are few and a living is readily
attainable.

Luxurious living was to be censured and agri

culture honored and stimulated.2

For Fenelon, internal

freedom, freedom from the tyranny of one’s own passions,
was a prerequisite to the condition of human happiness
which had a material foundation in the cultivation of the
earth.
In the Adventures of Telemachus, written to educate the
young Duke of Burgundy on the fundamentals of government and

Rothkrug, pp. 274-275.
213

214

Rothkrug, pp. 275-27 6.
Spengler, French Predecessors, pp. 30-31.

trade, Fenelon reiterates the theme of Claude Fleury's
work.

215

Telemachus is advised by his great-grandfather

Arcesius on the topic of agriculture.

He recalls the words

of Ericthon, the man who introduced silver as money to fa
cilitate trade amongst the Greek islands:
'Apply yourselves,' he said to the people, 'to
accumulate natural riches, for they only deserve
the name.
Cultivate the earth, that you may have
wealth in corn and wine, oil and fruit; multiply
your flocks to the utmost, that you may be nourished
by their milk, and clothed with their wool, and it
will then be impossible that you should be poor.
The increase even of your children will be the in
crease of your wealth, if you inure them early to
diligence and labor; for the earth is inexhaustible,
and will be more fruitful in proportion as it is
cultivated by more hands: it will reward labor with
boundless liberality, but to idleness it will be
parsimonious and severe.
Seek principally, there
fore, for that which is truly wealth, as it supplies
that which is truly want. Make no account of money,
but as it is useful either to support necessary wars
abroad, or for the purchase of such commodities as
are wanted at home: Still it would be desirable
that no commerce should be carried on in articles
that can only support and gratify luxury, vanity,
and sloth.2 1 °
Ericthon continues warning the people against the cor
ruption that the introduction of silver money can bring by
exciting lust, ambition, and avarice amongst men.

He fears

that money, "will make you look with contempt upon agricul
ture, the support of our existence, and the source of every

^^Rothkrug, pp. 269, 277.
^^Fenelon, Adventures of Telemachus, ed. O.W. Wight
and trans. Dr. Hawkesworth (New York: Derby & Jackson,
1860), pp. 468-469.
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valuable possession." 2 1?

Fenelon, like the ancients, ar

gues that the amount of wealth needed for the good life is
not unlimited.

That wealth which is needed will be supplied

abundantly by agriculture, the source of true wealth and
happiness.
Belesbat
The Christian agrarianism of Fleury and Fenelon was
combined with the utilitarian principles of the Seigneur de
Belesbat and Pierre le Pesant de Boisguilbert to form a
secular agrarianism which foreshadowed French Enlightenment
thought.

2 1o

Belesbat (d. 1706) presented a set of memoirs

to Louis XIV in 1692 which attempted to explain the cause
of France's long economic decline.

In essence his argument

follows that of Fleury and Fenelon, though Belesbat does
not consider the luxury trade to be any better or worse
?1 Q
than other kinds of trade.
This is one of the elements
of utilitarian thought which separates him from the Chris
tian agrarians.

Belesbat explains'that God created a "'nat

ural interdependence of states’" which causes them to have
need of trade with one another.

The mercantilist plans of

Colbert and his successors were attempts to reverse the

217Fenelon, p. 469.
plO

Rothkrug, p. 2 98.
2 i 9 Rothkrug,

pp. 340-341, 351.

natural order of things upsetting the international divi
sion of labor willed by God.22^

Thus the long war with the

Dutch had resulted in economic decline.

The way to riches

was not through stealing or destroying the commerce of
other nations.

Instead, governments would gain wealth and

power by encouraging that economic activity "which conform
ed to their 'true interests' as defined by nature."

For

the Dutch this was trade and for the French agriculture.
Indeed, the extent to which agriculture, as dis
tinguished from commerce, conformed to France's
'true interests' could be seen from both their so
cial structure and the proportion of national wealth
invested in trade.
There were six orders of society:
the clergy, the nobility, the officeholders, the
merchants, the artisans, and the peasants.
Of these
only the merchants were concerned with trade, and
even among them it was 'rare that a family enriched
by business continues in its profession for several
generations.'
These facts, concluded Belesbat, dem
onstrated that France was providentially destined
to supply the agricultural products needed by the
Dutch in exchange for merchandise they brought to
French ports.221
Belesbat explained the relationship between national
wealth, population, and agriculture in this way:
Taxes in almost all states are levied on persons,
on land and on agricultural products.
Therefore,
the more a state is populous the more there are
taxpayers, the more the fruits of the earth are
consumed the better cultivated are the lands,
which can produce nothing that is not useful, even
the poor lands continue to produce.
All this shows
that the wealth of princes comes from the fertility

2 2 ®Rothkrug,

p. 33 2.

2 2 "^Rothkrug,

pp. 331-332.

of their states, and fertility from proper cultiva
tion, and proper cultivation depends in turn on the
great number of people employed.
Belesbat's solution to the problem of increasing the
wealth and power of the nation and the sovereign is the
encouragement of agriculture.

But God has not confined the

"true interests" of all nations to agriculture.

The Dutch

would gain wealth and power by encouraging the economic
activity which conforms to their own "true interest".

God

created "a natural interdependence of states," a set of
circumstances whereby the Dutch would gain by trade.

The

source of misery for France was its mercantilist policies
and its consequent failure to conform to circumstance.

God

had not willed that the earth be the source of all wealth
in the strictly physiocratic sense.

Instead, he had willed

a set of circumstances that made some nations wealthy by
trade and others by agriculture.
Boisguilbert
In Le Detail de la France, published in 1695, Pierre
le Pesant de Boisguilbert, a Rouen magistrate, argued that
it was the volume of agricultural consumption and not that
of industrial consumption which determined the velocity of
money circulation

(an important determinant of output and

employment levels).

By placing an indirect tax on agricul

tural goods, French fiscal policy had the effect of drying

22^Quoted in Rothkrug, p. 341.
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up the source from which the nation's wealth

f l o w e d .

223

While agriculture and commerce are the two mammae of a coun
try, it is agriculture that is the more important of the
two; it provides for fundamental needs.

Ultimately industry

is dependent on agriculture since the land is the starting
point of the flow of

i n c o m e .

224

In civilized society industry and agriculture are de
pendent upon one another to buy each other's output.

Even

superfluous products are a part of this interdependent net
work so it is necessary that all vocations be maintained.
Yet even with this interdependency Boisguilbert, in his
Traite des grains, says of the professions, arts, and trades
which make up a State, "Nevertheless, not all have a func
tion of equal necessity, nor are they equally indispensible." 225

There are varying degrees of importance within

and across occupations.

The more than two hundred profes

sions, arts, and trades in France "take their birth from
the fruits of the earth.

If the earth became as sterile as

the sands of Africa this sterility would dismiss and cause
to perish more than one hundred and seventy of these two
hundred professions.

Thus, to repeat, their interest is to

223R0t-hkrug, PP* 357-358.
^2^Hazel Van Dyke Roberts, Boisguilbert, Economist of
the Reign of Louis XIV (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1935), p. 195.

^^From Traite des grains quoted in Rothkrug, pp. 359360.
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maintain the cultivator and to prevent him from perish
ing . " ^ 26

The same argument was also presented in Le Detail

de la France.

"All wealth in France is divided into two

kinds, wealth from the products of the land and wealth from
industry, and the latter rises or descends in proportion to
the first.

In this manner the...fruits of the earth give

work to lawyers, doctors, actors and the smallest artisan,
of whatever trade he may

b e . , . . " 2 2 7

Finally, in Factum de

la France, Boisguilbert explained that the sovereign should
have an important interest in maintaining agriculture since
"the bases and origin of revenue for all princes in the
world is the same as that for their subjects who, properly
speaking, are merely their tenant farmers, sovereigns being
able to receive more or less

revenue

according to the ex

tent that those who cultivate the earth are capable of earnQ
ing money from the products of the soil .
Boisguilbert believed that the Colbertian policy of
discriminating against agriculture was ruining the nation.

OOQ

*

In response he countered with arguments

OO£
From Traite des grains quoted in Roberts, pp. 195196.
071
228

Quoted m

Rothkrug, p. 36 0.

From Factum de la France quoted in Rothkrug, pp.

359-360.
22^Roberts, p. 239.
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demonstrating the fundamental importance of agriculture as
a means to wealth.

Agriculture is not the source of all

wealth in the physiocratic sense but such a view is not far
away.
The Precursors of Physiocracy
Joseph Spengler has summarized much of the agrarian
sentiment of mid-eighteenth century French thought in his
French Predecessors of Malthus.

Included there are writers

such as Ange Goudar (1720-1791) and C.J. Hebert, and Richard
Cantillon.

Goudar's Les~interests de la France mal enten-

dus was published in Amsterdam in 1756.

In that work he

argues that the states' power rests ultimately on agricul
ture and not on industry or bullion.

Agriculture "was in

dependent of foreign influence and of shifts in tastes and
demands, inasmuch as its products were always needed and
always consumed at home."

It was the primary support of

the population which was a nation's immediate source of
power.

230

Goudar advocated small land holdings since he

believed them to be more favorable to the growth of agriculture and population than large scale holdxngs.

231

Hebert's work Essai sur la police generaledes
sur leur prix de sur les effets de I 1agriculture was

230 Spengler, French Predecessors, p. 57.
^■^Spengler, French Predecessors,

p. 6 6 .

grains,
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published in 1753.

He expressed his belief that land and

labor were the primary resources of a nation and agriculture
its basic industry.

A nation's wealth and power depended

upon its agriculture.

Hebert's position is that "the

fruits of the soil are the most real wealth of nations . " 2 2 2
Manufactures and trade were subject to fluctuation in war
and fashion and produced a "wealth of convention."
culture on the other hand was more durable .2 2 2

Agri

If commerce

was to remain fruitful it had to be based on the products
of the soil.

For Hebert agriculture "is the nursery of

workers, Soldiers, Sailors....Aliments, population, arts,
commerce, navigation, armies, revenues, wealth, all progress
behind agriculture.

The more flourishing it is, the greater

are the resources and vigor of the state."

234

Richard Cantillon's emphasis on the importance of land
in an economy has also been seen as anticipating the views
of the Physiocrats .222

The Essai

sur laNature du

Commerce

en Generale, published in 1755 more than twenty years after
his death, begins:

232

Quoted in Spengler, French Predecessors, p. 67.

222Quoted in Spengler, French Predecessors, pp. 67.
23 4 Quoted in Spengler, French Predecessors, pp. 67-68.
222Henry William Spiegel, The Growth of Economic
Thought (Durham: Duke University
Press,1971), p. 178;
Spengler, French Predecessors, p. 113.

The Land is the Source of matter from whence
all Wealth is produced.
The Labour of man is the
Form which produces it: and Wealth in itself is
nothing but the Maintenance, Conveniences, and
Superfluities of Life.
Land produces Herbage, Roots, Corn, Flax Cot
ton, Hemp, Shrubs, and Timber of several kinds,
with diverse sorts of Fruits, Bark, and Foliage
like that of the Mulberrytree for Silkworms; it
supplies Mines and Minerals.
To all this the
Labour of man gives the form of Wealth.
Rivers and Seas supply Fish for the food of
man, and many other things for his enjoyment.
But
these Seas and Rivers belong to the adjacent Lands
or are common to all, and the Labour of man extracts
from them the Fish and other advantages. 3
This constitutes the entire first chapter of the Essai and
is entitled "Of Wealth".

It leaves little room for doubt

concerning the importance of agriculture as a means to
wealth.
Chapter XII part I of the Essai is entitled,

"All

Classes and Individuals in a State subsist or are enriched
at the Expense of the Proprietors of Land".

In the first

two paragraphs of the chapter Cantillon states the ultimate
dependency of all people on land and landowners:
There are none but the Prince and the Proprietors
of Land who live independent; all other Classes and
Inhabitants are hired or are Undertakers. The proof
and detail of this will be developed in the next
Chapter.
If the Prince and the Proprietors of Land
close their Estates and will not suffer them to be
cultivated it is clear that there would be neither
Food nor Rayment for any of the Inhabitants; con
sequently all the Individuals are supported not only

^■^Richard cantillon, Essai sur la Nature du Commerce
en Generale, ed. and trans. Henry Higgs (London:
Frank
Cass and Co., Ltd., 1959), p. 3.
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by the produce of the Land which is cultivated for
the benefit of the Owners but also at the Expense
of these same Owners form whose property they de
rive all that they h a v e . 237
One distinction concerning the origin of wealth should
be made between Cantillon and the Physiocrats.

For Cantil

lon land and labor have equal roles to play in the producnqq
tion of wealth. JO This is not as neat as the physiocratic
assumption but it does not seriously lessen Cantillon's view
of the strategic role of agriculture in the production of
wealth.
The Physiocracy of Quesnay
Cantillon had an important influence on the Physiocrats
and in particular on Francois Quesnay (1694-1774) the most
important member of this group.

Quesnay adopted Cantillon's

scheme of the class structure of a society and many of the
concepts that went with it .239

The theory of both Cantil

lon 1s product de la terre and Quesnay's produit net expres
sed the idea that rent is a net return or contains a net
return and that "the rent of land is the only net return in
existence....".

All other returns are balanced completely

by costs so that they are only sufficient to replace what

237
238

Cantillon, Essai, p. 43.

Schumpeter, History, p. 218; Henry Higgs, "Cantil
lon 's Place in Economics," Quarterly Journal of Economics,
VI (July, 1892), 443.
239
Schumpeter, History, pp. 239, 241-242.
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has been used up in production;

"labor, management, and

capital are 'sterile' in the sense that, though they pro
duce utilities, they do not produce any Surplus Value. "2^
For the Physiocrats agriculture was the supreme occupation
most importantly because "it alone yielded a disposable
surplus over cost."

It was changes in the size of this

surplus that brought about changes in the size of the circular flow, in the level of economic activity.

241

These are essentially the arguments presented by Ques
nay in his Encyclopedia articles and in the "Dialogue on
the Work of Artisans."

In the article "Corn" one finds as

the first maxim of 'Economic Government 1 that, "Industrial
work does not increase wealth."

It is only the expenditure

made "from the revenue of landed property" which sustains
industrial production:
The principle of wealth lies in the source of man's
subsistence.
Industry prepares wealth for the use
of men.
The proprietors, in order to have enjoyment
of it, pay for industrial work, and by this means
their revenue becomes common to all men.
Thus men increase in proportion to the revenue
of landed property.
One group of men causes this
wealth to be generated by means of cultivation; an
other group prepares it for use; and those w h ^ ^ a v e
the enjoyment of it pay both of these groups.

240

Schumpeter, History, p. 238.

241

Ronald L. Meek, "Introduction to Physiocracy," in
The Economics of Physiocracy: Essays and Translations
(Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1963), pp. 19-21.
242

Francois Quesnay, "Extracts form 'Corn'," in The
Economics of Physiocracy, p. 73. Emphasis added.

In "Taxation" Quesnay states that:
The profit or revenue which the proprietors draw
from their landed property, then constitutes the true
wealth of nation, the wealth of the sovereign, the
wealth of his subjects, the wealth which provides for
the state's needs, and consequently the wealth which
pays the taxes levied to meet the expenditure which
is necessary for the government and defence of the
state.^43
The kind of agriculture that the Physiocrats advocated,
however, was not that of the small peasant proprietor but
rather the large-scale capital intensive agriculture of the
fermiers, the entrepreneurial farmers working leased
land.2^

It is these capital rich farmers and not the poor
24 5
peasant proprietors who generate the kingdom's wealth.
In the "General Maxims for the Economic Government of
an Agricultural Kingdom", in the "Economic Manuscripts",
and in copperation with Mirabeau in the "Rural Philosophy",
Quesnay discusses the proper combination of political and
economic orders in a society.

He explains that different

kinds of government depend basically on the nature of dif
ferent states.

Republican government is most advantageous

to commercial nations and monarchial to those that live by
their land, or by acts of brigandage, so long as it does

243Francois Quesnay, "Extracts from 'Taxation'," in
The Economics of Physiocracy, p. 104.
2^Meek,

"Introduction," pp. 23-26.

2 ^ 5 Quesnay,

"Corn," p. 74.
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not degenerate into a rule of arbitrary p o w e r . I n

the

"General Maxims for the Economic Government of an Agricul
tural Kingdom" Quesnay says:
The view that there should be a balance of forces in
government is a disastrous one, leaving scope for
nothing but dissension among the great and the op
pression of the small. The division of societies
into different orders of citizens some of whom ex
ercise sovereign authority over the others destroys
the general interest of the nation and ushers in the
conflict of private interests between the different
classes of citizens.
Such a division would play
havoc with the order of government in an agricul
tural kingdom, which ought to reconcile all interests
for one main purpose— that of securing the prosperity
of agriculture, which is the source of all the wealth
of the state and that of all its citizens.
So much for the desirability of a republican form of govern
ment in an agricultural society.
In the "Rural Philosophy" Quesnay and Mirabeau discuss
the origins of modern society.

Originally there were three

different kinds of societies variously based on agriculture,
grazing, and hunting.

It was in agricultural societies

that there first arose "settled laws, weights, measures,
and everything which is concerned with determing and guaran
teeing possessions."248

These three kinds of societies

Francois Quesnay, "Extracts from the Economic Manu
scripts," in The Economics of Physiocracy, pp. 65-66.
n An
Francois Quesnay, "General Maxims for the Economic
Government of an Agricultural Kingdom," in The Economics of
Physiocracy, p. 231.
248prancois Quesnay and Marquis de Mirabeau, "Extract
from 1Rural Philosophy'," in The Economics of Physiocracy,
p. 60.
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began to intermingle in order that a complete society might
be formed, but agriculture constituted the foundation.

The

authors go on to explain that:
From the interrelationships and drawing together of
the different societies there is born a new kind of
secondary and artificial society, less secure so
far as its basis and duration are concerned, less
capable of extension, and unable to form a great
empire, but nevertheless free, wealthy, •and power
ful within its narrow boundaries.
Such societies,
however, are transitory and subject to change, owing
to their excesses, to their carelessness, or to the
enterprize of their neighbors, since the way in
which they are constituted renders them much ex
posed to competition.
These are commercial socie
ties. 24®
These commercial societies sprout up naturally amongst
agricultural societies to facilitate their trade "just as
graineries are set up alongside crops."

Republican govern

ments are appropriate for these societies.

"The very main

stay and organizational structure of these societies would
contain the seeds of freedom."

Their possessions consist

of "scattered and secret securities, a few warehouses, and
passive and active debts, whose true owners are to some ex
tent unknown....".

No sovereign power can get hold of this

kind of wealth for itself.

It is useless for authorities

to try and force the holders of such wealth to fulfill the
duties of a subject.

Commercial societies need a sovereign

24^Quesnay and Mirabeau, "Rural Philosophy," p. 62.
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power which the members instruct and assist and such is the
nature of a republic.^50
From these arguments it is clear that Quesnay was not
concerned with republican freedom as an end of agriculture.
This stands in contrast with the classical republican and
Commonwealth arguments for an agricultural society espoused
in Britain during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
In Britain the key agrarian figure for these two centuries
was James Harrington.

The devolution of agrarian thought

in Britain during this time can be followed by tracing the
influence of his work.
Before going on to consider Harrington's agrarian re
publicanism some important conclusions should be stated
with regard to agrarian political economy in seventeenth
and eighteenth century France.

First, the physiocratic tra

dition of French agrarianism is primarily centered around
the end of accumulating wealth and power for the state.
Only the Christian agrarianism of men such as Fenelon dis
plays concern for the more traditional ends of limited
wealth and internal freedom.

Second, there is its notable

lack of discussion on the subject of external freedom which
is of course understandable in light of the presence of a
relatively strong monarchy.

Finally there is the absence

of piety as an end of agriculture which is a common feature

^ ^ Q u e s n a y and Mirabeau,

"Rural Philosophy," pp. 63-64.
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of agrarian political economy in seventeenth and eighteenth
century France.

All of these divergences from the tradi

tional model of agrarian political economy manifested from
ancient times to the twentieth century tend to place Physi
ocracy at the margin rather than at the center of the his
tory of this body of thought.
THE BRITISH
James Harrington— Seventeenth
Century Commonwealthman
Z.S. Fink has described a classical republican as "a
person who advocated or admired a republic and who took his
ideas for such a government in whole or in part from the
ancient masterpieces of political organization, their sup
posed modern counterparts, or their ancient and modern ex
positors

They looked back to what they were as the

mixed governments of Sparta and Rome in the ancient world
and of Venice in the modern world.

Renaissance thinkers

such as Machiavelli, More, and Contarini had spread the an
cient notion of the superiority of mixed polities in the
modern w o r l d . S o m e

of these writers had stressed the

aristocratic and others the democratic element in the mixed

2 5 1 Z.S. Fink, The Classical Republicans: An Essay in
the Recovery of a Pattern of Thought in Seventeenth Century
England (Northwestern University Press, 1962), p. viii.

252Fink, p. 10.

polity:

but all of them were concerned with the preserva

tion of freedom.

To those emphasizing aristocracy liberty

consisted not in putting political power under popular con
trol but in "securing the well-born or the rich or the vir
tuous from the encroachments at once of tyrants, and people.
These were the great enemies of 'liberty1.

"

There is no

question, however, that James Harrington belonged in the
democratic camp since he advocated a mixed state in which
the populace was the dominant element.

His ideal common

wealth of Oceana was to be a "popular", a "free", a "demo
cratic" state.

While there was to be no nobility in the

older sense there was to be a natural aristocracy without
which the commonwealth would not last.

Harrington's ad

miration for the "democratic principle of equality and an
aristocratic predominance in administration" was one impor
tant reason for this attraction to the example of the Vene
tian republic.
James Harrington was amongst the most important of
those writers establishing the tradition of classical re
publicanism in seventeenth century England.

He adhered to

a fundamental doctrine stating that property was the

2^Fink, p. 19.
2~*^Fink, pp. 54, 57, 60.
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foundation of political power .255

On the basis of that

doctrine Harrington put forth a theory of politics and eco
nomics which made agriculture a means to both freedom and
wealth.

A Machiavellian himself Harrington begins with the

"Machiavellian perception that in a republic the soldiers
must be citizens and the citizens soldiers; if the soldiers
follow private men for reward, then the repbulic cannot sur
vive. "

Since soldiers have historically lived on the land,

"only when the land is distributed among a class of free
holders, therefore, can the soldiers be citizens
men) and the citizens soldiers . " 256

(or free

The link between the

soldiers and the land is simply this,"'an army is a beast
that hath a great belly and must be fed'; he that has the
land can feed the soldiers ."2 5 7

Thus "to the Machiavellian

hypothesis that arms are the foundation of citizenship, Harrington adds that land is the foundation of arms....".

n c o

The "Second Part of the Preliminaries" of Harrington's
Commonwea11h of Oceana contains a review of English and Eu
ropean history from the second century before Christ up to

255

J.G.A. Pocock, The Ancient Constitution and the Feu
dal L a w : English Historical Thought in the Seventeenth Cen
tury (1957; rpt. New York: W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1967),
p. 128.
2 5 6 Pocock,

257

Ancient, p. 129.

Pocock, Ancient, pp. 128-129.

2 5 8 J.G.A. Pocock, "Historical Introduction," in The Po
litical Works of James Harrington (Cambridge:
Cambridge
University Press, 1977), p. 43.
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the mid-seventeenth century.

o RQ

After proposing that land

is the basis of power he argues that the unequal distribu
tion of land since the second century B.C. has brought on
a succession of various types of states.

An 'ancient pru

dence* had once existed which consisted of "a republic con
ceived as a positively functioning relationship between a
Few and a Many," and of, 11 an agrarian law designed to con
trol the distribution of land in such a way that there
should always be enough free proprietors to constitute a
Many."^®®

As a result of the Punic Wars, however, ancient

civilization, namely the Roman Republic, suffered a break
down.

The ancient prudence gave way as new lands were en

grossed by a few rich men rather then being divided amongst
citizen-colonists.

The Gracchi were too late to restore

the lawful distribution of land even by force.
men were able to subvert the constitution.

The great

The dictator

ship of Sulla and the empire of Augustus were maintained by
placing veterans of their armies on the land; veterans who
then formed the private armies of their patrons.

Both the

empire and the power of the emperor were based on this abil
ity to place soldiers on the public lands.

The great mis

take of the Republic was in its failure to prevent this
land accumulation.

It marked the transition to 'modern

259The following summary is unless otherwise stated
taken from Pocock*s Ancient Constitution, pp. 131-146.
^^Pocock,

"Historical," p. 47.
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prudence* or arbitrary government with power in the hands
of the few.

This was the 'Gothic balance', feudalism, a

system of dependent military tenures.

All of this was a

result of the disturbance of the original balance of prop
erty in the second century before Christ.
The Gothic balance* was "half servile and half free,"
but the western people relished their liberty so much that
it could never be taken from them completely.

The inherent

instability of all monarchy had to come out "since the prob
lem of the unfree soldier is incapable of a final solu261
tion."
In England the "Gothic balance' begins to fall
apart with the Tudor policies that weaken the nobility by
breaking their hold on property.

This gives rise to "a

demos or a 'people*— a Many of independent free-holders"
who are no longer dependent on the nobility and whom the
king can no longer control since arms are in the possession
of his subjects.

This leaves a "victorious plebeian army"

to impose the government of its choosing.

Harrington rec

ommends that there be established a popular government or
republic.

The distribution of power must be in accordance

with the already existing distribution of property if the
people are to be virtuous and capable of

c i t i z e n s h i p .

With the rise of the English freeholders a return to

2 61

Pocock, "Historical," p. 49.

262

Pocock, "Historical," p. 51.

^62
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'ancient prudence' and the classical republic is possible
for the first time since the collapse of the Roman Republic.
In Harrington's view of history there is what J.G.A.
Pocock refers to as a dialectical process which leads from
the destruction of ancient prudence back to conditions
where it can be restored.

The dialectical process can be

solved through the establishment of a democracy of landed
citizen-soldiers.

This agrarian democracy is in some ways

reminiscent of Aristotle's, and little wonder since Harring
ton was familiar with Aristotle's favorable attitudes on
the matter if not directly then indirectly through the works
263
of Machiavelli.
The Commonwea11h of Oceana is Harrington's very slight
ly disguised view of England and how it came to the Civil
War of the mid-seventeenth century.

Oceana is England.

In

the introduction to the Commonwealth of Oceana there is a
panegyric of Oceana as a place endowed by Nature with great
bounties and fruitfulness and populated by flocks and herds
providing food and fleeces.

The people are the most martial

in the world being not the "gentleman's labourer" but rather
a "middle people".

There the:

farms and houses of husbandry are of a standard;
that is, maintained with such a proportion of land
unto them as may breed a subject to live in

263

Charles Blitzer, Immortal Commonwealth: The Poli
tical Thought of James Harrington (1960; rpt. Archon Books,
1970), p. 287.
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convenient plenty and no servile consition, and
to keep the plough in the hands of the owners and
not mere hirelings? and thus indeed {sith he) you
shall attain unto Virgil's character which he gives
of ancient Italy: terra potens armis atque ubere
glebae.
Harrington continues describing agriculture and a proper
distribution of property as the safeguards of a free com
monwealth,
But the tillage, bringing up a good soldiery,
bringeth up a good commonwealth, which the author
in the praise of Panurgus did not mind, nor Panurgus
in deserving that praise; for where the owner of
the plough comes to have the sword too, he will use
it in defence of his own, whence it hath happened
that the people of Oceana, in proportion to their
property, have been always free, and the genius of
this nation hath ever had some resemblance with that
of ancient Italy, which was wholly addicted unto
commonwealths, and where Rome came to make the great
est account of her rustic tribes and to call her
consuls from the plough. For in the way of parlia
ments, which was the government of this realm, men
of country lives have been still entrusted with the
greatest affairs and the people have constantly had
an aversion from the ways of the court. Ambition,
loving to be gay and to fawn, hath been a gallantry
looked upon as having something of the livery, and
husbandry or the country way of life, though of a
grosser spinning, as the best stuff of a common
wealth, according unto Aristotle, agricolarum

The views of the panegyrist are near quotations from
Sir Francis Bacon's essay "Of the True Greatness of King
doms and Estates".
See The Political Works of James Har
rington, pp. 157-158, 157n. The latin phrase is taken from
Virgil's Aneid, Book I, line 531. The line from which this
phrase comes and its translation are as follows:
"Est lo
cus, Graii discunt Hesperiam congnomine: antiqua terra,
potens armis atque ubere glebae...."? "There is a place,
the Greeks call it Hesperia by name: an ancient land, pow
erful in war and in the fruitfulness of its soil...." See
P. Virgilius Maro, The Works of P. Virgilius Maro, trans.
Levi Hart and V.R. Osborn (New York: David McKay Co., Inc.,
1952), p. 29.
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democratica respublica optima; such an one being the
most obstinate assertress of her liberty and the
least subject unto innovation of turbulency.265
Here, as Pocock explains, Harrington emphasizes the libertyloving and martial qualities of men engaged in agricultural
pursuits.

Harrington goes on to stress that the agrarian

democrat's aversion to innovation and deferential attitude
toward the magistrates are qualities which make for a sta
ble commonwealth.

It is these qualities which are the main

concern of Aristotle in the passage of the Politics from
which this quote is

t

a

k

e

n

.

In the urban based Venetian

republic stability is purchased at the price of excluding a
large part of the populace from government.

In a common-

wealth based on the land such a problem does not arise.
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The similarities of Harrington's and Aristotle's
thought can be further explored by considering wealth as an
end of agriculture in Harrington's commonwealth.

Oceana

is an agricultural society made up almost entirely of small
landowners.

Its characteristic economic institution is the

small family farm able to provide a comfortable though cer
tainly not a luxurious standard of living.

Trade, and

foreign trade in particular, is becoming more important

^^Harrington, Political Works, p. 159.
266
See Book VI Chapter iv of the Politics and above
pp. 56-57. Also Pocock's note in Political Works, p. 158n.
^^Harrington, Political Works, pp. 158-159.
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though manufacturing is still relatively insignificant.

To

be a citizen in Oceana, and almost everyone is, one must be
economically self-sufficient.

Anyone who is not will have

no political significance regardless of what the law
Q
says.
Thus Harrington states that "the nature of servi
tude is inconsistent,...with Freedom or Participation of
O O
Government m a C o m m o n - w e a l t h . J
Harrington does use one long sentence to allow for the
creation of a "Council of Trade" but this reveals only that
mercantilist ideas are accepted in this seventeenth cen
tury commonwealth.

"The economy of Oceana is viewed as a

single entity which can be enriched or impoverished by
trade, and it is thought to be the duty of government, by
encouragement and remedies, to regulate the national-economy— the wealth of the nation."
economically more important:
basis of government.

27 0

The agrarian law is

and it is the most important

"This law, which is an integral part

of the Constitution of Oceana, is designed to provide a
stable and appropriate economic base for the government, in
accordance with Harrington's theory of the relation of economics and politics." 271

268Blitzer, pp. 215-219.
288Quoted in Blitzer, p. 219.
270
Blitzer, p. 252.
^^Blitzer,

p. 277.
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In the Commonwealth of Oceana there is a debate over
the economic and political effects of an agrarian law such
as Harrington’s which has the aim of limiting estates to a
size which will bring no more than £2,000 annual income.
Philautus de Garbo presents the criticisms and the Lord
Archon the defenses of the agrarian law.

To the argument

of de Garbo that the agrarian law is unnecessary the Lord
Archon answers that it is necessary if the rise of a landed
aristocracy which would overthrow the balance of property
and the government is to be prevented.

Philautus de Garbo

also argues that such a law would serve to destroy ambition
and industry as it had in Sparta.272

Charles Blitzer re

counts the Archon's defense:
'The Land through which the River Wilus Nile wan
ders in one stream, is barren, but where he parts
into Seven, he multiplies his fertile shores, by
distributing, yet keeping and improving such a Pro
priety and Nutrition, as is a prudent Agrarian unto
a well ordered Common-wealth.* Or again, 'is a
Political body rendered any fitter for Industry, by
having one Gowty, and another withered Leg, than a
naturall:
It tendeth not unto the improvement of
Merchandize that there be some who have no need of
their Trading, and others that are not able, to
follow it'.
The ideal here is clearly that of 'dis
tributing, yet keeping,1 of maintaining private prop
erty while insuring that ownership will be widely
diffused throughout the community.
If this is done
by law, the political result will be a stable popu
lar government, the economic result will be an in
crease of w e a l t h . 2 7 3

272Blitzer, pp. 227-231.
272Blitzer, p. 271.
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J.G.A. Pocock has argued that the rise of capitalist
institutions has no important role to play in Harrington's
theory.

The end of 'modern prudence,' feudalism, depended

not on this but on the rise of an independent yeomanry
which furnished an infantry that was not dependent on the
lords.

The post-feudal order is one which is made up of

citizen-freeholders, a militia of free-holders being the
only solution to the problem integrating arms with socie
ty. ^-74

Harrington does concern himself with the problem

of whether or not the people whose wealth took the form of
money or moveable goods could be accomodated to his model.
Mobile property is acknowledged as a basis of civic capacity
but an objection to its mobility remains.

"'Lightly come,

lightly go'; what one has gained by traffic and exchange
one can lose again, and anything so shifting is an unsatis
factory foundation for the independence of a person or the
strength of a nation."

The Spanish armies maintained with

American bullion are contrasted with Oceana's armies which
are rooted in "the incorruptible and natural soil."

It

seems that Harrington did not think "that the soldier could
be a wage-labourer, or that market relations could be the
foundation of social personality.

"

Harrington understood

how real property made men independent in citizenship and

^^Pocock,
97 ^

"Historical," pp. 57-59.

Pocock, "Historical," p. 60.
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and arms, but he did not understand nor think it very impor
tant to understand "how a commercial and capitalist order
might relate arms to citizenship.2?®
It would be well to state that Harrington’s Oceana was
able to absorb some elements of commerce.

Oceana was a

"commonwealth for expansion" which could both "accommodate
and profit by a growing commerce...."
though he does not explain, that

Harrington suggests,

Oceana will be able to ex

pand territorially without corrupting itself

as Rome had

done by undermining the liberty and virture of other repub
lics.

So long as territorial expansion remained a step

ahead of the growth of commerce the balance of landed prop
erty would be undisturbed; the commonwealth would not be
subverted.

"What happens when agrarian expansion is no

longer possible, Harrington— unlike Polybius, Machiavelli
and Thomas Jefferson— does not tell us."^??
Pocock suggests that Harrington's economics "were
Greek and based on the relations

of oikos to polis." Land

was acquired so that it could be

bequeathed, so that fami

lies could be secure of inheritance thus releasing the sons
to "bear arms and cast ballots in the muster of the common
wealth."

As with Arsitotle so Harrington saw the end of

^^Pocock,

"Historical," p. 61.

2??Pocock, "Historical," pp. 62-63; J.G.A. Pocock, The
Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Poltical Thought and the
Atlantic Republican Tradition (Princeton:
Princeton Univer
sity Press, 1975), pp. 390-391.
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land to be in leisure and not in profit.

It would provide

one with the opportunity to act in the assembly,
play virtue."

"to dis

Harrington's thought is based on a natural

rather than a capitalist economy.

His economics is that

of oikonomika or household management to which chrematistika the art of acquisition is subordinate.

The purpose of

property is to bring about the stability and leisure which
27 8
will release men to partake in citizenship.
That such
men cannot at one in the same time be virtuous citizens and
slaves to their own passions seems clear.

They are intern

ally as well as externally free.
In both Harrington's and Aristotle's thought agricul
ture has the dual purpose of generating wealth and freedom.
For both men the pursuit of wealth is subordinate but re
lated to the pursuit of internal and external freedom.

Har

rington recognizes trade as an acceptable source of wealth
though he cares not for its inadequacy with respect to the
maintenance of civic virtue.

Economic self-sufficiency is

necessary if a man is to be free from the unjust external
coercion of the 'Gothic balance'.

Agriculture is a stable

source of the kind of wealth which is suitable for this
purpose; commerce is not.

The amount of wealth which is

required for one to live as a free man is not unlimited.
The agrarian law allows for the accumulation of that amount

^®Pocock, "Historical," p. 63; Machiavellian, pp. 390391.
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of property which can generate a suitable income without
at the same time endangering the republic.

The balance of

property and power which is essential to the stability of
the republic is maintained.

The moral character of men

engaged in agricultural pursuits is molded in such a way as
to make them love their liberty and be willing and able to
fight for it.

Such men are not enslaved by their own pas

sions or by other men.
Eighteenth Century Commonwea11hmen
Z.S. Fink has explained that classical republicanism
did not die with Algernon Sidney on the scaffold in 1683.
Others carried on within the framework of the monarchy, and
the ideas that they perpertuated entered into the thought
of the great political parties of E n g l a n d . C l a s s i c a l
republicanism was an important part of the body of ideas
which formed the political thought of the Commonwealthmen.
The Commonwealth tradition took root in Britain during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and was then trans
planted to America where many of its ideas were to be used
to form the constitution of a new nation.

The Commonwealth

men were a varied group of thinkers stretching from Harring
ton in the mid-seventeenth century to men of the late eight
eenth century who were heavily influenced by both the

279Fink, pp. 170, 175-176.

1X7

Commonwealth tradition and the radicalism of the coming age.
These Commonwealthmen stressed the political importance of
balanced constitutions, separation of powers, and rotation
in office.

They believed in the natural rights of men to

economic, political, and religious freedoms.

They advoca

ted the use of "agrarian laws" to place some moderate li
mitations on the accumulation of wealth.

Too much wealth in

too few hands could upset the balance of government and
the freedoms that it protected.

2 B0

Harrington's agrarianism, unlike other aspects of his
work, was not always a promiment feature of Commonwealth
thought.

It did continue, however, to influence men such

as John Trenchard, Thomas Gordon, and William Ogilivie, and
the works of transitional figures such as Thomas Spence.

A

consideration of their ideas reveals the continued associa
tion of agrarian and republican thought.
The continued growth of commerce in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries forcibly presented later Common
wealthmen with the political problem which Harrington had
avoided:

How could a virtuous citizenry be maintained in

an increasingly commercial society.

John Trenchard and

Thomas Gordon answered with a synthesis of the "Country"

280

See Caroline Robbin's, The Eighteenth Century Commonwealthman: Studies in the Transmission, Development and
Circumstance of English Liberal Thought from the Restoration
of Charles II until the War with the Thirteen Colonies (Cam
bridge: Harvard University Press, 1959).
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and "Court" party ideologies in C a t o 1s Letters.

In The

Machiavellian Moment, J.G.A. Pocock explains, "In Puritan
England and Augustan Britain, there had emerged a theory of
freehold and real property as the foundation of personality,
autonomy, and commonwealth...."

This was being challenged

by the emanation of new kinds of property and political
economy which renewed "the problem of individuality and
temportal stability...."

There had been dynamic changes in

government, commerce, and war that seemed to create a new
universe in which the individual inhabited "a realm of fan
tasy, passion, and amour-prore," and not one of "real prop
erty and personal autonomy."

To the citizen of classical

virtue such changes had to be seen as corruption, the kind
which had brought down the Roman Republic and replaced it
with the Empire. ^81
Two parties emerged in the late seventeenth century
which took opposing views on this renewed problem of "indi
viduality and temporal stability."

The Country or Old Whig

party "expressed in great detail the values of civic liber
ty, the moral and political conditions under which they
flourished or decayed, and the interpretation of European
and English history in which they were seen as developing
and as increasingly exposed to threats of corruption...."

281pocock, Machiavellian, p. 466.
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This republican concept of "corruption" owed much to the
work of James H a r r i n g t o n . T h e Court party accepted his
torical change "and explained how government must and did
work on its new foundation.... its moral and philosophical
theory affirmed that the mainsprings of both motivation and
perception in human beings were pride and passion, fantasy
and self-interest which it tended to describe in Machiavellian and Hobbesian term."

28 3

Eighteenth century British

politics necessitated the attempt to reconcile these two
philosophies so that neither would be explicated without
making concessions to the other.

Cato's Letters provided

a part of that reconciliation.
Cato* s Letters was a series of articles written by
John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon and published in the Lon
don Journal between 1720 and 1724.

Its basic purpose was

to diagnose and propose a remedy for the national corruption
which was revealed by the failure of the South Sea Company.
This was part of a debate which had been going on for twen
ty-five years.

It was no accident that Trenchard the oppo

nent of standing armies was also an opponent of the work of
the "monied interest" since both were considered to be a
part of the same phenomenon.

Cato's is a "Machiavellian

and neo-Harringtonian critique of corruption and of the

^®^Pocock, Machiavellian, p. 407.
283 Pocock, Machiavellian, p. 468.
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republic which is its opposite...."

England is a republic

with Machiavellian characteristics; its freedom cannot be
preserved without some limitation on wealth:2®^
As Liberty can never subsist without Equality,
nor Equality be long preserved without an Agrarian
Law, or something like it; so when Mens Riches are
become immeasurable or surprizingly great, a People,
who regard their own Security, ought to make a strict
Enquiry how they came by them, and oblige them to
take down their own Size, for fear of terrifying the
Community, or mastering it. In every Country, and
under every Government, particular Men may be too rich.
If the Romans had well observed the Agrarian Law,
by which the Extent of every Citizen's Estate was
ascertained, some Citizens could never have risen so
high as they did above others; and consequently, one
Man would never have been set above the rest, and
have established as Caesar did at last, a Tyranny in
the great and glorious
285
S

t

a
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e

.

Pocock explains, "The words 'or something like it' reveal
that we are no longer in a purely landed commonwealth; what
is to be dreaded is not vassalage, but indebtedness and the
pQ/r

corruption through dependence that it brings."
Cato does concede the difficulty of pursuing and pre
serving virtue in a trading society, yet such an attitude
does not presuppose the existence of any agrarian utopia.
A society based strictly on land will have the barbarism
and vassalage of Gothic society, but this can be overcome

2®^Pocock, Machiavellian, p. 468.
285
John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon, "No. 38," from
Cato's Letters in The English Libertarian Heritage, ed. Da
vid L. Jacobson (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, Co., 1965),
pp. 91-92.

986
Pocock, Machiavellian, p. 468.
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by adding trade to husbandry.

In the beginnings of a

State there is "'a rough and unhewn virtue...and an un
polished Passion for Liberty....’"

Commerce assists in

the transition from unpolished virtue to politeness which
must be made as society progresses.

Maritime trade can

flourish only where there is liberty and is not a danger to
it as is a standing army.

"Virtue and liberty protect

commerce, and commerce ensures liberty and politeness."

It

is a complex formula which brings commerce and virtue to
gether .^87
The Old Whigs had joined with the Tories in a "Country"
movement but the High Church excesses of the Tories drove
them out.

They turn next to a Court-Whig regime, but "to

writers of the neo-Harrington lineage

to which Cato be

longs , this meant acceptance of a rule by patronage and
finance which they could never regard as wholly uncorrupt,
which could never be restored to the purity of any princi
ple.

And the acceptance of facts meant acceptance of the

supremacy of passion and interest."
doning the notion of civic virtue.

288

Cato is not aban

However, the distribu

tion of property in historical England does not allow for
the practise of public virtue in a republic.

There seems

to be little that can be done but to make the best of the

28 7
Pocock, Machiavellian, p. 470.
^®®Pocock, Machiavellian, p. 474.
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limited monarchy which "is merely a balance between the
forces making for liberty and for corruption, between prop
erty and dependence, executive and parliament, good enough
to ensure liberty and private virtue and prevent the worst
ravages of corruption and fantasy."289
The evolution of commercial society placed Gordon and
Trenchard in the historical position of having to reconcile
a republican theory which had been based on land, on real
property, with new circumstances.

The importance of agri

culture is diluted in a widening stream of commonwealth
thought:

but it is not lost.

The importance of agriculture

as a means to freedom and wealth is to resurface in England
and in Scotland in the works of other eighteenth century
commonwealthmen.
After the publication of C a t o 1s Letters and Walter
Moyle's Works in the 172 0's there was something of a lull
in English republican thought .until the 17 50's, though in
Ireland, Scotland, and the American colonies the expression
of republican ideas was better maintained.299

Events

during the 1750's renewed discussion on the topics of the
the militia, disunion, faction, vice, and the loss of 'old
courage and devotion to liberty.'291

However, during this

Pocock, Machiavellian, pp. 471-474.
29 0

291

Robbins, Eighteenth Century, p. 271.
Robbins, Eighteenth Century, pp. 278-279.

period, the reign of George III, 1761-1789, the Commonwealthmen were to be no more successful than they had been
in the past.

The radicalism of the Commonwealthmen was

something quite different from that which was developing in
the early nineteenth century;
The radicalism that began to manifest itself in the
early nineteenth century, though indisputably con
nected with earlier movements, was strongly coloured
by newly defined utilitarianism, by continental
theories, and by the changed balance of town and
country, of industry and agriculture.
The terror
of the Gordon riots, the failure of Wyvill's asso
ciations, the outcry about the speeches and sermons
which celebrated in short succession the anniversary
of the English Revolution and the birth of a new
order in France, marked the end of the Commonwealth
men.
Before this end came about there were to be at least two
more expressions of Commonwealth thought, both heavily in
fluenced by Harrington, in which agriculture was advocated
as a means to freedom and wealth.
cludes William Ogilvie
Spence

From Scotland this in

(1736-1819) and from England Thomas

(1750-1814).

William Ogilvie, landowner, accomplished agricultur
alist, and professor at King's College, Aberdeen, earned a
position in the Commonwealth tradition with An Essay on the
Right of Property in Land written between 1776 and 1781 and

292

Robbins, Eighteenth Century, pp. 320-321.
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published in the latter year.

OQ 1

Ogilvie was trying to

show that misery and poverty were not unavoidable.

They

were caused by the monopoly of land and the commercial sys
tem which taught proprietors how to benefit themselves by
the use of monopoly power.

pg4

Ogilivie believed that the

"'freedom and prosperity of the lower ranks'" depended on
the natural right of each man to have an equal share in the
land.

The 111perfection of the art of agriculture and the

improvement of the common stock and wealth of the communi
ty'" depended on the natural right of each man to claim the
produce of the additional fertility of the soil created by
his labor.

Natural law had been destoyed by the advance of

trade and commerce or by conquest and the civil law which
replaced it allowed the monopolization of land to go on. 295
The problem was not one of private property but of monopoly,
and the answer was redistribution of the land. 296
Natural law called for settling as much of the popula
tion on the soil .as was practical.

This would make culti

vators of men and result in an increase of public happiness.

?93

Robbins, Eighteenth Century, p. 213; James Eayrs,
"The Political Ideas of the English Agrarians, 177 5-1815,"
Canadian Journal of Economics and Politics, XVIII (October,
1958), 294.
294
Eayrs, p. 295.
29 5

Max Beer, A History of British Socialism, I (London:
George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., 1940), p. 110.

.Eayrs, p. 295.
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Ogilvie was "a part-time agriculturalist, he knew that cul
tivators of the soil were the most virtuous of man," and,
"as a Professor of Humanity, he could scarcely fail to iden
tify happiness with virtue...."^97

physiocratic ele

ment of his thought is revealed by his belief that labor
applied to agriculture added more to public wealth than
through any of its other uses.

He also speaks somewhat dis

paragingly of the importance of manufactures and commerce.
"'That nation,' he observes,

'is greatly deceived and mis

led which bestows any encouragement on manufactures for
exportation or for any purpose but the necessary internal
supply'— at least, until agriculture has reached its ful
lest development."^®
Ogilvie's practical proposals were very mild.
"'progressive Agrarian

His

law '" was to allow each citizen

upon reaching age twenty-one to claim no more than forty
acres to be held in perpetuity for use as a residence and
for cultivation.

The holding is not to be free; a rent is

to be paid to a landlord and a temporary rent to the former
tenant.

A number of other encumbrances are included so

that the proper connection and dependence is maintained
which is conducive to order and subordination in the

Lenin

^^Alexander Gray, The Socialist Tradition: Moses to
(London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1946), p. 260.

2®8Gray, p. 260.
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countryside without leading to oppression and abuse.

Ogil

vie is in practise encouraging small holdings the rights to
which are circumscribed by a number of conditions.

jn

both theory and practise Ogilvie advocates the expansion of
small scale agriculture by way of an agrarian law as a means
to the "'freedom and prosperity of the lower ranks'".

The

connection between agriculture, virtue, and happiness sug
gests Ogilvie's concern with agriculture as a means to li
mited wealth, and internal and external freedom.
Toward the end of the eighteenth century a new egali
tarianism began to be espoused by radicals such as Thomas
Spence.

These writers "looked not to the levelling tracts,

but to the great Whig Canon for support.

This was the very

slender connecting link between this generation, the prac
tical beliefs, causes and philosophies of radicals..., and
older Commonwealthmen."

Spence's weekly publication

Pig1s Meat, or, Lessons for the Swinish Multitude, 17931795, consisted of selections from Milton, Sidney, Harring
ton, Fletcher and Trenchard, Swift and Berkeley, and recent
tractarians including himself.

The purpose of these ex

tracts was to promote the idea of the importance and the
rights of laboring men in their own minds, and to show

299

Eayrs, p. 297; Gray, pp. 261-262.

^^Robbins, Eighteenth Century, pp. 322-323.
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that these men had not been ignored "'by the best and most
enlightened men of all ages.1"301
The essence of Spence’s thought was revealed as early
as 1775 in a short paper that he read in Newcastle-uponTyne.

Its title was "On the Mode of Administering the Land

ed Estate of the Nation as a Joint Stock Property in Paro
chial Partnership by Dividing the Rent," and its claim was
that all men have an equal right to property in land and to
liberty.

Land and its produce is essential to life and all

men have an equal right to it.

In the past, however, men

had usurped the land and had gained control of the essen
tials of life.

By this process man's liberty had been sti

fled and his humanity ignored.3®2
Spence proposes a plan for regenerating society which
includes a redistribution of the land.3®3

The state is to

be something between More's Utopia and Harrington's Oceana.
The land is to be owned by the parish and is to be let out
to farmers for a moderate rent which will be used to pay
the expenses of local and central government.3®4

In an age

of commerce even the well-intentioned man is unable to meet

3®^Robbins, Eighteenth Century, p. 322.
302Eayrs, p. 292.
(London:
3 04

Olive D. Rudkin, Thomas Spence: and His Connections
George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., 1927), p. 20.

Beer, I, p. 107.
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the obligations of land ownership properly.

Redistributed

private property would only fall into the hands of the
strong and the crafty.

Equality is not the order of the

day though the old disparities between rich and poor are
to disappear.

With the land being held publicly the acqui

sitive instincts of the people disappear.
no more than they can use.

They will want

Added to this economic reform

is the introduction of a completely democratic constitution
based on adult suffrage and secret ballot.
formed by these measures,

The republic

"based on justice and reason, and

protected by the virtue and the prosperity of large masses
of farmers against all disturbers of the public peace, as
well as by a well-trained citizen army against foreign ag
gressions, would endure for ever and ever, serving as a
model and an inspiring example to all the nations of the
earth."3 06
Spence was heavily influenced by Harrington whose work
was used more frequently than any other in compiling the
P i g 1s Feet.

Harrington's influence shows up in Spence's

support for the ballot, for property-qualification,

for

paying members of Parliament, and in his critical attitude
toward the Old Testament.

307

30 ^
Eayrs, pp. 292-293.
306Beer, I, p. 108.
^ 7Rudkin, p. 19.
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Olive Rudkin has also pointed out the influence that
the Physiocrats had on Spence’s work, "In Harrington's
time the general trend was political; in Spence's, physiocratic doctrines were rife, and men's thoughts naturally
turned to the land question in its economic aspect to find
explanations or solutions of the social problems of their
O rjO

time."

The combined influence of Harrington and the Phy

siocrats was apparently sufficient to override his own ur
ban background,

"Spence thinks in terms of land.

This is

due, probably, to the influence of Harrington and the PhyOQQ
siocrats."
Though he did consider trade and capital in
some of his accounts of "Crusonia" later "Spensonia", Spence
never worked out an application of his scheme to commerce,
industry, and the town

p

a

r i s

h

e

s

.

Like Harrington, Spence

greatly emphasized the importance of property in land, "When
wealth cannot be rooted and fixed in land it is of a fluetuatrng and evaporating nature...."

311

In his accounts of

the society of Spensonia, Spence reveals that there is do
mestic trade but no foreign trade, "the Spensonians are too
satisfied with their abundant home trade to go 'scrambling
and fighting' after foreign trade.

3^Rudkin, p. 20.
^Rudkin, p. 163.
310Rudkin, p. 164.

Quoted in Eayrs, p. 294.

His physiocratic
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attitude can be shown from remarks in other publications.
312
'Tillage is a trade that never fails.'"
Spence's work shows the influence of the Commonwealth
tradition though he himself might not be included under
that title.

Like Harrington and Ogilvie, "Spence's dream

was a Utopia where commerce and industry should subordinate
3-13

themselves to agriculture."0

Once again agriculture is

advocated as a means to the general ends of wealth and ex
ternal freedom.
In the works of Ogilvie and Spence one finds evidence
of the influence of both Harrington and the Physiocrats.
An agricultural fundamentalism is mixed in with something
which is suggestive of a Harringtonian-like view of freedom
and the balance of property.

The importance of republican

virtue is severely diminished when Spence severs the rela
tionship between virtue and proprietorship while maintain
ing that farmers are virtuous men.

This is the point at

which the Commonwealthmen begin to lose their identity in
314
the radicalism of the coming age.

312Rudkin, pp. 70-71.
113
Rudkin, p. 164.
^1^Robbins, Eighteenth Century, p. 324.
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CONCLUSIONS .
In seventeenth and eighteenth century Britain one finds
a continuation of the traditional agrarian political econ
omy of the ancients.

In the Commonwealth thought of Har

rington one finds the ends of limited wealth, and internal
and external freedom.

To a lesser extent the same is true

of the eighteenth century Commonwealthmen who refitted the
agrarian republicanism of Harrington to a new set of cir
cumstances.

The similarity of Harrington's agrarian poli

tical economy to that of Aristotles' was pointed out to
stress the continuity of agrarian thought across the cen
turies.

The influence of the ancient model of agrarian po

litical economy, however, did not extend to the point of
bringing about a discussion of piety in the agrarian repub
licanism of the Commonwealthmen.
On the matter of means one finds both physiocratic and
circumstantial views of agriculture and the production of
wealth.

Agriculture is again seen as providing the economic

independence and the character forming qualities necessary
to maintain internal and external freedom.
Agrarian political economy in the British Commonwealth
tradition adheres much more closely to the ancient model
for that study than to that of seventeenth and eighteenth
century France.

All three expressions of agrarian thought

are similar however in that they include a discussion of
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ends which involves more than simply accepting the satis
faction of individual preferences as the good.

The agrari

an political economy of Commonwealthmen such as James Har
rington was patterned after the ancient art of household
management, oikonomika, to which the art of acquisition,
chrematistika, was again subordinated.

A discussion of

ends which is prescriptive rather than just descriptive
continues to be the sine qua non of agrarian political econ
omy.
During the eighteenth century the "Court" party ideol
ogy gained predominance in Britain over that of the "Coun
try" .

Yet agrarian republicanism continued to have an in

fluence on the shape of things elsewhere.

The debate over

the compatibility of virtue and commerce was transplanted
to America where it played an importnat role in the Federa
list-Republican controversy in the early days of the republie. 315

In Britain commerce had won, but America offered

another opportunity for the assertion of agriculture as a
means to limited wealth, internal and external freedom, and
piety.

■^^See chapter XV, "The Americanization of Virtue," in
Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment, pp. 506-552.

Chapter 4
ANTE-BELLUM SOUTHERN AGRARIANS—
JEFFERSON, TAYLOR, AND RANDOLPH
In the American South one can find a continuation of
the themes of agrarian political economy which had in part
characterized the British Commonwealth tradition.

For the

early national period the ideas of three Virginians stand
out as excellent examples of agrarian political economy.
These men are Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826), John Taylor
(1753-1824), and John Randolph

(1773-1833).

Each of them

advocated agriculture as a means to ends well established
in the works of earlier agrarian political economists.
These ends were limited wealth, and internal and external
freedom.

Piety taken as an essentially religious concept

was not one of the ends of agriculture for either Jefferson
or Taylor.

Yet both of these men held to an enlightenment

view of God and nature which had implications for what was
to be considered the most preferred form of economic acti
vity.

John Randolph was a Christian in the orthodox sense

so his views of God were very different from those of Jef
ferson and Taylor.

Some brief statements will be made con

cerning the relationship between agriculture and piety in
Randolph's thought and in that of Jefferson and Taylor.

It

should also be noted that while the institution of slavery
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was important in the lives of all three of these men, none
of them advocated it as a positive good or as an end of
agriculture.

Their opposition to slavery will be discussed

in order to emphasize the uniqueness of the pro-slavery
attitude in agrarian political economy to the later ante
bellum South.

Finally, it should be emphasized again that

Jefferson, Taylor, and Randolph never knew of any methodol
ogy which would constrain them from making value statements.
In their view the value statements they made were facts
holding no logically inferior position to any other kind of
statement.

Their agrarian political eocnomy was therefore

patterned after that of the ancients in that it too subor
dinated the discussion of means to the discussion of ends.
The ideas of Jefferson, Taylor, and Randolph formed an
important part of the republican tradition in America dur
ing the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
All of them took the Republican part's side in the Federal
ist-Republican controversy in the early years of the repub
lic.

Some similarities have been seen between this and the

court-country debate which took place in England a hundred
years before, though the analogy is by no means perfect.
From the Jeffersonian perspective, however, the problem of
virtue and commerce was replayed in America.

The Federalist

theory was similar to the "court" ideology in that it too
stressed a movement away from virtue and toward interest or
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faction as the basis for government.3

This is the anti

thesis of virtue and corruption, an element of classical
republicanism, which would continue to influence the shape
of American thought.3^

in opposition to the Hamiltonian

commercial empire, populated by a people whose virtue was
corrupted by luxury, stood Jefferson,

"as committed as any

classical republican to the ideal of virtue....a Tiberius
Gracchus, seeing the preservation of a yeoman commonwealth
Tip
as the secret of virtue's maintenance."
Jefferson took
a Harringtonian stance in arguing that an increase in the
level of commercial activity could be accomodated in an ex
panding agrarian society where new land offered a way "to
preserve and expand the agrarian, military, and republican
virtue of a classical yeoman citizenry."

Once this expan

sion was no longer possible the process of corruption would
begin again.

This was part of the republican tradition in

America which took from Harrington the notion that land
"best guaranteed autonomy and virtue...and

i n d e p e n d e n c e . " 3 ^

3i6Pocock, Machiavellian, pp. 525-526.
3 17

Pocock, Machiavellian, p. 527.
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Pocock, Machiavellian, pp. 529-531, 533.
Hamilton
would, on the other hand, have disputed the notion that the
citizenry he envisioned was corrupted.
Wealth they would
have but not corrupting luxury.
319

Pocock, Machiavellian, pp. 538-540; Pocock,
ical Introduction," pp. 150-151.

"Histor
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Thomas Jefferson
The importance of re-evaluating the already minutely
studied ideas of Thomas Jefferson can be shown by looking
at two pieces of scholarship.

Both have missed some impor

tant aspects of Jefferson's thought because they failed to
see that Jefferson was engaged in the study of political
economy as it was practised before the widespread acceptance
of the fact-value distinction in the social sciences.
The two works referred to above are A. Whitney Gris
wold's Farming and Democracy and Leo Marx's The Machine in
the Garden:
ca. 32 0

Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in Ameri-

Griswold contrasts Jefferson's desire for small-

scale farmers with the Physiocrat's preference for largescale farming and large estates.

He continues saying,

"Agriculture to him {Jefferson], was not primarily a source
of wealth but of human virtues and traits most congenial to
popular self-government;
an economic value.

It had a sociological rather than

This is dominant note in all his writ

ings on the subject."3 21

Griswold's argument follows from

the belief that for Jefferson the summum bonum was political
freedom.

Property ownership was a means to freedom, and

320

A. Whitney Griswold, Farming and Democracy (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1952). Leo Marx, The Machine
and the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in Ameri
ca (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964).

32^"Griswold, p. 30.
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land was the form of property which in America everyone
could own.

It offered the economic security that one need

ed in order to achieve the summum bonum .32 2
Marx's work makes a special point of referring to Jef
ferson's social ideal as pastoral rather than agrarian.
The chief difference between these two terms is said to be
"the relative importance of economic factors implied by each
term."

323

Jefferson is not evaluating the form of society

on the basis of economic criteria.

Instead he is support

ive of it because of the "rural virtue" that it instills in
man.

Marx explains that while "the true agrarians of his

day, the physiocrats, had demonstrated the superior effi
ciency of large-scale agriculture, Jefferson continues to
advocate the small, family-sized farm.... Unlike the fully
committed agrarians, he admits that an agricultural economy
may be economically disadvantgeous."

324

But this does not

bother Jefferson because material living standards are not
the proper test of a good society.

The loss of income is

made up for by "'happiness and permanence of govern
ment. '1,325

3 2 2 Griswold,

pp. 36, 39.

3 2 3 Marx,

pp. 125-126.

3 2 4 Marx,

pp. 126-127.

3 2 5 Marx,

p. 127.
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Implicit in the statements of both Griswold and Marx
is the assumption that economics is chrematistike or the
art of acquisition.
day it was not.

Today that is true, but in Jefferson's

The importance of small-scale agriculture

is "sociological rather than economic" or pastoral rather
than agrarian:

these are statements which reveal the per

haps unintended imposition of the fact-value distinction on
Jefferson's work as a political economist.

They separate

out the pursuit of wealth from the pursuit of other ends
such as virtue and political freedom when in Jefferson's
world all of these were very closely interwoven.

The eco

nomics to which Griswold and Marx refer is not that of the
eighteenth century but that of the twentieth century.

They

are correct in suggesting that wealth defined in a strictly
material sense is of secondary importance to Jefferson when
stood up next to the ends of virtue and freedom, but this
overlooks the fact that Jefferson's use of the concept of
wealth was, like that of other political economists of his
day, really normative.

Griswold is mistaken in describing

political freedom as the summum bonum for Jefferson.

It is

instead human happiness which requires not only political
freedom but also internal freedom and a certain amount of
wealth. 126

226

In his work a£ a political economist, Jefferson

Adrienne Koch, The Philosophy of Thomas Jefferson
(1943; rpt. Gloucester:
Peter Smith, 1957), pp. 40-41.
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was not methodologically constrained to evaluating a so
ciety strictly on the basis of economic criteria, and neither was Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations.
A more productive approach to Jefferson's ideas on
agriculture and society would be to consider Jefferson as
an agrarian political economist operating outside the factvalue distinction.

Agriculture was a means to the ends of

limited wealth, internal and external freedom, and piety de
fined in a way very different from that of the ancients.

p7
But this is in fact what Marx is suggesting.
He
argues that the first part of the answer to Query XIX in
Jefferson's Notes on Virginia is based on Smithian-type po
litical economy advising an international division of labor
which, due to circumstance, means that the United States
should specialize in agriculture.
However, after this ar
gument Marx says that Jefferson leaves political economy
behind and adopts a literary convention of pastoral theory
in praising the husbandman as virtuous and in arguing that
manufactures should remain in Europe for the sake of the
happiness of the people and the permanence of government.
Evidently Marx is not familiar with the variety of topics
considered in Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations and his Theory
of Moral Sentiments which is concerned with the nature and
origin of virtue is well known.
See R.H. Campbell and A.S.
Skinner, "General Introduction," in Adam Smith, An Inquiry
into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, eds.
R.H. Campbell, A.S. Skinner, W.B. Todd (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1976), pp. 1-60. Also see C. Randolph
Benson, Thomas Jefferson as a Social Scientist (Rutherford:
Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1971), p. 110, "the
object of both politics and economics was to secure what
Jefferson called 'the associated happiness of m a n . 1 The
underlying source of Jefferson's thought was a firm convic
tion that economic, political, and other institutions were
but instruments to be utilized by man in the larger purpose
of fitting himself to the scheme of the Creator as revealed
in nature."
'I
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These ends were treated in turn as prerequisites to the
condition of human happiness, the summum bonum.

Such an

approach to the ideas of Thomas Jefferson, and to those of
John Taylor and John Randolph as well, will more accurately
reveal his views of the nature and ends of an agrarian so
ciety.
While Jefferson defines the word "wealth" to mean ma
terial goods, he uses it very often in a normative context.

328

Jefferson was prepared to state that the amount

of wealth required to live happily was not unlimited.

Too

much wealth would lead one away from rather than toward
happiness.

Writing from Paris to J. Banister, Junior, on

October 15, 1785, Jefferson warns against sending American
youth to Europe to be educated.
"He

[the youth]

Amongst many other things,

acquires a fondness for European luxury and

dissipation, and a contempt for the simplicity of his own
country; he is fascinated with the privileges of the Euro
pean aristocrats, and sees, with abhorrence, the lovely
quality which the poor enjoy with the rich, in his own coun
try?...he recollects the voluptuary dress and arts of the

In his Autobiography Jefferson discusses the attempt
of the Dontinental Congress to decide on an index of wealth
for purposes of taxation.
Wealth is equated with various
kinds of material property.
See Thomas Jefferson, Autobio
graphy , in The Life and Selected Writings of Thomas Jefferson, eds. Adrienne Koch and William Peden (New York:
Ran
dom House, 1944), pp. 29-32.
Unless otherwise noted all
quotes from Jefferson's works are taken from this edition.
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European women, and pities and despises the chaste affec
tions and simplicity of those of his own country...."
of this and more he learns in Europe.

All

Thus, "It appears to

me then, that an American, coming to Europe for education,
loses in his knowledge, in his morals, in his health, in
his habits, and in his happiness."329

Again on January 25,

178 6 , in a letter to A. Stuart, Jefferson is not dismayed
but rather encouraged by the possible loss of any further
extensions of credit from Europe to the United States.

"I

see nothing else which can restrain our disposition to lux
ury, and to the change of those manners which alone can
OO A
preserve republican government.I,JJU
That there is a limit to the amount of wealth which is
conducive to human happiness is implied once more in a pas
sage in Jefferson's Notes on the State of Virginia.

At an

early age children are to be taught the "first elements of
morality" so that later, when their judgement is better,
they can be taught "how to work out their own happiness,
by showing them that it does not depend on the condition
of life in which chance has placed them, but is always the
result of a good conscience, good health, occupation, and
freedom in all just pursuits."331

•52 9

Jefferson argues that we

Jefferson to J. Banister, Jr., pp. 386-387.
Jefferson to A. Stuart, E s q . , pp. 390-391.

331

Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, p. 264.
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should never wish "for the general operations of manufac
ture" in this country.

Instead let the raw materials for

manufacture be carried over to Europe.

America can buy her

manufactured goods from Europe, and "the loss by the trans
portation of commodities across the Atlantic will be made
up in happiness and permanance of government ." 3 3 3
Many years later in a letter to Dr. Thomas Cooper, Jef
ferson asks if any condition of society can be more desir
able than one in which the laboring class owns property and
is able by moderate labor to feed itself "abundantly" and
clothe itself "above mere decency," and where the wealthy
"know nothing of what the Europeans call luxury.

They have

only somewhat more of the comforts and decencies of life
than those who furnish them." 3 33

Leo Marx has made a simi

lar point concerning Jefferson's belief that there is a li334
mit to the amount of wealth required for the good life.
The husbandman of Jefferson's description lacks "the usual
economic appetities" of homo oeconomicus.

"By equating de

sires with needs, turning his back on industry and trade,

3 32
333

Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, p. 280.
Jefferson to Dr. Thomas Cooper, pp. 649-650.

33^Marx was criticized above for his failure to under
stand the nature of the study of political eocnomy in Jef
ferson's day, that it was not circumscribed by the factvalue distinction, and not because of what he said about
Jefferson's concern for material welfare.
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the husbandman would be free of the tyranny of the market."

335

This man "would adopt an aloof patrician attitude

toward acquisitive behavior."^36
Jefferson was not a "doctrinaire Physiocrat."

3 37

He

was inconsistent in calling for both free-trade and selfsufficiency, but whichever of these two kinds of economic
systems was to predominate neither showed "any affinity to
Physiocracy.

The Physiocrats believed in free trade, of

course, but his was not their distinguishing characteristic.
They also based their economy on the superiority of agricul
ture, but the justification did not run in the vague terms
of moral superiority, but took the form of a very elabo330
rate value theory."
Jefferson was as much influenced by
British classicism as he was by the French economists, "even
his rent theory was in no way inconsistent with that of
Smith." 33 9

There too is the oft quoted phrase in one of his

letters to Thomas Mann Randolph in 1790, "In political

3^Marx,

p. 127.

3 3 6 Marx,

pp. 127-128.
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Joseph Dorfman, The Economic Mind in American Civi
lization, 1600-1865, I (New York: Viking Press, 1946),
p. 435.
338

William D. Grampp, "A Re-examination of Jeffersonian
Economics," Southern Economic Journal, XII (January, 1946),
269-270.

339

Grampp, "A Re-examination," p. 267.
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economy, I think Smith's Wealth of Nations the best book
extant...."34^

Yet, even after accepting protectionism

Jefferson still "clung to the supremacy of agriculture and
maintained that it produced a value greater than an equal
application of labor and capital to manufacturing because
of the 'spontaneous energies of the earth.'"3^^

Gilbert

Chinard has written that Jefferson "was not waivering be
tween two different theories on the origin of wealth.

More

simply, he still held firmly to the conviction that agri
culture was by far the preferable state of man, but he had
to admit that in a modern world other factors of wealth ex
isted, and he was too practically minded to refuse to take
the undeniable facts into consideration . " 3 ^ 3

It seems re-

sonable to conclude that even though Jefferson paid defer
ence to the productive superiority of agriculture, he did
not adhere to the physiocratic doctrine which considered
cultivation of the soil to be the means by which all wealth
was produced.

Jefferson, however, did advocate agriculture

as the primary means to wealth for Americans.

Other means

were available but circumstance made it unnecessary for
Americans to settle for lesser forms of wealth-getting.

3^ J e f f e r s o n to Thomas Mann Randolph, p. 496.
3 ^^Grampp,

"Re-examination," p. 267.

'‘Gilbert Chinard, "Introduction," in The Correspond
ence of Jefferson and Du Pont de Nemours, ed. Gilbert Chin
ard (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1931}, p. xlvii.

Jefferson reveals in his Notes on Virginia that cir
cumstances differ between Europe and the United States so
as to favor the specialization of Americans in agriculture
The political economists of Europe have established
it as a principle, that every State should endeavor
to manufacture for itself; and this principle, like
many others, we transfer to America, without calcu
lating the difference of circumstance which should
often produce a difference of result.
In Europe the
lands are either cultivated, or locked up against the
cultivator. Manufacture must therefore be resorted
to of necessity not of choice, to support the surplus
of their people.
But we have an immensity of land
courting the industry of the husbandman.
Is it best
then that all our citizens should be employed in its
improvement, or that one half should be called off
from that to exercise manufactures and handicraft
arts for the other.
Again, in a letter to Jean Baptiste Say dated February 1,
18 04, Jefferson explains that nature has dictated circum
stances which make agriculture the proper interest of the
United States.

I quote at length because of the authority

with which this letter speaks to this view.
The differences of circumstance between this
and the old countries of Europe, furnish differences
of- fact whereon to reason, in questions of political
economy, and will consequently produce some times a
difference of result. There, for instance, the quan
tity of food is fixed, or increasing in a slow and
only arithmetical ratio, and the proportion is li
mited by the same ratio.
Supernumerary births con
sequently add only to your mortality.
Here the im
mense extent of uncultivated and fertile lands en
ables every one who will labor, to marry young, and
raise a family of any size. Our food, then, may
increase geometrically with our laborers, and our
births, however multiplied, become effective. Again,
there the best distribution of labor is supposed to

343

280.

Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, pp. 279
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be that which places the manufacturing hands along
side the agricultural; so that the one part shall
feed both, and the other part furnish both with
clothes and other comforts. Would that be best
here? Egoism and first appearances say yes. Or
would it be better that all our laborers should be
employed in agriculture? In this case a double or
treble portion of fertile lands would be brought into
culture; a double or treble creation of food be pro
duced, and its surplus go to nourish the now perish
ing births of Europe, who in return would manufacture
and send us in exchange our clothes and other comforts.
Morality listens to this, and so invariable do the
laws of nature create our duties and interests, that
when they seem to be at variance we ought to suspect
some fallacy in our reasonings.
^
It is clear that Jefferson considered agriculture to
be a means to the end of wealth.

Nature had dictated that

the United States specialize in agriculture and this Jef
ferson heartily welcomed.

Widespread yeoman and planter

agriculture would produce sufficient material goods to meet
the needs of the citizenry without at the same time creat
ing that luxury which would lead them away from happiness
rather than toward it.
That same system of agriculture Jefferson also consid
ered to be the means to both internal and external freedom.
In the Declaration of Independence Jefferson proclaimed the
inalienable rights of men to "life, liberty, and the

3^Jefferson to Jean Baptiste Say, pp. 574-575.
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pursuit of happiness.

And though the ends of republi

can government were these# "the means were strenuous ones:
industry, frugality, peace.... Jefferson had such strong
inclinations in the direction of 'republican virtue' that
the duties and the means often are colored by aesthetic
O

preference, thus becoming self-justifying ends."

A C.

Thus,

while Jefferson did in part advocate agriculture as a means
to external freedom because of its character forming quali
ties, he also recognized that republican character was it
self a kind of freedom.
Jefferson's ideas formed an important part of the re
publican thinking in America which argued that a republic
stood on two pillars:

the good character of the people and

the structure of government.^47

Good republican character

was necessary to the preservation of external freedom and
agricultural life helped to form that character.

In the

Notes on Virginia Jefferson contrasts the character of men
in agriculture with that of men in manufactures.

■^^Caroline Robbins has explained that the liberty re
ferred to in the Declaration consisted of the right to rebel
against tyrannical and unjust government, the right to wor
ship freely, and the right to devise a government which
would secure these freedoms and allow the people to take
part in making decisions.
See Caroline Robbins, The Pursuit
of Happiness (Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Insti
tute for Public Policy Research, 1974), pp. 3-4.
346
Koch, Philosophy, p. 170.
^ ^ R o b e r t E. Shalhope, "Thomas Jefferson's Republicansim and Ante-bellum Southern Thought," Journal of Southern
History, XLII (November, 1976), 532-533.
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Those who labor in the earth are the chosen people of
God, if ever He had a chosen people, whose breasts
He has made His peculiar deposit for substantial and
and genuine virtue.
It is the focus in which he keeps
alive that sacred fire, which otherwise might escape
from the face of the earth. Corruption of morals in
the mass of cultivators is a phenomenon of which no
age nor nation has furnished an example.
It is the
mark set on those who, not looking up to heaven, to
their own soil and industry as does the husbandman,
for their subsistence, depend for it on casualties
and caprice of customers.
Dependence begets subser
vience and venality, suffocates the germ of virtue,
and prepares fit tools for the designs of ambition.
This, the natural progress and consequence of the
arts, has sometimes perhaps been retarded by acci
dental circumstances; but, generally speaking, the
proportion which the aggregate of the other classes
of citizens bears in any State to that of its hus
bandmen is the proportion of its unsound to its healthy
parts, and its a good enough barometer whereby to
measure its degree of corruption... The mobs of great
cities add just so much to the support of pure govern
ment, as sores do to the strength of the human body.
It is the manners and spirit of a people which pre
serve a republic in vigor. A degeneracy in these is
a canker which soon eats to the heart of its laws and
constitution.^48
This theme is repeated in a letter to John Jay in 17 85.
"Cultivators of the earth are the most valuable citizens.
They are the most vigorous, the most independent, the most
virtuous, and they are tied to their country and wedded to
its liberty and interests, by the most lasting bonds....I
consider the class of artificers as the panders of vice,
and the instruments by which the liberties of a country are
generally overturned."349

348

Jefferson is quite clear on the

Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, pp. 280-

281.
349

Jefferson to John Jay, p. 377.
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necessity of republican virtue to the preservation of ex
ternal freedom, and on agriculture as the means to both.
True to traditional republican thought Jefferson also
realized that to maintain this freedom it was necessary
that the citizenry be economically independent.
ship provided the basis for this independence,

Landowner"a nation of

freeholders— be they rich planters or modest yeomen— formed
the great bulwark of republicanism."^®

Too great a con

centration of wealth could act to the detriment of society
by introducing conflict between the two extremes, the poor
and the rich.

But in America the abundance of land and the

abolition of primogeniture and entail would preserve a
large middle class, a class of planters and yeoman farmers,
who would act as the foundation of the republic.^51

The

economic independence of the cultivator would save him from
dependency on the "casualties and caprice of customers" for
his subsistence and from the venality and subservience that
it

b

e g e t s .

^52

The argument for an economically self-suffi

cient citizenry would also prove to be consistent with

3 5 0 Shalhope,

pp. 535-536.

3 3 ^Koch,

Philosophy, pp. 174-175; Jefferson, The Auto
biography of Thomas Jefferson, pp. 51-52; J.J. Spengler,
"The Political Economy of Jefferson, Madison and Adams,"
American studies in the Honor of William Kenneth Boyd , ed.
David Kelly Jackson {Durham:
Duke University Press, 1940),
pp. 38-39, 39n.
■^■^Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, p. 280.
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Jefferson's eventual turn from a belief in the balance of
powers to a belief in separation of powers.
In Jefferson's thought one finds a continuation of the
traditional themes of agrarian political economy.

Agricul

ture provides that quantity and quality of wealth which is
most conducive to human happiness while maintaining the
traditional defenses of republican freedom— economic inde
pendence, division of powers, and character formation.

Like

earlier agrarian political economists Jefferson also con
sidered agriculture to be a means to the end of internal
freedom.

The formation of republican character was essen

tial to the preservation of external freedom, but it was
also an end in itself.
Jefferson was very much impressed with Pierre Gassen
di's formulation of Epicurean doctrine.

Gassendi had mixed

Stoic and Christian doctrines with those of Epicureanism to
come up with the formula "that happiness is the end of life;
happiness is defined as tranquility of the soul, which can
be attained only through self-discipline."

354

In a letter

to William Short in 1819 Jefferson's discussion of Epicure
anism reveals the heavy influence of Gassendi.
declares himself to be an Epicurean.

Jefferson

He accepts "happiness

as the aim of life" and "utility as the test of virtue."

353
354

Shalhope, pp. 548-549n.

Koch, Philosophy, pp. 4-5.
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Yet this happiness is not one of egoistic hedonism.

In

stead, happiness depends on virtue which in turn consists
of "the classical cardinal virtues:
perance;

(3) Fortitude;

(1) Folly;

(2) Desire;

(4) Justice.
(3) Fear;

(1) Prudence;

(2) Tem

To which are opposed:

(4) Deceit.

All four com

ponents of virtue are postulated on the assumption that the
welfare of others is real pleasure to the

s e l f . " 3 5 5

utili

ty can be derived from seeking the happiness of others.
Christian morality offered the model of perfect conduct and
Jefferson’s Epicureanism offered the realistic compromise
"which a wise legislator would be glad to have realized by
the citizens of a state."356

Agriculture produces the most

virtuous people, the best citizens, who display the classi
cal cardinal virtues and who therefore receive pleasure
from the happiness of others.

Suchpeople are free from the

tyranny of their own passions

which would otherwise turn

them against the interests of

their fellow citizens and

ultimately bring down the republic.

For Jefferson, agricul

ture is not only the economic but also the moral foundation
of a sound republic.
With regard to the question of piety and agriculture
it is only necessary to emphasize Jefferson's belief that

3 5 5

Koch, Philosophy, p. 40; Jefferson to William Short,
pp. 693-697.
Koch, Philosophy, pp. 41-42.
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the essence of religion is morality not theology.

■3 c 7

Jef

ferson is therefore concerned about man in right relations
with his fellow man and not about man's relationship with
God.

Jefferson held to an enlightenment view of God.

"The

Jeffersonian God was not the Omnipotent Sovereign of the
Puritans nor the Omnipresent Essence of the Transcendentalists, but was essentially Architect and Builder." 358

The

consummate expression of "God as the supreme Maker" was in
the natural universe which he created.

The Creator "re

quired man to learn the nature and purpose of existence
solely from the data of sensible experience...."

Nature

was therefore taken as the guide to all things including
m o r a l i t y . " T h o s e who labor in the earth" live and work
in the midst of the natural processes which encourage mor
ality and discourage vice.

Thus what has been said of Jef

ferson might also be said of the cultivators he eulogized,
"He was a pious man, if the religion of a humane morality
36 0
is recognized as a kind of natural piety ." -3
On the matter of slavery Jefferson's attitudes have
been much debated.

The question of whether he actively

■^^Daniel Boorstin, The Lost World of Thomas Jefferson
(1948; rpt. Boston:
Beacon Press, 1960), p. 155.
■^^Boorstin, p. 29.
^^Boorstin, pp. 54-56, 140-151, 243-248.
^ ® K o c h , Philosophy, p. 39.
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sought the destruction of slavery is yet to be resolved.

361

But however the issue over active versus intellectual op
position to slavery is resolved, the fundamental opposition
of slavery to the natural right of freedom always dominated
Jefferson's thinking.

Even those scholars who minimize his

active opposition to slavery recognize that Jefferson be
lieved to the end of his life that slavery was morally and
politically wrong and that emancipation accompanied by col36 2
onization was "imperative for the sake of the nation."
No matter how entangled slavery might have been with states'
rights Jefferson never advocated slavery as a positive good
or as an end of a g r i c u l t u r e . 3
The summum bonum of Jefferson's, agrarian political
economy was human happiness.

The prerequisites to that

condition were sufficient wealth to insure independence
without corruption; the internal freedom experienced when
the virtues of prudence, temperance, fortitude, and justice
win out over folly, desire, fear, and deceit in the charac
ter of man; and the external freedom defended as an inalien
able right in the Declaration.

361

Jefferson argued that

For example see William Cohen, "Thomas Jefferson
and the Problem of Slavery," Journal of American History,
LVI (December, 1969), 503-526; William H. Freehling, "The
Founding Fathers and Slavery," American Historical Review,
(February, 1972), 81-93.
3 6 2 Cohen,

363

pp. 524-525.

Shalhope, pp. 546-548.
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agriculture provided a means to each of these ends.

But

as far as the history of political economy is concerned,
his advocacy of agriculture per se is not so important as
the fact that he believed himself to be methodologically
free to advocate it as a means to a set of ends which he
considered to be consistent with human nature and conducive
to human happiness.

Jefferson's is a classic example of

agrarian political economy unbounded by the fact-value dis
tinction.
John Taylor
Very much the same can be said of one of Jefferson's
contemporaries, John Taylor of Caroline.

Taylor's agrarian

political economy was in many ways very similar to that of
Jefferson.

He too advocated agriculture as a means to li

mited wealth, and internal and external freedom, though his
view of agriculture as a means differed in some respects
from that of Jefferson.

Taylor held to the same enlighten

ment view of God as Jefferson, and his attitudes toward na
ture and morality reflect that view.

Piety might also be

included in his agrarianism if one accepts that "natural"
piety of a humane morality in place of the more traditional
understanding of piety handed down from the ancients.

Tay

lor's views on slavery differ in one important aspect from
Jefferson's.

While he too opposed the institution and wish

ed that emancipation and colonization were possible, he did
not view slavery as detrimental to republican character.
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The door is left open to what was to become an important
aspect of the pro-slavery argument— the desirable character
forming qualities of slavery for both master and slave.
Finally, Taylor shared in the same background of natural
law and enlightenment thinking as Jefferson.

As a result

he too made an unapologetic use of value statements.

O

C A

In the Arator Taylor clearly recognized wealth as an
end of agriculture.
mother of wealth."365

There he described agriculture as "the
a love of wealth was not unnatural,

but it was subservient to man's desire for a home, for in
dependence, and for l e i s u r e . A v a r i c e or the excessive
desire for wealth Taylor considered to be the most common
vice amongst men in his time, but this situation was not
unavoidable.

In Construction Construed and Constitutions

Vindicated Taylor declared, "A love of money, or of

^ ^ S e e q , william Hill, The Political Theory of John
Taylor {Cranbury: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press,
1977), p. 279. Hill uses the term natural law rather than
natural right when referring to what is basically Lockean
possessive individualism.
I will use Hill's language while
pointing out that the term natural law might be better used
to refer to the much older body of ideas which considers
man as a social and public spirited animal rather than an
a-social and politically hedonistic one. See Strauss,
pp. 165-170.
365
John Taylor, Arator, ed. M.E. Bradford {Indianapo
lis: Liberty Fund, Inc., 1977), p. 53.
■^^Taylor, Arator, p. Ill; Hill, p. 245.
367

Eugene Tenbroeck Mudge, The Social Philosophy of
John Taylor of Caroline: A Study in Jeffersonian Democracy
(1939; rpt. New York: AMS Press, 1968), pp. 12-13.
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property, nurtured by fraud, becomes sordid and base; but
nurtured by justice, it is a source of civilization, of
*3g Q
virtue, of happiness, and the bond of society."
A love
of wealth was not in itself wrong unless it led one to
violate the rights of others to the wealth which they had
created by their own labor,

"A love of wealth, fostered by

honest industry, is an ally both of moral rectitude, and
national happiness...; but a love of wealth, fostered by
partial laws for enriching corporations and individuals, is
allied to immorality and oppression...."

36 9

The love of

wealth that was oppressive and immoral resulted from those
laws which enabled the non-productive paper aristocracy,
the financiers, to transfer the wealth of others to them
selves.

This set of arrangements included banks, public

debt, and tariffs all of which Taylor opposed.

To remove

this set of laws is to remove the "fanaticism for wealth"
which leads to vice and monarchy" rather than "virtue and
^

republicanism."

7

A

The concept of avarice or unnatural ac

quisitiveness places Taylor's notion of wealth in a

3 68

John Taylor, Construction Construed and Constitu
tions Vindicated (18 20; rpt. New York:
Da Capo Press,
1970), p. 278.
369
Taylor, Construction, p. 11; Hill, p. 241.
■^^Mudge, pp. 168-193; Taylor, Construction, p. 11;
John Taylor, A Definition of Parties or the Political Ef
fects of the Paper System Considered (Philadelphia:
Print
ed by Francis Bailey, 1794), p. 9.
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normative context.

It is the desire for wealth which is

consistent with republicanism that Taylor defends as being
conducive to human happiness.
With regard to the question of the origin of wealth,
Taylor was no more physiocratic than Jefferson.

Yet Wil

liam Grampp stands virtually alone in openly stating that
Taylor was not a Physiocrat while other writers use Tay
lor's references to the superiority of agriculture to imply
that he was.

Statements such as, "Land is the unde deri-

vatur of all products for man's use.

It comprises the

stock for trade and commerce;" or, "He considered agricul
ture as...the mother of wealth;" or, "a flourishing agricul
ture will beget and enrich manufactures, as rich pastures
multiply and fatten animals;" or, "highly valuable as manu
factures undoubtedly are, yet all writers upon political
economy agree that they are secondary and unite in allowing
the first place to agriculture," are suggestive of the superiority of agriculture.

■371

But Taylor is quite clear m

defining labor as the source of wealth, "Labour is in fact
the great fund for human subsistence— a surplus of this
subsistence is wealth;" and, "Gain can never arise out of
nothing, because it is substantial.

171

It must therefore be

Taylor, Definition, p. 8 ; Arator, pp. 53, 8 6 ; from
John Taylor's Tyranny Unmasked quoted in Mudge, p. 162.
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the product of labour and labour

o n l y . . .

”3”72

Grampp points

out this conflict with physiocratic theory and explains
that, "Taylor's rent theory was quite at variance with that
of the Physiocrats, for he considered that the rent of land
was identical to the interest paid on loans.

Both repre

sent, the productivity of capital, or the 'value of its
use.'

It was the rent theory of the Physiocrats which was,
373
of course, the distinctive feature of their doctrine."
"Taylor," like Jefferson,

"did not believe that labor

applied to land was necessarily the only way the honest
property was created, and he proclaimed his love for the
other productive interests of society, among which he num
bered manufacturing, commerce, and crafts.

Of all the

kinds of property, however, land was the most reliable pro
ducer of wealth, and its successful cultivation was the
best encouragement for all other productive enterpris
es. " 374

jn the Arator Taylor calls for a policy of laissez-

faire from government toward all occupations.

He desires

an end to all legislation favoring one occupation at the
expense of another.

"Such an equipoise of justice among

372Tayiorf Definition, p. 9; John Taylor, Enquiry into
the Principles and Tendency of Certain Public Measures
(Philadelphia: Printed by Thomas Dobson, 1794), p. 10.
373

William D. Grampp, "John Taylor: Economist of
Southern Agrarianism," Southern Economic Journal, XI (Janu
ary, 1945), p. 261.

374Hill, p. 242.

occupations, is in fact an equipoise of liberty among men,
and constitutes the only sound test of a free govern
ment." 3 7 3

Taylor declares that he is not an enemy to manu

factures.

It is the protective duties that hurt agricul

ture and thereby manufactures, that "are the only real and
fatal foe to manufactures...."

An "abundance and vague

ness of words" has led to artificial distinctions between
the various occupations of agriculture, commerce, manufac
turing, the professions, and science, for "labour is in
fact the only manufacturer."

Labor is the "one essential

character" of all of these occupations and all labor is de•D77
serving of the same freedom. ''
With such an attitude, why is it that Taylor proclaims
agriculture to be the "mother of wealth"?

Circumstance.

The United States has the "country and climate" for prosper
ous agriculture.87^

In Tyranny Unmasked Taylor argues that

in the United States "land is good, cheap, and plenty," and
the existence of such land virtually demands the expansion
of agriculture .3 7 9

375
*37

He explains that the worker "will

Taylor, Arator, pp. 54-55, 95.
Taylor, Arator, p. 8 6 .

0 7 7

Taylor, Construction, p. 208.
3 7 8 Taylor,

Arator, p. 73.

379Quoted in Paul E. Nelson, "Smith, American Agrarian
ism, and de Tocqueville:
Aspects of Republican Virtue,"
(unpublished manuscript, Middlebury College), p. 37.
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compare the beneficence of the Deity with the beneficence
of a capitalist; and consider whether it is better to work
himself for another, than to have the best labourer in the
world, the earth itself, to work for him."-^®

The laws of

nature had dictated the way to wealth for the United States.
Labor applied to agriculture had a superior productivity to
labor applied in other occupations, but it was circumstance
that made agriculture the "mother of wealth" for the United ■
States.
In the agrarian political economy of John Taylor that
same circumstance also provided the means to preserve ex
ternal freedom.

Taylor was devoted to the concept of the

external freedom for the individual.

He defined this free

dom in An Inquiry into the Principles and Policy of the
Government of the United States.

"Freedom consists in hav

ing rights, beyond the reach and independent of the will of
another; slavery in having none."

3 81

These rights included

the traditional "life, liberty and property," and such re
lated rights as freedom of speech, religion, and arms

3ftn
■ Quoted in Loren Baritz, City on a H i l l ; A History
of Ideas and Myths in America (New York:
John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., 1964), p. 197.
3 81
John Taylor, An Inquiry into the Principles and Pol
icy of the Government of the United States, ed. Loren Ba
ritz (Indianapolis:
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., 1969), p. 384.
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bearing.Such
republicanism.

beliefs were consistent with Taylor's own

Taylor was familiar with English Republican

tradition which included such figures as Harrington, and
Gordon and Trenchard amongst many others.

Their views on

the corruption of liberty remained Taylor's main concern
throughout his life. 3 83

Given this background it is not

surprizing to hear Taylor speak of agriculture as "the
guardian of liberty, as well as the mother of wealth."

38 4

The question is what was the relationship between agricul
ture and liberty that Taylor believed to exist.
Taylor's strict adherence to the "republican maxim,
that the right of national self government rests in the
majority," has been used to suggest that the connection be
tween agriculture and liberty was simply a matter of
3b 5
chance.
"The usual Republican attachment of agriculture,

John Taylor, "A Letter on the Necessity of Defend
ing the Rights and Interests of Agriculture," American Farm
er , III (July 20, 1821), 131; Mu d g e , pp. 48-50.
^®^Hill, pp. 41-42.
Mel Bradford has described Tay
lor's republicanism as that which was exemplified by "Early
Switzerland and Rome before the Principate....They are
closed, rural, religious, and corporate societies:
places
where the achievement of honor by one citizen is, through
the social identity, a gift to all."
See Mel Bradford, "A
Virginia Cato:
John Taylor of Caroline and the Agrarian
Republic," in Arator, ed. M.E. Bradford (Indianapolis:
Li
berty Fund, Inc., 1977), p. IB.
384

38 5

Taylor, Arator, p. 53.

Quotation from Inquiry in Mudge, p. 96.
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although it mainly included at least something of the myth
ology of farming, was generally a consequence of the fact
that, at that time almost all Americans were farmers."386
Thus,

"the major link between farming and democracy in Amer

ica, according to Taylor, was that the majority of Americans
were farmers..

.

.

Yet it is still claimed that Taylor

was more closely tied to "orthodox Republican theory" than
either Thomas Jefferson or James M o n r o e . ^ ®

There is sub

stantial evidence in the Arator alone to suggest that in
the United States, where almost the entire population was
agricultural, the principle of majoritarianism made agri
culturalists the guardians of liberty.

Indeed, the passage

from which this phrase is taken suggests this very thing.
Taylor speaking of himself says, "He considered agriculture
to be the guardian of liberty, as well as the mother of
wealth.

So long as the principles of our government are

uncorrupted, and the sovereignty of majorities remains,
she must occupy the highest political station, and owe to
society the most sacred political duty.

It is as incumbent

Loren Baritz, "Introduction," An Inquiry into the
Principles and Policy of the Government of the United
States, ed. Loren Baritz (Indianapolis:
Bobbs-Merrill Co.,
Inc., 1969), pp. xxviii-xxix.
387

Baritz, "Introduction," p. xx.
For essentially the
same view of agrarianism in American thought during the age
of Jefferson and Taylor see Grant McConnell, "John Taylor
and the Democratic Tradition," Western Political Quarterly,
IV (March, 1951), p. 21.
*^®®Baritz, "Introduction," p. xxxi.
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upon her to learn how to protect defenceless minor interOOQ
ests, as to defend herself
Given Taylor's grounding in republican theory, however,
it would seem more likely that this instance in which cir
cumstance and majoritarianism bring agriculture and liber
ty together constitutes only one of the ways in which Tay
lor believed that agriculture would act as the "guardian of
liberty".

In fact, Taylor discussed several other more

traditional ways in which agriculture served as a means to
the preservation of external freedom.

These were the tra

ditional defenses of republican freedom:

the division of

power, economic independence and the character forming
qualities of property ownership per s e , and the character
forming qualities of agriculture in particular.

Each of

these will be discussed in order to show that Taylor ac
knowledged a more complex relationship between agriculture
and liberty than that which is suggested by his views on
circumstance and majoritarianism alone.
Taylor staunchly defended the concept of the division
of power rather than simply the balance of powerful factions
TQA
as the basis for good government.
This division could

Q

Q

Taylor, Arator, p. 53.
See similar references con
cerning agriculture and majoritarianism, pp. 74, 100, 324,
325-7, and 383-384.
Grampp, "Taylor," pp. 256-258; Gordon S. Wood, The
Creation of the American Republic, 1776-1787 (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1969), pp. 590-591.
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be upset by excessive concentrations of wealth.

"Enormous

political power invariably accumulates enormous wealth, and
enormous wealth invariably accumulates enormous political
power.

Either constitutes tyranny, because the acquisition
•3Q 1
of both are losses of liberty and property to nations."
In the Inquiry Taylor states that, "Wealth, like suffrage,

must be considerably distributed, to sustain a democratick
republick."

Excessive accumulation of wealth invariably

ends in the "subjection of a nation to the will of indivi
duals or f a c t i o n s 393

Agriculture, however, comple

ments the division of power and protects liberty by maintaining a widespread distribution of wealth.

394

In discus

sing the reasoning behind the founders' decision to limit
the production of naval armaments and therefore to maintain
an agricultural rather than a commercial economy, Taylor
says that, "They undoubtedly perceived that it would be the
purest preservative of equality of wealth."

This he con

trasts with excessive commerce which "subverts equality of
wealth."395

391

Agriculture is therefore more conducive to the

John Taylor, Tyranny Unmasked, quoted in Mudge,

p. 52.
392

393

Taylor, Inquiry, quoted m

Mudge, p. 166.

Taylor, Inquiry, quoted in Mudge, p. 166.

39^Hill, p. 256.
395John Taylor, A Defense of the Measures of the Admin
istration of Thomas Jefferson (Washington, D.C.: Printed
by S.H. Smith, 1804), p. 73.
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preservation of liberty than other economic endeavors be
cause the pattern of wealth distribution that it generates
sustains a division of power in society.
Taylor stressed the importance of property ownership
per se because of its character forming qualities and be
cause of the economic independence that it afforded.

Eco

nomic independence was necessary if a man was to remain free.
"An urgent pressure for food and raiment, is unlikely to
instill into the mind the liberal sentiments of freedom."39®
A man who was dependent upon wages alone could, under misfortunate circumstances, be reduced to poverty and a life
of crime. 397

.
Thus property ownership was thus essential
to

one's economic independence.
Property was also the foundation on which the charac
ter of a good citizen was built.

Contempt for property be

gets "pecuniary distress..., and is active in forming bad
citizens...-He who dissipates his property, dissipates also
his virtue and h o n o u r . " ^ ^

The "love of property," on the

other hand, "was a wholesome passion that could be channeled to form the basis of the good society."

399

While the

concentration of property in the hands of the few takes

396Taylor, Inquiry, p. 31.
397Hill, p. 244.
393Taylor, Inquiry, pp. 285-286.
399Hill, p. 241.

away the citizens' desire to fight for the homeland,

"The

owners of property would be more active participants in re
publican processes because they had something at stake, and
their watching of government would keep it honest.

Proper

ty owners would favor the classic processes of civility,
such as the rule of law, sanctity of contract, and stable
government.

At the same time they would recognize appeals

to these virtues that were really masks for tyranny, special
privileges, and governmental experimentation."^^

What

better form of property could there be in America than land:
"land is good, cheap, and plenty," and of all of the forms
of property is the most permanent and most productive of
wealth.
In response to such arguments concerning the character
forming qualities of property it is necessary to cite the
explicit argument made by Taylor in the Inquiry stating
that it is not necessary for a citizenry to be virtuous in
order to be externally free.

These arguments have been

used to deny or at best to severely understate the impor
tance of character formation to the preservation of freedom
in Taylor's thought.

402

While it is true that Taylor

^ 0 0 Hill, p. 241; Taylor, Inquiry, p. 251.
40-^See footnote 379 above and Taylor, Defense, pp. 8-9.
^^^E.T. Mudge, p. 53; Loren Baritz, City, pp. 166-168;
and Nelson, pp. 29-35.
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considers the principles on which a government is founded
to be of primary importance in preserving the freedom of
its citizens, it is not true that Taylor considers virtuous
character to be unimportant or worthy of being ignored.
Taylor's statements were made in response to the argu
ments of earlier political thinkers such as Machiavelli and
Montesquieu.

They had said that "'a free government cannot

be maintained, when the people have grown corrupt,'" and,
"'that virtue is necessary for the preservation of liber
ty. 1"40^

But Taylor considered such statements to be only

the first in a syllogism which mankind had been persuaded
to accept,

"'Man cannot possess free government.'"

These

had been the arguments of "patriotick kings, ministers,
and nobles" throughout the ages.^04

But

men haxl never

stopped to consider "whether a corrupt nation might not es
tablish a free political system, as avaricious mercantile
partners establish just articles of partnership; and that
it would be the interest of the majority to do so, because
slavish political systems, inevitably prey upon majorities;
or whether this interest, united with common sense, would
not induce majorities,

since they cannot be lasting tyrants

themselves, to absolve themselves from tyranny.

403Tayior, Inquiry, pp. 376, 381.
^ 4 Taylor,

Inquiry, pp. 379-380.

4 ^ 5 Taylor,

Inquiry, p. 376.
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facts, according to Taylor, reveal that "vicious men can
constitute themselves into a society by laws, free, just,
and virtuous respecting themselves.... It is in the govern
ing principles, and not in the subject to be governed, that
the virtue or vice resides, which causes the freedom or op
pression. "

Clearly Taylor considers the principles of

government to be foremost in the defenses of republican
freedom.
Still, one is left with Taylor's statements which re
veal his belief in property ownership as the foundation for
a good citizenry; one which loves its liberty and is pre
pared to take action to defend it.

There is also Taylor's

belief that a virtuous citizenry can for a time defend li
berty against the assaults made on it by a bad form of gov
ernment.^^

Last, there is Taylor's very explicit concern

with character formation and agriculture in his book of es
says on agriculture and politics, the Arator.

In the Ara-

tor and elsewhere Taylor describes the character forming
qualities of agriculture which make it a means to both in
ternal and external freedom.

He extols the agriculturalists

great and small with references to the landed gentry as

4 0 6 Taylor, Inquiry, pp. 381-382.
These principles,
"included an equality of civil rights, freedom of religion
and of inquiry, division of power, national influence or
sovereignty, knowledge, uncorrupted representations, and ac
tual responsibility."
See Hill, p. 166.

407

Taylor, Inquiry, p. 377.
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"that honest, virtuous, patriotic and bold class of men,"
and to the yeomanry as "hardy, honest and free husband
men."^0®

Taylor explains that, "There are two kinds of in

dependence, real and imaginary.

The first consists of the

right of national self-government; the second of individual
taste or prejudice.

The yeomanry of the forest are best

calculated to preserve the first, and the yeomanry of the
loom are best calculated to feed the second.
In A Defense of the Measures of the Administration of
Thomas Jefferson Taylor speaks in the third person about
the founders' desire to maintain an agricultural economy.
The sentiments that he expresses in behalf of the founders
have been taken as representative his own position .4 **-0
"They may have perceived an intimate alliance between agri
culture and liberty.

They may have remarked, that the hab

its of industry and hardihood it requires, with the plain
and regular manners it creates, cherish a love of virtue and
of independence, equally indisposed to invade the rights of
others, or to suffer invasion themselves.

They undoubtedly

perceived that it would be the purest preservative of equal
ity of possession."411

The character of men is molded by

408Tayiorf Arator, pp. 91, 79.
4 0 9 Taylor,

410
411

Arator, p. 80.

See Grampp, "Taylor," p. 259.

Taylor, Defense, p. 73.
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agricultural life in such a way as to make them love their
liberty and be willing and able to preserve it.

Such argu

ments lead to the conclusion that while Taylor did not be
lieve that a virtuous citizenry was essential to the main
tenance of freedom, he did believe that such virtue would
strengthen the defenses of freedom which were founded on
good principles of government.
Arator essays fifty-eight and fifty-nine, entitled
"The Economy of Agriculture" and "The Pleasures of Agricul
ture," contain the arguments which culminate in Taylor's
conclusion that, "In short, by the exercise it
gives both to the body and to the mind, it secures health
and vigour to both; and by combining a thorough knowledge
of the real affairs of life, with the necessity for inves
tigating the arcana of nature, and the strongest invitations
to the practise of morality, it becomes the best architect
412
of a complete man."
Agriculture gives occasion for ex
ercising the moral virtues of liberality, giving in order
to receive; foresight, preparation insuring the performance
of duties at the fitting time; and the proper performance
of tasks which precludes unnecessary repetition.

It is

unlikely that the men who exercise these virtues will be
slaves to their own passions.

Eulogizing the

4l2Tayior, Arator, p. 316.
^^Taylor, Arator, pp. 309-312.
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agriculturalists in a way that is reminiscent of Jefferson's
"chosen people of God" Taylor says:
At the awful day of judgment, the discrimination of
the good from the wicked, is not made by the criteri
on of sects or of dogmas, but by one which constitutes
the daily employment and the great end of agriculture.
The judge upon this occasion has by anticipation pro
nounced that to feed the hungry, clothe the naked,
and give drink to the thirsty, are the passports to
future happiness; and the divine intelligence which
selected an agricultural state as a paradise for its
first favourites, has here again prescribed the agri
cultural virtues as the means or the admission of
their posterity into heaven.414
Agriculture encourages the practise of moral virtues which
are "the passports of future happiness."415

Thus it pro

vides the means to the internal freedom which is a pre-re
quisite to the condition of human happiness.
John Taylor shared in the view of God held by Jefferson
and his circle.

Their God was the "remote Prime Mover or
416
Author of Creation."
It is not surprising that Taylor
should reckon that on the day of judgement the good will be
distinguished from the wicked by their right relations with
their fellow man, "feed the hungry, clothe the naked, and
give drink to the thirsty," rather than their God.

Nor is

it surprising that the moral virtues which encourage this
behavior are themselves encouraged by the processes of na
ture experienced in everyday life by the agriculturalist.

4 ^ 4 Taylor,

415

Arator, p. 314.

Hill also makes this point.

4 1 6 Hill,

pp. 236-237.

See p. 242.
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As with Jefferson’s so one might say of Taylor's cultiva
tor, that he too "was a pious man, if the religion of a hu
mane morality is recognized as a kind of natural piety.
Before concluding this study of Taylor's agrarian po
litical economy it is necessary to return

to the issue

which would later become an integral part

of the agrarian

political economy of the ante-bellum Southerners— slavery.
On the issue of slavery there is an ominous difference be
tween the positions of Jefferson and Taylor.
son, Taylor sees slavery as an evil which

Like Jeffer

in the future

might be "re-exported by means of colonization," but for the
present is is "incapable of removal, and only within the
reach of palliation."

41 8

As Mel Bradford suggests, however,

Taylor cannot go along with Jefferson's argument in the
Notes on Virginia "that slaveholding is automatically harm
ful to republican virtue.

Jefferson and other great states

men of Virginia are, in their careers, proofs to the contrary."

419

Taylor goes on to argue that there are morally

beneficial effects of slavery.

Slavery to a person is pre

ferable to slavery to a faction or interest.

The former are

rarely tyrannized but are instead more often the objects of
benevolence.

The quality of benevolence is encouraged

4-^See p. 152 above.
^^Taylor, Arator, pp. 115, 124-125.
419

Bradford, "Virginia Cato," p. 40.

rather than discouraged in the master.

The servility of

the slaves causes free men to despise this characteristic
and to love freedom and virtue

m o r e . 4 2 0

while such state

ments put Taylor somewhere between the positions of Jeffer
son and the pro-slavery men, they do not include the lat
ter' s more unique arguments making agriculture a means to
the end of slavery.
Taylor's agrarian political economy is a reflection of
his participation in the natural law and Enlightenment prac
tise of joining questions of is^ and ought.

The effects of'

positivism did not reach back to John Taylor— or to Thomas
Jefferson or John Randolph for that m a t t e r . T h e

method

ology restrictiveness of the fact-value distinction was
therefore unknown to any of these men.

The agrarian poli

tical economy of John Taylor presented agriculture as a
means to the ends of wealth, and internal and external free
dom, all of which he considered to be pre-requisites to the
condition of human happiness.

The same can be said, once

more, of another agrarian political economist of the Old
Dominion, John Randolph of Roanoke.

^^Taylor, Arator, p. 123.
j

o*[

Hill, p. 279.

See also footnote 364 above.
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John Randolph
John Randolph was an uncompromising defender of liber
ty.

He left

and speeches

no treatises, no books, but only the letters
by which he

made known his devotion to agricul

tural life as the best state of society for which man could
ask . ^ 22

Randolph was a practical man not given to abstrac

tions or elaborate systems of thought.

His defense of agri

culture rested on its ability to provide a sufficiency of
wealth, internal and external freedom, and a life of custom
and tradition which retained some of the qualities of the
old Roman pietas.

Randolph opposed slavery but did not

accept the interference of positive law with the institu
tion.

During most of his life he considered slavery to be

an evil whose end would come with the passing of time.
John Randolph was very much impressed with the advice
given to him

as a boy by

the estate that

he would

his mother.

As theyrode across

someday inherit, shesaid to him,

"When you get to be a man you must not sell your land; it
is the first step to ruin for a boy to part with his fa
ther's home:

be sure to keep it as long as you live.

your land and your land will keep you . " ^ 22
continued to believe to the end of his life.

lis:

Keep

This Randolph
Honest labor

^^Russell Kirk, John Randolph of Roanoke (Indianapo
Liberty Fund, Inc., 1978), p. 123.

^ 2Quoted in Hugh A. Garland, The Life of John Randolph of Roanoke (12th ed.; New York: D. Appleton & Co.,
1859), p. 18.
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on the land would provide sufficient wealth to keep one out
of the slavery of debt .424

The desire to live by means

other than honest industry revealed an acquisitive spirit
which was not compatible with repbulican virtue or republi
can principles .425

Like Taylor, Randolph viewed public

debt, banks, and tariffs as attempts to use government to
satisfy these appetites.

Such activities had to be stop

ped, "we must put bounds to the spirit which seeks wealth
by every path but the plain and regular path of honest in
dustry and honest fame."42®
Honest work on the land offered a means to wealth
which was consistent with the continued existence of the re
public.

Those who argue that prosperity is to be found by

inducing the growth of manufactures in the United States
with tariffs have failed to take circumstance into proper
consideration.

They cite Great Britain's prosperity by

manufactures, but they fail to recognize the natural advan
tages in climate, accessibility to the sea, and raw materi
als which make her so prosperous.

They fail to consider

the sparseness of population, inappropriate climate, and

424John Randolph, "Speech on the Amendment Process,”
Proceedings and Debates of the Virginia State Convention of
1829-1830, II (1830; rpt. New York: De Capo Press, 1971),
p. 790; Kirk, Randolph, p. 136.
4 2 5 Randolph,

"Speech on the National Bank,” in Garland,

p. 80.
4 2 6 Randolph,

"Speech on the National Bank," p. 80.
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lack of inland waterways which make the United States unsuitable for great commerce or manufactures.

427

Such ar

guments— taken with Randolph's understanding of agriculture
as a means to wealth was not physiocratic but was instead
based on the concepts of comparative advantage, specializa
tion, and trade, and was subservient to the end of maintain428
ing a republic of freemen.
Randolph surpassed all others in his devotion to re
publicanism.

His conflicts with Jefferson and Madison led

him to form the Tertium Quid faction, the conservative wing
of the Republican p a r t y . T h e

differences between Jef

ferson and himself were best summed by Randolph in his
statement, "I am an aristocrat; I love liberty, I hate
43O
equality."
Randolph's devotion to external freedom was
not based on the natural right theories of Locke or Rous
seau.

It was instead based on laws of nature "derived from

the spiritual character of man and demonstrated in the pages
of history."
freedom.

There was no unqualified right to "absolute"

There was, however, a claim to "liberty prescribed

by tradition and delimited by expediency" which was "a

^ ^ J o h n Randolph, "Speech on the Tariff Bill," Annals
of Congress (18th Congress, 1st session), pp. 2361-2370.
428
Randolph, "Speech on the Tariff Bill," pp. 23722374; Kirk, Randolph, pp. 123, 129-130.
429
Kirk, Randolph, pp. 20-21.
430

Quoted in Kirk, Randolph, p. 46.
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privilege conferred upon men who obeyed the intent of God
by placing a check upon will and appetite,

Character

formation is once again the common denominator of internal
and external freedom.
That character formation was essential to the mainte
nance of freedom is made clear in a letter from Randolph to
his friend John Brockenbrough, dated January 12, 1829, "The
country is ruined past redemption:
spirit and character of the people.

it is ruined in the
The standard of merit

and morals has been lowered far below ’p r o o f .

There is an

abjectness of spirit that appals and disgusts me.
now could we find leaders of a revolution . " ^ 33

Where

This theme

was repeated even more powerfully in a speech he gave soon
after at the Virginia State Convention.

Defending the old

state constitution against this movement to replace it Ran
dolph cries out,
Sir, how often must I repeat, that change is
not reform....They may say what they please about
the old Constitution— the defect is not there.
It
is not in the form of the old edifice, neither in
the design nor the elevation:
it is in the material-it is in the people of Virginia....! say that the
character of the good old Virginia planter— the man
who owned from five to twenty slaves, or less, who
lived by hard work, and who paid his debts is passed
away.
A new order of things is come.
The period

4 3 ^Kirk,

Randolph, pp. 44, 70.

^•^Quoted in Garland, p. 317.
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has arrived of living by one's wits— of living by
contracting debts that one cannot pay— and above
all, of living by office-hunting . ^ 3
The agriculturalists were, on the other hand, the sub
stantial citizenry of the republic.

In the report of his

speech "On the Landed Interest" in the State Convention it
is said that he considered the only safe ground in the
Commonwealth for the Right of Suffrage to be "terra firma:
literally firma;

The Land.

The moment, said he, you quit

the land,...that moment you will find yourselves at sea:
and without compass--without landmark or polar star....The
great stable, solid qualification of land...is the only
sufficient evidence of permanent, common interest in, and
attachment to, the Commonwealth . " 434

It was the freehold

ers, the sturdy farmers and the planters, who should be
given the reigns of power; they who were "qualified by in
terest and ability to comprehend the nature of governraent.”^ ^

Unlike the manufacturer, the agriculturalist

"cannot skip into a coffeehouse, and shave a note with one
hand, while with the other he signs a petition to Congress,
portraying the wrongs, and grievances, and sufferings he
endures, and begging them to relieve him; yes to relieve

^"^John Randolph,
p. 790.

"Speech on the Amendment Process,"

4 John Randolph, "Speech on the Landed Interest,"
quoted in Kirk, Randolph, pp. 535-536.
435

Kirk, Randolph, p. 83.
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him out of the pockets of those whose labors have fed and
enriched, and whose valor has defended them."436

These men

were moved by the spirit of avarice to manipulate economic
policy to enrich themselves, and such "economic alteration
and governmental tinkering" was acting to undermine "the
grand old Virginian and American character."437
For Randolph there could be no better indictment of
the manufacturer or better endorsement of the agricultural
ist than this,

"The manufacturer is the citizen of no place,

or any place; the agriculturalist has his property, his
lands, his all, his household gods to defend...."438

only

in the country, on their own land, and free of debt, could
men experience real l i b e r t y . A c c o r d i n g to Russell Kirk,
it was to these men that the franchise was to be given,
these, "whose stake in the commonwealth, and whose moral
character, to some extent lift them above the temptations
of power to which corrupt human nature is terribly suscep
tible. " 44 0

4^ejohn Randolph, "Speech on Revenue," Annals of Con
gress (14th Congress, 1st session), p. 6 8 8 .
4^Kirk,

Randolph, pp. 198-199.

4 ^Randolph,
4^Kirk,

"Speech on Revenue," p. 687.

Randolph, p. 127.

44®Russell Kirk, The Conservative M i n d ; from Burke to
Eliot (6 th ed.; South Bend:
Gateway Editions, Ltd., 1978),
p. 143.
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Agriculture provided the means to both internal and
external freedom.

The agriculturalist who seeks his for

tune and his freedom by honest labor on the land is not
the slave of avarice:

he is not amongst those whose "ab

jectness of spirit" Randolph finds so appalling and dis
gusting.

The agricultural life provides this internal free

dom by instilling in men that character of hardiness, in
dustry, and valor which also makes them good citizens.

Com

bined with the ownership of stable property so intimately
tied to the interest of the republic this character pro
vides the economic independence, the freedom from debt,
which is essential if a people are to be able to bear the
responsibilities of government .4 4 1

Thus it is only the

freeholders who should have the vote.44'*
Randolph's view of the agricultural life also contain
ed some of the traits of ancient piety:

honorable work in

the soil, a proper respect for parents and the "household
gods," and a preparedness to defend the republic.

His

linking of agriculture to a life of custom and tradition
certainly brought him closer to the old Roman pietas than
Jefferson's and Taylor's enlightenment views would have.44^

4 4 1 Randolph,

790-791.
442

"Speech on the Amendment Process," pp.

Kirk, Conservative, p. 143.

4 4 ^Kirk,

Conservative, pp. 133, 137; Randolph, p. 124.
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Had Randolph not been so immersed in the practical defense
of a political order based on land, he might have openly
stated what seems to lie just below the surface of his
words:

that in agricultural life man is living in right

relations not only with family and country but also with
God.
On the matter of slavery Randolph was positioned some
where between the school of thought which condemned it on
the grounds that it violated laws of nature and was undemo
cratic, and the school of the pro-slavery argument.

In his

youth he was a strong opponent of slavery, but Randolph
could not help but see that federal interference with slav
ery was a violation of strict-construction and states'
rights.Late

in his life he continued to declare that

slavery was a curse to the master, yet "he saw it as a prob
lem almost insoluble in the South, and he prepared, with
increasing sternness, to wall it away from external interference."

445

In the Virginia State Convention of 1829 Ran

dolph declared, "I have nothing to do with the consciences
of men.

The abolitionist is as free to hold his opinions

as I am to hold mine— I do not find fault with him.
pute no demerit to him for them.

I im

But I will never suffer

him to put a torch to my property, that he may slake it in

^^Kirk, Randolph, pp. 155-166.
4 ^Kirk,

Randolph, p. 179.
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the blood of all that are dear to me.

I will arrest his

hand if X can— by reason if I can— but if not, by
force."446

Randolph like so many other southerners had

been put on the defensive by the growing abolitionist move
ment in the north and by a fear of further slave insurrec
tions.

A year before his death he wrote a letter to Presi

dent Jackson calling for immediate secession of the South
in order to defend the slave interest.

This attitude may

in part have been due to the insanity into which he was
lapsing at the end of his life, but it was nevertheless an
indication of the direction his thought was taking.

447

Ran

dolph did not advocate slavery as a positive good; but he
was only a step away from that argument which he helped to
bring about and which dominated agrarian thinking from the
late 182 0 's to the end of the ante-bellum period.
CONCLUSIONS
The three ante-bellum Southerners who have been con
sidered in this chapter were in agreement on the ends that
they sought to achieve, and on the means by which they
thought those ends could be achieved.

All of them were

proponents of an agricultural society, and all of them be
lieved that agriculture could provide the wealth and

^ ^ Q u o t e d in Kirk, Randolph, p. 179.
^ ^ K i r k , Randolph, pp. 179-182.
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freedoms— both internal and external— that were pre-requi
sites to the condition of human happiness.

On the matter

of means all were in agreement as to the essentially non
physiocrat ic nature of agriculture as a means to wealth.
That is not to say that Physiocracy had no influence on
Jefferson and Taylor in particular, but both of them and
certainly Randolph recognized that agriculture was not the
source of all wealth in the strictly physiocratic sense.
As a means to the ends of internal and external freedom
each of them discussed the role that agriculture played in
character formation and the maintenance of economic inde
pendence on the part of the citizenry.

As a related matter

one also finds that agriculture, by maintaining a wide
spread distribution of wealth, also provided an answer to
their traditional republican concern with the concentration
of power in the hands of the few as opposed to its distri
bution over the many.
Clear and straightforward statements of ends-means re
lationships are not always to be found in the works of these
and other agrarian political economists.

Thus, it is some

times necessary to formulate arguments about their work not
only by inference but also by implication.

Randolph, for

instance, may not openly state that human happiness is the
summum bonum and that this is what he seeks to achieve by
defending agriculture and the things that it generates—
wealth, freedom, and piety, but it certainly makes sense to
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assume that this is so.

Neither Randolph, nor Jefferson,

nor Taylor was familiar with the notion that the logical
status of value statements is something less than that of
other kinds of statements.

They believed that they could

learn something about what makes people happy by observing
human experience.

The fact that they could not always

agree on the matter did not preclude them from discussing
human happiness altogether.

In the political economy of

agrarianism no methodological impasse is reached when it
comes to the question of ends.
Jefferson, Taylor, and Randolph did agree on the ends
of wealth, and internal and external freedom, though the
reasoning which led them to these ends was sometimes very
different.

The question of piety is quite another matter.

While Jefferson's and Taylor's enlightenment views led them
toward a kind of "natural piety," Randolph's orthodox Chris
tianity would not allow this.

His views are more closely

met in the traditional concept of piety handed down from
the ancients.

All three of these men opposed slavery in

the abstract, but in practise none believed that there was
much that could be done about it at the time.

Taylor's

views on the slavery issue presaged the arguments of the
pro-slavery men which began to appear around 1830.

It is

in the work of these men who advocated slavery as a posi
tive good that one finds a continuation of the themes of
agrarian political economy in the ante-bellum South.

It
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should be noted, however, that what distinguishes the pro
slavery agrarian political economists from Jefferson, Tay
lor, and Randolph is not simply their pro or con position
on the issue of slavery, but also the fact that the pro
slavery men advocated agriculture as a means to preserve
the institution of slavery.

The defense of slavery as a

positive good was responsible for redirecting the vision
of agrarian political economists in the ante-bellum South.
The extent of this redirection would ultimately be revealed
in the work of another Virginian, George Fitzhugh.

Chapter 5
ANTE-BELLUM SOUTHERN AGRARIANS—
DEW AND FITZHUGH
The agrarian tradition in the South was carried over
into the later ante-bellum years by the writers of the pro
slavery argument.

This included a number of men, but the

thought of two of the pre-eminent figures of this movement
will serve to reveal the nature of agrarian thinking in the
South in the thirty years before the outbreak of civil war.
Thomas R. Dew, a professor of history, metaphysics, and
political law at William and Mary, was one of the first im
portant contributors to the pro-slavery argument.

His de

fense of the agrarian economy of the South was presented in
his Lectures on the Restrictive System (1829), and later in
his pro-slavery work, Review of the Debate in the Virginia
Legislature, 1831-1832.

In these works and in others one

finds the foundations for the arguments given by later
writers stating "the superiority of a stratified agricul448
tural society over a free industrial order."
Among the
many who were influenced by Dew was another Virginian,

448

Avery 0. Craven, Edmund Ruffin, Southerner: A Stu
dy in Secession (1932; rpt. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1932) , p. 126.
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George
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^49

Fitzhugh has been declared a sui gen

eris , yet the logical connection which does exist between
Dew and Fitzhugh— the advocation of a slave based agrarian
society— has not gone u n n o t i c e d . u n t i l fairly recently,
however, Fitzhugh has been described as anything but an
agrarian.

It is of some importnace, therefore, to review

the interpretations of Fitzhugh as an agrarian and as an
opponent of agricultural society, before going on to place
him in the changing but uninterupted tradition of agrarian
political economy of the American South.
The most important works of Thomas Dew and of George
Fitzhugh were separated in time by about twenty-five years.
Over this time period criticisms of Southern society pushed
its defenders to extremes such as those of George Fitzhugh
who not only advocated slavery as a positive good but also
condemned the very notion of a "free society".

The society

which Fitzhugh revered was one of gradated slavery for the
many and liberty for the few who deserved it.

His ideal

was one of a paternalistic society which allowed as much
freedom to an individual as that individual could live with

4 4 ^Craven,

p. 127.

4 5 0 C. Vann Woodward, "George Fitzhugh, Sui Generis , 11
in Cannibal* s All! or Slaves Without Masters, by George
Fitzhugh, ed. C. Vann Woodward (Cambridge: Harvard Univer
sity Press, 1960), p. vii; James C. Hite and Ellen J. Hall,
"The Reactionary Evolution of Economic Thought in Antebel
lum Virginia," Virginia Magazine of History and Biography,
LXXX (October, 1972), 476-488.
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happily.

The influence of agrarian-republican thought was

not lost to either Dew or Fitzhugh:

it was, however, being

adapted to an increasingly less qualified defense of slav
ery in the abstract.
Dew and Fizhugh advocated agriculture as a means to
the ends of limited wealth, internal and external freedom,
and slavery for those who were deserving of it.

Piety as

an end of agriculture and an agrarian society.also figured
into the work of Fitzhugh.

The ideas of both of these men

(and also those of John Randolph) serve to demonstrate that
the tradition of agrarian political economy did not come
to an end when the enlightenment views of the founders be
gan to fall into disrepute.

It was really the agrarian po

litical economy of these men— absent the defense of slav
ery— that served as the basis for a revival of agrarian
ideals amongst some Southern intellectuals in the twentieth
century.
Thomas R. Dew
In the first issue of the Southern Economic Journal
Tipton R. Snavely called into question the practise of li
miting the economists to problems concerning what is^ with
out also considering problems of what ought to b e .

As an

example of one economist who adheres to this practise he
cites Lionel Robbins and his work An Essay on the Nature
and Significance of Economic Science.

Yet Snavely finds
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this practise "'ill-conceived and unnecessary . ' ” ^ 51

He

goes on to consider the importance of the Southern contri
bution to the development of economics in the United States
in the first, half of the nineteenth century.

Economic wri

ters in the South during this time did consider questions
of what ought to b e r and prominent amongst these writers
was Thomas Dew.

In his principle economic work, Lectures

on the Restrictive System, Dew "analyzed the economic ef
fects of a protectionist policy on an agrarian economy and
anticipated by a century the authors of I 111 Take My Stand,
in questioning the desirability of a factory system and its
concomitant evils."452

indeed, Dew divides his treatment

of the restrictive system into four parts with the third
consisting of an examination of "the relative advantages
of manufactures and agriculture in reference to morals,
health and politics . " ^ 51

Dew even goes so far as to declare

that agriculture is more conducive to human happiness than
manufacturing.

454

It is clear that Dew was engaged xn a

study of political economy which was not constrained by

^51Tipton R. Snavely, "Economic Thought and Economic
Policy in the South," Southern Economic Journal, I (October,
1933), 4, 6 .
452
Snavely, pp. 6-8.
453
.
.
Thomas R. Dew, Lectures on the Restrxctxve System
{1829; rpt. New York: Augustus M. Kelley Publishers, 1969),
pp. 2-3.
454

Dew, Lectures, p. 148.
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that methodological criterion of the fact-value distinction
which now prevents economists qua economists from giving
reasoned consideration to questions of what ought to be.
Dew was a Ricardian and a teacher of classical politi
cal economy.

He also made use of the works of Smith and

Say in his teaching and in his defense of free trade.
In the first of his Lectures on the Restrictive System Dew
mentions the errors of earlier systems of political economy,
mercantilism and physiocracy, and makes it clear that he
supports the "politico-economical principles" of the free
trade system.

He goes on in that lecture to state the sub

jective theory of value and to explain that importance of
the scarcity problem and how the free trade system best
deals with i t . ^ ®

Essentially, Dew was not strictly oppos

ed to manufacturing.

He did however see some conflict be

tween the interests of agriculture and industry, expecially
when artificial means

(interferences with the free market)

were used to give rise to manufacturing at the expense of
agriculture.

Manufactures would arise on their own through

a free market process once the circumstances which justifi
ed them came into being.

Until then there was no reason to

hurry their development.

Manufacturing gives rise to evils

455 Joseph Dorfman, The Economic Mind in American Civil
•
ization, 1606-1865, II (New York:
Viking Press, 194 6 ),
pp. 897-898.
456

Dew, Lectures, pp. 1-6.
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which are largely but not entirely remediable.

Agriculture

on the other hand has many advantages over manufacturing
which no one should be in a particular hurry to give

u p .

^7

These advantages are very similar to those iterated by
earlier agrarian political economists.

Dew does in fact

make use of Jefferson's response of Query XIX in the Notes
on the State of Virginia in order to bring out some of
these advantages.

One should not be led to believe, how

ever, that Dew was a Jeffersonian.

He along with the other

pro-slavery writers were contemptuous of the natural rights
theory of the enlightenment and substituted other concepts
of the laws of nature in its place.
While Dew recognized both manufacturing and agricul
ture were capable of generating wealth defined as material
goods, there were still advantages to be had by obtaining
it through agriculture.

Agriculture he considered to be

^ 5 ^Dorfman, Economic M i n d , II, pp. 8 97-8 98; Hite and
Hall, p. 483; Dew, Lectures, pp. 143-144, 153.
4 5 8 ^ i n i ain sumner Jenkins, Pro-Slavery Thought in the
Old South (1935; rpt. Gloucester:
Peter Smith, 1960TT
p. 125.
45 9 In his essay on slavery Dew argues that cultivation
of the land is the "real source of wealth" for Virginia.
This of course is due to her resource base and is not a re
flection of a physiocratic understanding of the origin of
wealth on Dew's part.
See Review of the Debate in the Vir
ginia Legislature, 18 31-1832, in The Pro-Slavery Argument,
by Chancellor Harper, and others (1852; rpt. New York:
Negro Universities Press, 1968), p. 391.
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a more certain source of wealth than manufacturing.

Both

were subject to market fluctuations but manufacturing was
especially susceptible.

Demand for manufactured goods

may come and go with the caprice of fashion, but agricul
ture is another matter, "peace or war may exist; plentiful
or hard times may come, but still man must eat; still the
soil must be tilled, and agricultural labour must be employ
ed."4^

Ano-ther important difference between agriculture

and manufacturing as sources of wealth is the kind of in
come distribution which accompanies each of them.

Dew

states that manufacturing tends to generate a class of peo
ple with extreme wealth and another with extreme poverty
while implying that agriculture does not do this. DJ- In
this way the concept of limited wealth is given indirect
expression in the work of Thomas Dew.

Even so, Dew was

not unwilling to see some good in the wealth generated by
the manufactures of large commercial towns.

Such wealth

was "essential for the support of a literary class."

4

*?

^®^Dew, Lectures, pp. 148, 151.
4 6 1 Dew, Lectures, pp. 155-156.
Dew explains that large
scale enterprises are more successful in manufacturing than
small ones and that this is "favorable to the accumulation
of over-grown fortunes.
This has a powerful tendency to
separate society at once into the rich and the poor...."

462

Dorfman, Economic Mind, II, p. 906.
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Dew also believed that agriculture was more conducive
to the maintenance of external and internal freedom than
manufacturing.

Here his arguments closely follow the text

of Jefferson's answer to Query XIX in the Notes on the
State of Virginia.

Agriculture provides for the proper

formation of character— an end in itself— and for the eco
nomic independence of the citizenry which protect republi
can freedom.

Dew explains that the division of labor in

manufacturing is more complete than in agriculture.

The

mind is not improved by the performance of the same task
over and over again from day to day and year to year.
In agriculture, the labour is much more varied,
and calculated to give greater exercise to the under
standing, and greater play to the imagination.
The
farmer plants, cultivates, reaps and threshes; to
day he may be a plougher in the field, to-morrow
a cutter in the woods, and the day after engaged
in some sedentary occupation by his fire-side.
And he is never employed so long at any one thing,
as to lose wholly his relish for it; and all the
external scenery too of nature, is ^ell calculated
to enlarge and liberalise the mind. 63
He continues by quoting Jefferson's eulogy of the agricul
turalists as "the chosen people of God....Corruption of
morals in the mass of cultivators is a phenomenon of which
no age nor nation has furnished an example.

It is the mark

set on those who, not looking up to Heaven, to their own
soil and industry, as does the husbandman, for their

^ ^Dew, Lectures, p. 144.
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subsistence, depend for it on the casualities and caprice
of customers ."4 ^ 4
Manufacturing draws the lower classes together which
serves more "to perpetuate ignorance, and engender vice,
than if each one were left alone."

Virtuous conduct is

stimulated and vice corrected when "all the various classes
and professions are brought frequently together, and made
AC.

C

to associate and commingle with each other."

In manu

facturing large numbers of men and women are brought to
gether, "An esprit de corps is quickly felt among them,
which frequently leads them to the greatest excesses, and
a determined support of each other, whether right or wrong,
whether for or against the government....they are apt to
become turbulent and factious, and too often are the blind
instruments of the infuriated demagogue, and the ring-leaders in mobs and violent commotions."

This often necessi

tates a "system of surveillance and espionage, with a rigid
and energetic police...; and this is always hostile to gen
uine liberty.

The good and peaceable citizens of the Com

monwealth are obliged to submit to restraints of liberty,
and all the inconveniences flowing from it, because there
are some disorderly members in the body politic."

4^4Dew, Lectures, p. 145.
4®^Dew, Lectures, pp. 145-146.
4^ D e w , Lectures, pp. 153-154.
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The characteristics of the common agriculturalist and
the common manufacturer are clearly distinguishable.
agriculturalist is not the slave of his own passions.

The
He

is instead the virtuous citizen who loves his liberty and
whose moral character and spirit of self-reliance makes him
ready and able to defend it.
vice and faction.

The manufacturer is given to

He is a slave to his own passions and

the demagogue need only appeal to these in order to gener
ate violence and mob action which threatens the Common
wealth.
Dew also recognizes the traditional republican argu
ment for economic independence as a defense of individual
freedom.

The self-reliant agriculturist is one thing, but,

The operative is too much dependent on the
capitalist who employs him, and loses that indepen
dence and dignity of character so essential to the
citizen of a Republic like ours, where sovereignty
de jure and de facto resides in the people.
’De
pendence," says the author of the Notes on Virginia,
'begets subservience and venality, suffocates the
germ of virtue, and prepares fit tools for the de
signs of ambition. Thus, the natural progress and
consequence of the arts, has sometimes, perhaps,
been retarded by accidental circumstances: but,
generally speaking, the proportion which the aggre
gate of the other classes of citizens bears in any
state to that of its husbandmen, is the proportion
of its unsound to its healthy parts, and is a good
enough barometer whereby to measure its degree of
corruption.'
Economic dependency is conducive to the formation of a sub
servient character.

If universal suffrage were allowed the
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capitalist who commands a thousand laborers would also com
mand a thousand votes.
Manufacturing has one last political effect which pre
sents a threat to the existence of a republic:

it tends to

divide society into two widely separated classes of rich
and poor.

This distinction of rich and poor is "always

unfavorable to liberty, and to happiness, especially when
the distance is too great between them, and the interval
not filled up by a middle class, as is often the case in
A C O

manufacturing districts."

Here then is the implicit de

fense of agriculture as a means to limited wealth.

The

rich may have too much wealth and the poor too little, but
in an agricultural society this sort of impediment to hu
man happiness is not likely to arise.
With arguments like these it is not surprising that
Dew concludes his discussion of the relative advantages of
manufacturing and agriculture in relation to morals, health,
happiness, and politics in this way:
I hope now, I have succeeded in shewing £sic) you,
that not only is freedom of trade best upon politi
co-economical principles, but that there is nothing
in the employment of manufactures, which should
cause us to wish their premature introduction.
On
the contrary, there are evils attendant on them,
which, under an equal choice of labour, would lead
us to prefer agriculture.
Better far, therefore,
that we should leave every department of industry
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'Dew, Lectures, p. 155.

4 6 8 Dew,

Lectures, p. 156.

to itself. Manufactures will arise when our coun
try is filled up with a denser population, and capi
tal has been more extensively accumulated.
They are .
necessary then to keep in lucrative employ the re
dundant capital and population, and they will arise
without the guardian protection of the Legislature.
Agriculture is advocated by Dew as a means to the ends
of limited wealth, and internal and external freedom.

A

system of free trade will leave the South with such a so
ciety until the time comes when population increase and
capital accumulation makes manufacturing economically feas
ible.

The evils generated by manufacturing are sufficient

ly remediable to allow for its development under free trade
In fact, the development of manufacturing under these cir
cumstances can bring about a net improvement in the physi
cal health of the citizenry by causing improvements in agri
culture which more than offset the injurious effects of
manufacturing on their h e a l t h . S t i l l ,

the advantages of

agriculture are sufficiently great to argue that there is
more to be lost by forcing the development of manufactures
with legislation than by following a policy of laissezfaire.
The arguments of Thomas Dew favoring agriculture fol
low a pattern established by earlier agrarian political
economists.

But the uniqueness of agrarian thought in the

^^^Dew, Lectures, p. 156.
^^Dew, Lectures, p. 14 6 .
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later ante-bellum period turns on the argument which makes
slavery a positive good and agriculture a means to that
end.

In his Review of the Debate in the Virginia Legisla

ture , 1831-1832 Dew explains the origin of slavery and why
it is a positive good, and he describes the nature of the
relationship between slavery and agriculture.

These ideas

were shared by the other writers of the pro-slavery argu
ment.

Only George Fitzhugh would present a more radical

defense of slavery, and that was not to come for another
twenty years.
Dew argued that slavery arose as a means of mitigating
the horrors of war.

It made the justifiable act of killing

captives an unnecessary one.

Slavery had also been the

necessary consequence of the concentration of property
ownership, and of man's willingness to surrender his liber
ty in order to receive protection from assault and from
famine.

Finally, enslavement had always been considered a

justifiable form of punishment for criminal acts.

Slav

ery's existence in the ancient and the modern world "was
no accident, the mere result of chance, but was a necessary
and inevitable consequence of the principles of human na
ture and the state of property."471

471

Dew, Review, pp. 294-324.
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Dew also viewed slavery as a part of the Creator's
benevolent design for the happiness of m a n k i n d . T a l k
emancipation was useless.

of

If nothing else it constituted

an assault on property by the state which would revolution
ize the government.

Colonization was impractical if for

no other reason than cost, and it was clearer still that
negro slaves were economically and morally unfit for free
dom amongst whites .4 ^ 3

On the other hand, slavery protects

the slave from his own "natural indolence and carelessness."
It saves him from that freedom "which he cannot comprehend,
and which must inevitably dry up the very source of his
474
happiness."
Contrary to what Mr. Jefferson says, the
effects of slavery on the master are not hurtful,

"Look to

the slaveholding population of our country, and you every
where find them characterized by noble and elevated sentiments, by humane and
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virtuous feelings."

If the master

acts despotically it is as a father to achild,

47 2

for it is

Dew, Review, p. 325.
Dew states that, "All the
laws of matter, every principle, and even passion of man,
when rightly understood, demonstrate the general benevo
lence of the Deity....Well, then, might we have concluded,
from the fact that slavery was the necessary result of the
laws of mind and matter, that it marked some benevolent design, and was" intended by our Creator for some usetui pur
pose."
473
Dew, Review, pp. 3 55-422.
^Sew,

Review, pp. 428-433, 459-460.

4^3Dew, Review, pp. 454-455.
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the authority of the master which makes him indulgent and
which softens h i m . ^ ®
It is interesting to note that Dew moves beyond John
Taylor’s position by contending that slavery was not just
undamaging but conducive to the maintenance of republican
spirit.

He mentions Aristotle as one of many ancients who

argued this point, and he cites the ancient republics of
Greece and Rome as examples of slave societies "where the
spirit of liberty glowed with most intensity."

Edmund

Burke is also quoted as saying that the southern colonists
were more strongly attached to their liberty than their
northern neighbors, "'because freedom is to them not only
an enjoyment, but a kind of rank and privilege.'"

Dew adds

to this statement arguing that the institution of slavery
contributes to the spirit of equality amongst white south
erners which generates and preserves "the genuine spirit of
l i b e r t y . D e w later argued that the institution of slaveholding would act to prevent the rise of a have-not class
in Southern society.

Such a class would have no vested in

terest in society's established institutions and would instigate a revolution that would destroy liberty.

^^Dew, Review, pp. 455-456.
^7 7 Dew, Review, pp. 461-462.
4^®Hite and Hall, p. 484.
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Slavery
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was itself a positive good and a contributor to the mainte
nance of external freedom for those whose happiness would
be advanced by it.
Dew recognized slavery as perhaps the principal civil
izing agent of mankind.

It not only ended the slaughter of
r

war captives, but also reduced the frequency of war.

It

brought man to settle down to the soil and to establish ex
act boundaries which would prevent constant warfare over
territorial rights.

The general relationship which Dew

recognized to exist between slavery and agriculture was
this,

"Agriculture first suggests the notion of servitude,

and, as often happens in the politico-economical world, the
effect becomes, in turn, a powerfully operating cause.
Slavery... gives rise to agricultural production...;

it thus

gradually destroys the roving and unquiet life of the sa
vage; it furnishes a home, and binds him down to the soil;
it converts the idler and the wanderer into the man of
business and the agriculturalist." 479
This very general relationship between agriculture and
slavery takes on a more specific meaning toward the end of
Dew's Review.

It is there that one learns that the warm

climate of the southern states necessitates the use of
slaves in cultivating the soil.

In that climate the "de

sire to indulge in idleness and inactivity," outweighs "the

479Dew, Review, pp. 326-327.
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desire to accumulate and better our condition...."
the institution of slavery can overcome this.

Only

Dew explains

that, "staple growing States are coeteris paribus (sic},
more favorable to slave labor then manufacturing States.
Slaves in such countries may be worked by bodies under the
eye of a superintendent, and made to perform more labor
than freemen."4*^

Slave labor is best for all southern

agricultural countries including those of the United States.
Virginia and Maryland are too far north for slave labor,
"but all the States to the South of these are, perhaps,
better adapted to slave labour than free." 461

Increasing

population density and the consequent cheapening of free
labor will not change this.

It is simply that other kinds

of agriculture, manufactures, and commerce are suited only
to slave labor.

482

This system of slave agriculture has

come under attack through the economic policies of the Fed
eral government.

The system of protective duties and fed

erally financed internal improvements has caused the decline
in the South's prosperity not slave labor. 483
An intricate relationship between slavery and agricul
ture is suggested by the arguments put forth in Dew's

4 8 8 Dew,

Review, pp. 482-483.

4 8 1 Dew,

Review, p. 484.

462

Dew, Review, pp. 484-485.

4®^Dew, Review, pp. 486-487.
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Lectures on the Restrictive System and in his Review of the
Debate in the Virginia Legislature, 1831-1832.

Agriculture

first suggests the notion of servitude and (as often happens
in the politico-economical world) the staple agriculture of
the South is made possible by the use of slave labor.

Both

slavery and agriculture contribute to the wealth, freedom,
and happiness of freemen and to the general well-being and
happiness of the slaves.

Yet the restrictive system which

had been imposed on the South by the North and the West has
served only to undermine her prosperity and to endanger the
institutions which assure this to her.

Slavery is itself a

positive good which is adapted only to a specific kind of
productive task— staple agriculture.

Agriculture is on the

whole the most prefered form of economic activity for soci
ety because of the advantages that it has over manufacturing
in the creation of wealth and in the maintenance of internal
and external freedom.

Slavery and staple agriculture, in

particular, complement one another, and under a system of
free trade would continue to exist only in those places
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where they serve the end which God intended them to serve—
human happiness.
Thomas Dew advocated agriculture as a means to the ends
of limited wealth, internal and external freedom, and slav
ery.

Slavery was in turn conducive to the practise of agri

culture and acted as its complement in producing wealth and
both kinds of freedom.

In both the Lectures on the Restric

tive System, an apparent defense of freehold agriculture,
and the Review, which is clearly a defense of slavery and
plantation agriculture, Dew makes his agrarian sentiments
clear.

Industrial development is acceptable but not neces

sarily welcome.

Its disadvantageous effects can be largely

^ Dew, Review, pp. 325, 489-490.
Dew explains else
where in his Review that a diminution of the institution of
slavery in Virginia would follow after a system of state
financed internal improvements had been carried out.
Such
improvements would give rise to large towns which would draw
capital and freelabor from the North.
The division of labor
would increase, large farms would be broken down into small
ones, and garden cultivation largely replace that of the
plantation.
These are the changes which Dew argues should
be left to the free market and not encouraged with protec
tive duties and federally financed internal improvements.
It should be noted, however, that (1) Dew did not say that
slavery would ever be entirely eliminated in Virginia much
less any other southern state; (2 ) he did recognize that
federally financed internal improvements would benefit the
North and the West at the expense of the South while state
financed internal improvements concentrated the benefits of
such projects on those who paid for them; and (3) Dew advo
cated a system of state financed internal improvements with
the understanding that it would strengthen agriculture and
not just manufacture.
See Dew, Review, pp. 478-479; Hite
and Hall, p. 483; and Dorfman, Economic M i n d , II, p. 898.

remedied, but the fundamental superiority of the agrarian
society remains unchallenged.

It should not be surprising

to see that the ideal of an agrarian society underwent some
change between the early years of the republic and 183 0.
The sweep of the industrial revolution could be felt every
where as an omen of the future if not a reality for the pre
sent.

Intellectuals weighed the benefits and costs of in

dustrialization and found that for the South at least the
costs were too great for anything but a partial compromise.
By the decade of the 1850's the growing sectional conflict
had proved the slower development of manufacturing in the
South to be something of a disadvantage.

Still, the attach

ment to slavery and an agrarian ideal allowed only another
partial compromise of that ideal.

Such a compromise was

revealed in the work of the most radical defender of South
ern slave society, George Fitzhugh.
George Fitzhugh
That Fitzhugh was an agrarian has not been universally
accepted by those scholars who have contributed to the lit
erature on him.

Some have implied that Fitzhugh was advo

cating industrial capitalism for the South while at the
same time espousing the tory paternalist ideals of the
agrarian based planter class.

Fitzhughfs work has conse

quently been viewed as a mass of self-contradictions and
unexplained paradoxes.

Other scholars have been more
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reluctant to displace him from the tradition of Southern
agrarian thought.

Of this latter group, however, only

Eugene Genovese has attempted to treat Fitzhugh's thought
as a consistent whole, and even that must be taken in the
context of Genovese's Marxist interpretation of Southern
history and

s o c i e t y .

^85

In order to further define the problem that is to be
dealt with here it would be useful to reveal the nature and
the extent of this disagreement over Fitzhugh's attitude
toward an agrarian society.

A review of the best litera

ture on Fitzhugh can provide this information while tender
ing arguments on the problem itself.

It is argued here

that Fitzhugh was an agrarian political economist whose work
was clearly unbounded by the methodological constraint of
the fact-value distinction.

He advocated agriculture and

an agrarian society as a means to limited wealth, internal
freedom, external freedom for those deserving of it, slav
ery— for those who were not, and piety.

He had no admira

tion for an exclusively agricultural economy, but he did
want the dominant citizens in society to be planters who
were tied to the soil and who would act as a dominant

48^Hite ana Hall have more recently stated without an
accompanying explanation that, "Fitzhugh envisioned an ideal
society based on a paternalistic government and strict class
lines, with its economic dependence on agriculture rather
than manufacturing fmy emphasis] ." See Hite and Hall, p.
485.
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conservative interest in government.

The rest of the im

portant citizenry would be heavily influenced by them be
cause of the family ties and general interests which bound
them together.
Interpretations of Fitzhugh1s thought.

Scholars such as

B.F. Wright, Louis Hartz, and C. Vann Woodward have argued
directly or indirectly that Fitzhugh was not an agrarian.
In his 1925 article "George Fitzhugh and the Failure of
Liberty," B.F. Wright presents an overview of the program
for economic diversification put forward by Fitzhugh in
Sociology for the South.

He also points out Fitzhugh's de

sire for competition to be preserved between the non-labor
ing classes of professionals, mercantiles, and better me
chanics, a point frequently missed by later contributors
to the Fitzhugh literature.

486

Even with Fitzhugh's para

doxes and foolish statements Wright finds that not all of
his conclusions and flashes of prophetic truth are undone.
As an example he cites Fitzhugh's "strange admixture of ad
miration and abhorrence of the capitalistic system.

After

all, was it not the undoubted evils of that order which he
declaimed against?"^87

recognizes at the core of Fitz-

hugh's argument a defense of domestic slavery and the entire

^ ^ B e n j a m i n F. Wright, "George Fitzhugh and the Failure
of Liberty," Southwestern Political and Social Science Quar
terly, VI (December, 1925), 232-233.
487

Wright, p. 239.
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social system of which it was an essential part.

Fitzhugh

argued correctly when he, along with a few others, stated
that the South had to diversify her economy if she was to
stand up to the North which was taking advantage of her
weakness.

Wright also recognizes Ftizhugh's ideal of an

order of small self-sufficient states, both politically and
economically independent of any other.

Finally, he says of

Fitzhugh, "he certainly recognized the benefits to society
potential in a reconstructed industrial regime (my emphaWright, however, never explains what he means by
a "reconstructed industrial regime" which would deliver the
South from the hands of the North and at the same time de
fend that social system of which slavery was an essential
part.

He never describes that society as industrial or

agrarian capitalist, planter aristocracy, or any combination
of the three.

He thereby leaves the implication that Fitz

hugh is not an advocate of an agrarian society.
In The Liberal Tradition in i^merica Louis Hartz pre
sents a similar view of Fitzhugh.

Even while "denouncing

Northern industrialism, in the mood of the 'English Tory
Party', lamenting the emancipation of the serfs in Europe,
he (Fitzhugl^) manages to smuggle into his theory a program
for industrializing the South that would have delighted

488Wright, pp. 222-239.
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Henry Clay."4®^

while many Southerners promoted free-trade,

Fitzhugh advocated a "theory of state promotion" which was
consistent with tory paternalism in seeking to limit the
free operation of economic laws.

Hartz continues, "But

what was it, after all, that Fitzhugh, De Bow, and other
promotionalists of the South wanted to promote?

It was in

dustry, cities, manufactures— precisely the things that
their Disraelian criticism lamented.in the North, the things
that had produced 1wage-slavery,' class conflict,
ism,' crime, riots, mobs.
tradiction to swallow."

490

'social

This surely was not an easy conFor Hartz the problem is that

Fitzhugh's tory paternalism should contain an element of
agrarian opposition to industry, but instead it is contra
dicted by his desire for industrialization.

Once again

Fitzhugh is no advocate of an agrarian society.
C.

Vann Woodward presented the clearest statement of

this view of Fitzhugh in his article,
Generis."

"George Fitzhugh, Sui

Vann Woodward declares that,

"For one thing,

Fitzhugh was decidedly not an agrarian, for in his opinion
'the wit of man can devise no means so effective to impov
erish a country as exclusive agriculture . 1
and commerce were the road to wealth.

York:

Manufacturing

'Farming is the

499Louis Hartz, The Liberal Tradition in America
Harcourt, Brace & World, 1955), pp. 154-155.

490Hartz, pp. 190-192.

(New
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recreation of great men, the proper pursuit of dull
AQ 1
men.'"
Vann Woodward does, however, recognize the in
fluence of the famous agrarian John Taylor on Fitzhugh's
work.

The reference for this is drawn from Harvey Wish's

biography of Fitzhugh.

Wish says that Taylor's intellectu

al influence "is evident in Fitzhugh1s own theories and
politics, particularly his

Taylor's

militant agrarian

regionalism, his condemnation of governmental favors to
privileged commercial interest, and above all his predominantly economic approach to social problems."

4 92

Still,

Vann Woodward makes no attempt to identify and then recon
cile whatever vestiges of agrarianism there may be in Fitzhugh's theories and politics with his unrelenting criticism
of exclusively agricultural societies.

He makes explicit

only Fitzhugh's call for government sponsored economic de
velopment of the Southern states.

He says that Fitzhugh

"stressed the social values of manufacturing and commerce
and the need for the growth of cities in the South to foster these arts."

493

.
Vann Woodward points to no irregular

ities as Fitzhugh identifies himself with Disraeli, Young

^^Woodward, p. x.
^^Harvey Wish, George Fitzhugh, Propagandist of the
Old South (1943; rpt. Gloucester: Peter Smith, 1962),
p. 14.

^^Woodward, pp. xvii-xviii.
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England, and the Tory Socialists, while at the same time
advocating industrialization .4 ^ 4
The Wright-Hartz-Vann Woodward interpretation of Fitzhugh's work has been the most popular.

In contrast to this

interpretation one can cite the works of another set of
writers who have made important contributions to the liter
ature on Fitzhugh.

J.S. Bach, Jr., Harvey Wish, and Eugene

Genovese have all placed Fitzhugh in or near the tradition
of Southern agrarian thought.

Bach explains that Southern

social thought in the nineteenth century culminated in a
modern version of the sacred community ideal where "a sort
of emotional halo encircles the ways of the fathers and
thereby prevents their profanation by change."

This ideal

was modified to meet the needs of the nineteenth century
and was developed in the South "as a conscious antithesis to
the secularism of northern and other free, industrial soci
eties.

If the world had gone dynamic, federalistic, urban,

rationalistic, industrial, and radical, the South had gone
and would continue to go static, local, rural, moralistic,
agricultural, and conservative.”49 5
The pro-slavery thought of the Old South reached a
point of divergency when it was recognized that the Northern

4 ^ W o o d w a r d t p , xiv.
495Julian S. Bach, Jr., "The Social Thought of the Old
South,” American Journal of Sociology, XLVI (September,
1940), 179-180.
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free society was not falling into decay, as so many South
erners had argued, but was instead prospering.

From this

understanding there branched a group of secularist thinkers
who, while being pro-slavery, did not share an intense
praise for the aristocratic, rural, and agricultural nature
of the South.

Secular reforms to end the Southern "lag"

behind the North were desired, and one of the most impor
tant of these was a diversified economy.

The main group of

Southern thinkers, however, moved toward the ideal of a
modern sacred community, and it was this mainstream of
Southern thought that reached an apex in Fitzhugh's rejec
tion of the theoretical basis of free society . ^ 96
Southern pro-slavery thought was split into two impor
tant groups.

One of these groups held to a secular commun

ity ideal which was liberal, democratic, urban, and industrail.

Included in this group were men such as George

Tucker and Hinton Helper.

The group to which Fitzhugh be

longed adhered to a sacred community ideal and was tradi
tional, conservative, aristocratic, rural, and agricultur
a l .

497

Fitzhugh feared all things which were conducive to

secularization.

These included "social and territorial

mobility, cultural contact, big cities, distant trade, mo
bile property, rationalistic philosophy, the emancipation

496Bach, pp. 184-185.
4^Bach, p. 186.
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of women, the scramble for money."

A Q8

He did call for eco

nomic diversification, the building up of towns, cities,
schools, and for internal improvements, but all of these
secular changes were to be heavily circumscribed.

"Cities,

yes, but not big ones; trade, yes, but not distant trade;
a denser population, yes, but not a heterogeneous or immi
grant one; agricultural and industrial diversification, yes,
but not a wealthy or industrial society."

A QQ

The weight of

Bach's argument clearly places Fitzhugh in the front rank
of Southern agrarian writers.
The longest piece of scholarship on Fitzhugh has been
done by Harvey Wish.

It is a biography which touches on

all of Fitzhugh's important works but fails to consider
Fitzhugh's thought as a consistent whole.

This is not par

ticularly surprising given the emphasis of the book as re
vealed in its title, George Fitzhugh, Propagandist of the
Old South.

However, even though Fitzhugh's "published opin

ions did not always conform to his private convictions,"

4 8 8 Bach,

p. 183.

4 9 9 Bach,

p. 187.

500Bach goes on to state that Fitzhugh was harboring
two mutually exclusive elements in his thought; the secular
element of a desire for economic diversification, and the
sacred element of fearing the consequences of such diversi
fication. He unfortunately does not explain how these two
elements of Fitzhugh's thought were fitted into a consistent
whole. That task was left to later writers and is the real
concern of this discussion of Fitzhugh.
See Bach, p. 188.
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Wish is still prepared to draw conclusions from those works
concerning the kind of social order that Fitzhugh found
desirable .501
Wish makes many references to Fitzhugh's desire for
economic diversification in the South.

The desirability of

manufacturing, economic self-sufficiency and the growth of
moderate-sized towns, and the debilitating effects of ex
clusive agriculture are all d i s c u s s e d . L i k e most other
authors, Wish places emphasis on the pro-industrial elements
in Fitzhugh's thought.

The agrarian elements of Fitzhughian

thought are brought out directly in only a few instances
such as in the discussion of Fitzhugh's overriding concern
for the preservation of widespread property holding through
a system of primogeniture and small entails.

These would

prevent the growth of an idle, useless, and vicious aristo
cracy, and would limit the accumulation of wealth that
would be wasted on luxuries at the expense of impoverishing
503
the rest of society.
In addition to this Wish also ex
presses Fitzhugh's desire for the South to increase her in
dustry and commerce only so gradually as not to affect the
size of the agricultural surplus which gave her power and

5 0 1 Wish,

502

pp. 59, 93, 111.

Wish, pp. 8 6 - 8 8 .

5 0 3 Wish,

pp. 101, 221-225.
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independence.

There was no more desire for an exclusively

industrial South than for an exclusively agricultural
South .504
Wish does make more explicit references to the agrari
an influences on Fitzhugh's thinking.

He declares that

Fitzhugh's isolated upbringing in the rural surroundings
of the Northern Neck of Virginia made it possible for him
to fix his eyes firmly on the past.

With his eyes averted

from the "raucous advance of modern industrialism, he found
romanticism an almost instinctive personal reaction."
Formed there in rural isolation was a sort of ideal, a
measuring stick for the outside world.

"Since the way of

life of communities beyond the Potomac did not always con
form to the norm of the Northern Neck of Virginia, they
suffered correspondingly in the estimation of George Fitz
hugh. "505

rurai environment in which Fitzhugh's

thought took its shape played an important role in the de
velopment of Fitzhugh's 11ideal" community.
Wish also mentions the intellectual influence that
John Taylor's social theories had on Fitzhugh.

In Fitz

hugh 's own theories and politics it is evident that there
is influence from Taylor's, "militant agrarian regionalism,
his condemnation of governmental favors to privileged

5 0 4 Wish,

p. 12.

505^ish, p. 12.

commercial interests, and above all his predominantly eco*50
nomic approach to social problems.”
Finally, there is
a direct reference to "agrarian sympathies" in Fitzhugh*s
work which comes through a discussion of the possible in
fluence of Henry C. Carey.

Wish explains that it was not

unlikely that Fitzhugh was familiar, directly or indirectly
with Carey’s volume, The Harmony of Interests, Agricultural
Manufacturing, and Commericial, published two years before
Fitzhugh*s Sociology for the South.

Carey "came remarkably

close to Fitzhugh*s position;" his "anti-British bias and
agrarian sympathies gave his work a striking similarity to
the Southerner's

Fitzhugh's

writings.

Wish recognizes Fitzhugh's "old failing of self-contra
diction" as a part of his role as a propagandist, but, as
in Bach’s work, there is still the explicit recognition of
an agrarian backdrop to Fitzhugh's writings .^ 8

Once again

no attempt is made to view Fitzhugh’s work as a consistent
whole.

Yet the references to agrarian elements in Fitz

hugh's thought clearly distinguish the interpretations of
Fitzhugh's works given by Wish and Bach from those given by
Wright, Hartz, and Vann Woodward.

5 0 6 Wish,

p. 14.

^^Wish, p. 92.
508 .
Wish, p. 173.
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things one step further by considering Fitzhugh as an agrar
ian and as an internally consistent thinker.
In Genovese's book The World the Slave-holders Mad e ,
one finds an essay entitled "The Logical Outcome of the
Slaveholder's Philosophy, an Exposition, Interpretation,
and Critique of the Social Thought of George Fitzhugh of
Port Royal Virginia."

In the chapter of that essay on "The

Defense of Slavery" Genovese presents arguments which are
an attempt to reveal the consistency of Fitzhugh's thought.
Fitzhugh is treated as a central figure in Southern history;
one who "has been misunderstood even by his most sympathetic
and acute interpreters and stands out as a more important
and internally consistent thinker than is generally accepted."

509

Genovese's essay is largely a defense of the belief

that the South had a pre-bourgeois society,

"The values of

the plantation...were antithetical to those of the bourgeois world."

510

Though the South had a market economy, as

did the bourgeois world, it did not have a market society—
i.e. one in which labor power is "a commodity like any
other," and where "a man to be human, must be the sole pro
prietor of himself and must be free of all relations save
those of the market"— where all moral values are market

^O^Eugene d . Genovese, The World the Slaveholders Made
(New York: Random House, Inc., 1969), p. 119.

5:L0Genovese, p. 121.
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values.

The whole idea of a Fitzhughian defense of slav

ery in the abstract was to insure that the South did not
develop one .5 1 1
Genovese begins by saying,

"Perhaps the most jarring

note in Fitzhugh's writings is his polemic against 'ex
clusive agriculture':

how strange a note from the ideolo

gist of the planter aristocracy!"

From there Genovese con

tinues with statements revealing Ftizhugh's opposition to
free trade which, combined with exclusive agriculture, had
impoverished the South.

Fitzhugh's statements foreshadow

arguments concerning the back-wash effects of trade on un
derdeveloped nations.

His call for cities and industries

rests on the simple and profound notion that towns and
cities act as breaks on the exhaustive drain of wealth ex
perienced by an exclusively agricultural state engaging in
free trade.

They offer respectable occupations for the

energetic young men of the area.

Commercial expansion with

out a parallel urban-industrial expansion will lead to
greater dependence on foreign markets and will further ag
gravate the drain of capital and population from the state.
Improvements in transportation would ruin the prosperous
towns and villages of backwoods Virginia if such structural
changes in the economy did not accompany them . ^ 2

Sllcenovese, pp. 124-125.
^^Genovese, pp. 202-203.
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Fitzhugh pressed his apparently anti-Southern ideas
hard, but only these would bring about the autarky neces
sary to create the kind of world he wanted.

"A small na

tionality and a dense population, not cursed by free trade,
necessarily produces an intense civilization, provided the
nation be of

a race that needs and loves civilization....

But separate

nationality is a mere form, not a reality, when

free trade furnishes what the nation should produce at
h o m e . F i t z h u g h denounced large cities like New York
and London, and felt that only the rise of small towns and
cities would complement a rich country-side and keep the
society's wealth at home.

He called for each Southern

state to develop all the elements necessary to independent
nationality and high civilization. 514

..
As Genovese explains,

Fitzhugh concluded that the South must diversify her econo
my, develop cities, towns, and industry, and decentralize
her economic and political life:
Yet, he Fitzhugh denied any desire to trans
form the South into an industrial society.
In the
long run it would be unnecessary and undesirable.
In the short run— that is, while the world market
remained intact— it would destroy the agricultural
surpluses that provided the South's main economic
weapon in the competitive marketplace.
Fitzhugh
saw clearly that if slavery were to survive, it
would have to straddle both town and country and
make its peace with the technological level of the

Sl^ceorge Fitzhugh, Sociology for the South, quoted in
Genovese, p. 203.

^^Genovese, pp. 203-204.
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the modern world, and that if the slaveholders
wanted things to remain as they were, things would
have to change.515
This was not the only place where Fitzhugh’s bold insight "brought him face to face with the agonizing dilemma
of Southern slaveholding society...."
the Southern planters made sense.
best in the countryside.

The "agrarianism" of

Slave labor was at its

Slaves in urban-industrial areas

were already half free, and the urban-industrial areas
themselves were breeding grounds for the subversive bour
geoisie.

Yet Fitzhugh understood, as did other Southern

advocates of industrialization, that "without a general in
dustrial advance the political power of the planters would
eng
sooner or later be broken by the Northern bourgeoisie."
As for the countryside,

"Fitzhugh strove for an aris

tocracy protected by the restoration of primogeniture and
entail."

Property would stay in families for years, and

the younger sons of the aristocracy would, in the tradition
al English manner, staff the professions, the Church, and
the military.

"Society would then be guaranteed an Esta

blishment ruled by men tied to the planters.

Even a mer

chant class...might be so recruited and thereby might

5 ^ 5 Genovese,

p. 204.

^^Genovese, p. 204.
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acquire a new dignity.

[My emphasis].''517

Colonial-style

plantation decadence that resulted from the concentration
of wealth would be prevented by "the restoration of primo
geniture and entail with effective measures to limit the
size of estates and to guarantee a numerous class of land
owners of roughly equal strength."

These landowners would

make up the governing class and would "participate in gov
ernment as one great conservative interest."

Those without

land "would be bound to the landed by family ties and gen
eral interests."518

this point Genovese's Marxist in

terpretation of history carries his argument beyond what
his evidence will support.

To guarantee this static system

of moderate-sized estates it is alleged that Fitzhugh be
lieves it is necessary to eliminate the competitive strug
gle in the South.

This in turn is only possible with South

ern autarky and the eventual destruction of the world mar
ket.

Genovese argues that this was at the heart of Fitz-

hugh's opposition to "free trade"; for him "free trade"
represented not just the policy of free trade but the entire

5 1 7 Genovese, pp. 204-205.
Fitzhugh1s desire to see
society dominated by a class of stable land owners was also
pointed out by Arnaud B. Leaville and Thomas I. Cook.
See
their article, "George Fitzhugh and the Theory of American
Conservatism," Journal of Politics, VII {May, 1945), 163164.
Cl p

Genovese, pp. 205-206.
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competitive world market.

519

Genovese purports to have

found in Fitzhugh the Marxian dream of a non-competitive
and non-market society.

As will be shown later, however,

it is a mistake to argue that Fitzhugh wanted to entirely
eliminate the competitive struggle in the South.

Instead

Fitzhugh believed that such a struggle would serve to sup
port and advance "Modern Civilization" so long as it was
limited to those whom it would not injure, i.e. the mechan
ics, merchants, and professionals living in towns.
As for Fitzhugh1s agrarianism Genovese says:
His solution to the problems of •exclusive
agriculture 1 and the excessive concentration of
wealth seems brilliantly to meet all the reason
able objections:
a limited industrialization
based on a small-scale urbanization, tied firmly to
a broadly based plantation regime on the country
side by the localization of economic life. All
that was needed to transform the theory into prac
tise was the reshaping of the mind of the master
class, which was always possible and to which Fitz
hugh bent every effort, and the total destruction
of the world market.... 520
F itzh u g h ^ thinking was only superficially at variance
with that of his class and section.

His opposition to free

trade, his demand for cities and industry, his denouncement
of debate on the basis of the Consitution, and his ridicule
of Jeffersonian notions of weak government were all to
arouse the slaveholders to take action to protect their own

519

Genovese, pp. 165-166, 206.

^Genovese, p. 206.
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interests.

Fitzhugh*s ideal, “however curious it might

seem, was that of an insulated slaveholding community, selfsufficient, family-based, and glorying in its very provin
cialism— the ideal of the patriarchal slave plantation re
capitulated in the large.115 21

Here then is Fitzhugh*s ideal

world politically governed by slaveholding planters who
have an overriding social and economic influence over the
small scale urban-industrial 'areas through family ties and
the localization of social, economic, and political power.
Fitzhugh knew that if the slaveholders wanted things to
remain the same, things would have to

c

h

a

n

g

e

.

2

To meet

this paradoxical situation he developed a program that would
keep things the same— the agrarian element in his thought,
while changing them— the industrial element in this thought.
Even if Genovese's Marxist viewpoint is rejected, the ar
gument that Fitzhugh is an internally consistent (agrarian)
thinker holds up:

industry is to be harnessed to the car

riage of a slaveholding planter society.
The arguments of Eugene Genovese combined with those
of J.S. Bach and Harvey Wish provide a convincing case for
accepting George Fitzhugh as a serious and internally

^■^Genovese, p. 2 1 0 - 2 1 1 .
5 2 2 Genovese,

p. 204.
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consistent agrarian political economist.

By examining

Fitzhugh's books and articles further evidence may be found
to substantiate this view.

Fitzhugh, like other agrarian

political economists, viewed agriculture and an agrarian
society as a means to the ends of limited wealth, internal
and external freedom, slavery, and piety.

External freedom

was to be reserved for those who were deserving of it and
slavery for those who were not.

The economy and society

which Fitzhugh advocated was not exclusively agricultural,
but neither were those which were advocated by earlier
agrarian political economists.

To argue that one must fa

vor exclusive agriculture to be called an agrarian is to
argue that there are no agrarians.
Fitzhugh1s agrarian political economy.
cal of agriculture in many instances.

Fitzhugh was criti
One of his most em

phatic and well-known statements of this kind occurs in his
Sociology for the South.

There he declares, "We are very

sure that the wit of man can devise no means so effectual

S^Fitzhugh himself recognized that he was engaged in
the study of what is herein referred to as pre-fact-value
distinction political economy. Fitzhugh says, "We make no
war on political economy in its large and extended sense,
for we indulge in disquisitions ourselves on national and
social wealth, and what will best promote social and na
tional well-being...."
See George Fitzhugh, "Southern
Thought Again," De Bow's Review, XXIII (November, 1857),
p. 451.
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to impoverish a country as exclusive agriculture."

524*

An

other appears later in the Sociology, "Farming is the re
creation of great men, the proper pursuit of dull men....
farmers have no use for learning, and a farming country
would not be a learned one if books grew on trees, and
'reading and writing came by nature.'"525

gut such rhetor

ic fades into darkness when placed along side more believa
ble arguments and the description of the kind of society
that Fitzhugh wanted which is found elsewhere in his works.
In one of the articles Fitzhugh wrote for De Bow *s
Review— which tend to be less rhetorical than either of his
books— he claims that it is the agricultural surplus of the
South which gives her power, respect, and independence.
Fitzhugh declares:
We should not jeopard this great lever of
power in the haste to become, like Englishmen, shop
keepers, cobblers, and common carriers for the uni
verse. Our present pursuits are more honorable,
more lucrative, and more generative of power and
independence than those we fondly aspire to. We
cannot do double work.
If we become a commercial
and manufacturing people, we must cease to be an
agricultural one or at least we shall cease to have
an agricultural surplus, we should become as feeble,
as isolated, and as contemptible as Chinese or Japan
ese. Actual independence would be bartered off for
formal independence, which no one would respect. An
increase in our commerce and manufactures, so gradual
as not to affect the amount of our agricultural sur
plus, would be desirable, provided that increase

524

George Fitzhugh, Sociology for the South, or the
Failure of Free Society (Richmond: A. Morris, 1854), p. 15.
ETC

Fitzhugh, Sociology, pp. 156-157.

never extends so far as to make us a commercial
and manufacturing people.
That we can be all
three is one of the most palpable absurdities
ever conceived by the human brain.526
This is written by the same man whose hyper-criticisms of
agriculture have led so many scholars to reject the notion
that Fitzhugh is an agrarian.

It is, however, the attitude

which are expressed in this quotation that are consistent
with the economy and society that Fitzhugh advocated
throughout most of his works.
Fitzhugh did argue strenuously for a program of econom
ic diversification.

In Sociology for the South he states,

"The South must vary and multiply her pursuits, consume her
crops at home, keep her people at home, increase her popu
lation, build up cities, towns and villages, establish more
schools, and colleges, educate the poor, construct internal
improvements, carry on her own commerce, and carry on that
if possible with more Southern regions...."

Yet the objec

tive is not, as has already been shown, to become a manu
facturing and commercial people.

It is instead to gain in

dependence from the North which "will manufacture for,
cheat her, and keep her dependent."

Diversification will

make the South rich and enlightened, and will keep her

^26George Fitzhugh, "Southern Thought— Its New and Im
portant Manifestations," De B o w "s Review, XXIII (October,
1857), 341.
Note that the arguments expressed in this ar
ticle post-date those given in his books.
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i n d e p e n d e n t . F i t z h u g h makes it clear that agriculture
is an important source of wealth, and the right kind of
wealth.

The diversification program would serve to improve

the agricultural sector which Fitzhugh believed to be the
economic, political, and moral foundation of society.
In the "Wealth of the North and the South" Fitzhugh
interestingly enough makes use of Book III of Smith's
Wealth of Nations.

There Smith argues that the capital

acquired by a country through commerce and manufacturing
is precarious and uncertain until a part of it has been
realized in solid improvements of the land.

Wealth which

arises from the latter source is more durable and more cer
tain.

According to Fitzhugh, change in the course of trade

would ruin the towns, cities, factories, and commerce of
New England.

He chides Southerners for not appreciating

their accumulation of wealth and power through westward ex
pansion from the Tidewater and Piedmont while "envying and
wishing to imitate the little 'truck patches', the filthy,
crowded, licentious factories, the mercenary shopkeeping,
and the slavish commerce of the North."

Ultimately, the

inhabitants of a city are dependent on the country for
their

s u b s i s t e n c e . 5 ^

527F itzhugh, Sociology, p. 158.
George Fitzhugh, "Wealth of the North and the
South," De Bow's Review, XXIII (December, 1857), 587-590.
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Fitzhugh was prepared to make a normative distinction
regarding private and public wealth; a distinction which
served to enhance the position of agriculture as a means to
wealth.

Fitzhugh says that it is alleged by political

economists that national wealth is just the summation of
individual wealth.
the former.

Thus as the latter increases so does

But this simply is not so.

The millionaire

employs his capital in such a way as to starve mankind "by
reducing the number of agricultural and useful laborers."
As private wealth and luxury increase "the burden of the
support of society, so far as the ordinary comforts and
necessaries of life are concerned, are thrown on fewer and
fewer....’

CO Q

Excessive private wealth limits the produc

tion of necessaries, but in the South private wealth con
sists mostly of "negro laborers, and improvements of land
that increase its productive capacities.

Fine enclosures,

improved stock, food granaries, and machines and implements
for farming, comfortable negro cabins, good orchards, & c,,
are as strictly a part of national, as of individual
wealth."^^

Not so for the North with its costly private

city dwellings.

^^Fitzhugh, Cannibals, pp. 241-242; "Public and Pri
vate Luxury," De Bow1s Review, XXIV (January, 1858), 49-50.

530p^tzhugh, Cannibals, p. 242.
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The expense of building, of repairing, of fur
nishing, and of keeping servants for their owners
or tenants is a constant drawback from productive
industry, increases the burdens of the laboring
poor, and diminishes national wealth. The povertystricken fields of New England are the necessary con
sequence of the luxurious expenditure in her cities.
Yet that luxury is no part of national wealth, but
a constant tax on it, whilst improved farms consti
tute almost three-fourths of all her real wealth
for they feed and clothe mankind.
On this most interesting subject Fitzhugh admits his lack
of mastery.

Yet he declares, "If we are right, luxury is

the greatest sin against society; economy and industry, the
chiefest social virtues."531

examples of ancient his

tory— Athens after the death of Pericles and Rome after the
Punic Wars— demonstrated that "trade begat private wealth,
corruption, and national weakness...."

Indeed, the

strength and prosperity of all nations that had lived by
trade, which consequently introduced private wealth and
luxury, had been short-lived.^32

it is clear, then, that

Fitzhugh recognized agriculture as a means not only to the
end of limited wealth but to the kind of wealth which was
conducive to human happiness.

Fitzhugh1s diversification

program did make the promotion of manufactures a high

Fitzhugh, Cannibals, p. 242.
It should be noted
that on this and other important issues Fitzhugh1s opinions
were different after the war. By that time, however, Fitz
hugh 's stature as an intellectual leader of the South was
almost non-existent.
It is for that reason that his post
war thinking is not introduced here.
5 3 2 Fitzhugh,

"Public and Private Luxury," pp. 52-53.
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priority.
North.

Yet the real object was independence from the

The call that Fitzhugh made was for the South to

protect herself.

In "The Valleys of Virginia— The Rappa

hannock" Fitzhugh declares, "Let us encourage Southern
trade, discourage Northern; for trade is a war of the wits,
in which the more skillful and cunning always come off vic
torious.

We need the products of the South, but are better

off without those of the .North.

We shall manufacture for

the far South, exchange the products of our skill for the
coarser and cheaper products of their common labor, and
become more enlightened and wealthy by the exchange."
Manufacturing, cities and towns, and agriculture would all
complement one another in generating this independence, but
the society that Fitzhugh had in mind was still agrarian—
one in which agriculture was the predominant but not exclu
sive form of economic activity.

Towns and villages acted

as breaks on the drain of wealth that would occur with ex
clusive agriculture.

They provided "respectable occupa

tions, in the mechanic arts, commerce, manufactures, and
the professions,” and they provided a home market for the
agricultural sector.

They also provided the manure which

was essential if agriculture was to continue to flourish
and the soil remain permanently rich.

Shipping off all

^■^George Fitzhugh, "The Valleys of Virginia— The
Rappahannock," De Bow's Review, XXVI (March, 1859), 614615.
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crops to other lands is the same as shipping the land it
self because of the permanent loss of minerals and, con
sequently, the fertility of the soil.

Consuming crops at

home provides manure with which to maintain the fertility
of the soil.

"The Balance of Manure is the true balance of

of Trade, and the great secret of national growth, wealth,
prosperity, and strength!"

The South should encourage the

growth of towns, villages, and manufactures in order to in
crease home consumption of agricultural goods.

The surplus

of agricultural goods which should be exported can be ad
justed for by purchasing guano, lime, and by raising and
ploughing under green crops.^ 4

Such statements reveal the

truth about Fitzhugh’s attitude toward agriculture.

No

proponent of industrialism is to be found here, only a man
who recognizes the need for a certain amount of manufactures
and commerce to complement and strengthen the agricultural
sector, and to maintain the economic independence necessary
to protect state's rights.
Information regarding the agrarian society that Fitz
hugh advocated can be found in the articles that he publish
ed before and during the war in D£ Bow1s Review, and in his
two books Sociology for the South (1854) and Cannibals All!
(1857).

534

The latter consist primarily of criticisms of free

Fitzhugh, Sociology, p. 154; "Modern Agriculture,"
De Bow's Review, XXVII (December, 1859), 666-667.
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society in the North and Europe and of praise and justifi
cation for paternalism and slavery.

They do, however, pro

vide important information regarding the nature of Fitzhugh's agrarian society in the earlier years of his writing
career.

In his books and articles Fitzhugh advocated agri

culture and an agrarian society as a means not only to
wealth but also to ends of internal and external freedom,
slavery, and piety.
In Sociology for the South and Cannibal1s A l l ! Fitzhugh
railed against the evils of free society.

The idea that

men were governed best when governed least was ridiculous.
It was as Aristotle had suggested, men were social animals
by nature.

They did not form society as Locke had suggest

ed but were born into it as its slaves.

Government was a

creature of society and laissez-faire society was no soci
ety at all.

Free trade and competition was nothing but a

war of wits in which the poor and dull inevitably lost.
Free society promoted unadulterated selfishness rather than
the self-denial taught by Bible morality.

Universal liber

ty did nothing but put all of society at war, and, "What
can such a war result in but the oppression and ultimate
extermination of the weak?"535

In the slave societies of

the ancient world and of the South the ravages of universal
liberty were avoided.

While the free laborer's wages fell

535Fitzhugh, Sociology, pp. 7-27.
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below subsistence the slave was protected from such depri
vation which was the result of free competition.

Slavery

was the means which man had adopted to restrict the com
petitive system.

The slave was conscious of his security

and was therefore happy and contented.
the morals of the slave.

Slavery improved

"His attachment to his master

begets the sentiment of loyalty, than which none more pur
ifies and elevates human nature."

Slavery was no longer
CO£
treated as a necessary evil but as a positive good.
Fitzhugh attacked the abstract notions of equality
in Jefferson's Declaration of Independence.

Men were not

born equal but rather so unequal that slavery was needed
to protect the weak in mind and body from abuse by the
strong.

There was a natural inequality amongst all men

that generated an inequality of rights.

Directly contra

dicting what Jefferson had argued, Fitzhugh says, "Men are
not born 'entitled to equal rights!'
er the truth to say,

It would be far near

'that some were born with saddles on

their backs, and others booted and spurred to ride them,'—
and the riding does them g o o d . " ^ ^
as natural human liberty.
ed for security.

There was no such thing

Liberty had always been exchang

The definitions of liberty given by such

men as Paley, Montesquieu, and Blackstone were only

^^Fitzhugh, Sociology, pp. 26-37? Cannibals, p. 7.
^"^Fitzhugh, Sociology, pp. 177-179.
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modifications of slavery, "each of them proposes that de
gree of restraint, restriction, and control that will re
dound to the general good....each is in pursuit of good
government, not liberty.

Government presupposes that liber

ty is surrendered as the price of security.

The degree of

government must depend on the moral and intellectual condi
tion of those to be governed."538

Fitzhugh stretches his

logic to the furthest extreme when he declares, "To secure
true progress, we must unfetter genius, and chain down
mediocrity.
for the

m

a

s

Liberty for the few— Slavery, in every form,
s

!

"^39

When not engaged in such emotionally charged criti
cisms of free society Fitzhugh did present a logically con
sistent plan for a paternalistic agrarian society which pro
vided that amount of external freedom which was conducive
to human happiness.

In the case of the childlike negro,

virtually no freedom was compatible with his continued hap
piness, thus for the negro chattel slavery was a positive
good.

For the rest of society this was not the case.
In a chapter on "Negro Slavery" in Sociology for the

South Fitzhugh explains that the amount and character of
government in a society should be accommodated to "the wants,
intelligence, and moral capacities of nations or individuals

^^BFitzhugh, Cannibals, pp. 71-72, 77.
5 39

Fitzhugh, Cannibals, p. 63.
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to be governed.

A highly moral and intellectual people,

like the free citizens of ancient Athens, are best governed
by a democracy.

For a less moral and intellecual one, a

limited and constitutional monarchy will answer.

For a

people either very ignorant or very wicked, nothing short
of military despotism will suffice."540

Negroes are like

children in that "they are so much under the influence of
impulse, passion and appetite, that they want sufficient
self-control to be deterred or governed by the distant and
doubtful penalties of the law."

As children must be con

stantly controlled by parents so the negro must be constant
ly controlled by his master.^41

Negroes were too dull to

be used in anything but the coarser processes of the mechan
ic arts and manufactures, and in farming.

In particular

Fitzhugh considered agriculture to be the proper pursuit
of slaves superintended and directed by freemen.

Whites on

the other hand were to be employed in the finishing procesC. A

ses of manufactures, in commerce, and in the professions.
By having the negroes perform the menial tasks the whites
gain a noble and privileged position such as that held by

Fitzhugh, Sociology, p. 82.
541pitzhugh, Sociology, p. 83.
542pitzhugh, Sociology, pp. 87, 146-147, 149; Canni
bals , pp. 2 2 0 - 2 2 1 .
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the citizens of Rome.
not in

w e a l t h .

Whites become equal in privilege if

^43

Fitzhugh goes on to explain that it is not negro slav
ery in particular which is important.

The important point

is the general subject of slavery as it applies everywhere
in the abstract.

Fitzhugh states that he is not arguing

for the reduction of the white man in any society to the
position of negro slaves in the South.

It would be unsci

entific and unwise to govern white men in that way.

Slav

ery for European whites should for example be much mild
er. ^ 44

What Fitzhugh is getting at is this:

"With think

ing men, the question can never arise, who ought to be free?
Because no one ought to be free.

All government is slavery.

The proper subject of investigation for philosophers and
philanthropists is,

'Is the existing mode of government

adapted to the wants of its subjects?'"

All good men, "obey

superior authority, the laws of God, of morality, and of
their country; bad men love their liberty and violate them..
..virtue consists in performance of duty, and the obedience
to that law or power that imposes duty, whilst sin is but
the violation of duty and disobedience to such law and power>n545

slavery, or constraints of various degrees on

543pit 2 hugh, Sociology, pp. 147-148; Cannibals, pp.
220 -221 .
5 4 4 Fitzhugh,

Sociology, pp. 94-95.

5 4 5 Fitzhugh,

Sociology, pp. 30, 170-171.
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external freedom is for everyone.

The master is himself a

slave and has obligations to his .slaves which, if he is a
good man, he is the happier for having

f u l f i l l e d . 5 ^

Agriculture provides the best means of employing ne
gro slaves because it is best suited to their abilities.
It acts not only as a means to wealth but also as a means
to the preservation of the institution of slavery.

Landed

property, however, has an even more extensive role to play
in the paternalistic society that Fitzhugh is defending.
Though property is conventional and not natural or divine
in origin, it is still a well-tried and publically useful
institution.

Its usefulness to society is as a source of

national wealth and as a means of improving "the national
character and intelligence, by securing a class of well
educated men, attached to the soil and the country .1

CA7

But landed property will not bring these ends about if it
is held in the form of forty acre homestead "that entails
on families poverty and ignorance, and tends to depress
civilization .11

The large entails of England are no better

"because they beget an idle, useless and vicious aristocra
cy."

If permanent improvements on the land are to be made

it will be necessary to prevent those lands from being di
vided up into small farms at the end of each generation.

S^Spitzhugh, Cannibals^ pp. 80-81.
^^Fitzhugh, Sociology, pp. 185-190.

Laws of entail and primogeniture would keep farms of an in
termediate size together, and these:
would educate families well, without putting them
above the necessity of industry and exertion....
Lands divided minutely, depress all pursuits; for
small farms want only coarse and cheap articles,
quack doctors, illiterate parsons, and ignorant
attourneys. When farms are too large, they occa
sion a sparse population, absenteeism of the rich,
and a sort of colonial or plantation life. Either
extreme is equally to be avoided, and, therefore,
the State should determine the amount of land sub
ject to the laws of primogeniture and entail .548
Landed property held under these laws would "beget learning
skill, and high moral qualifications."^4®

It would be "an

institution attaching its owners to our government.

Patri

otism and love of country, virtues now unknown at the South
would prevail, and give permanence and security to society.
Five hundred acres and thirty negroes would be sufficient
to provide for the education of the younger members of the
family who would then be a source of able and ambitious men
available to fill positions in commerce, the professions,
the church, and the military.

550

In Cannibals All! Fitzhugh makes it clear that popular
government is acceptable as long as the governing class is
conservative, and it is the landowning class which is the
great conservative interest of society.

5 4 8 Fitzhugh,

Sociology, pp. 189-191.

5 4 ®Fitzhugh,

Sociology, p. 191.

^■^Fitzhugh, Sociology, p. 192.
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suggests that a system of primogeniture and small entails
be used to see to the maintenance of as large a landowning
class "as is consistent with good farming and advanced
civilization."

Voting rights need not be restricted solely

to landowners so long as those without land continue to
identify with the interest of the property holding

c

l

a

s

s

.

^51

This is exactly what Fitzhugh wishes to arrange by having
the younger members of landed families fill the key posi
tions in commerce, the professions, the church, and the
military.
In two important articles in De Bow1s Review Fitzhugh
qualifies and amplifies the discussion of the role of land
ed property that he gives in his two books.

In "Entails

and Primogeniture" Fitzhugh explains that the entailed
estates "should include enough to sustain and keep employed
at various arts and avocations, an almost independent so
cial circle."

The landowner's spare profits should be

enough to educate his children and to set his younger sons
up in a trade or profession.

To do this he must have a

farming tenantry or work the farm himself with hired labor
ers.

This group of relatives, laborers, tenants and ser

vants would form a "natural and patriarchal circle, secure
from the fluctuations of trade.

It would be an easy way of

getting back to predial slavery, without incurring the

551pitzhugh, Cannibals, pp. 136, 246-247.
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odium of the name . " ^ 2
the land.

This is the social arrangement on

No competition is to be found there within the

independent partriarchal circles made up of family, labor
ers, and slaves.
In "Modern Civilization" Fitzhugh further explains the
social arrangements of life in the country, and gives us a
view of life in the town.

The country is to contain both

large and small entailed estates— presumably within those
limits discussed in Sociology for the South.

The large

estates will give the social system strength., stability,
and permanency, and will provide variety and picturesque
ness in the physical and moral landscape.

They will also

provide society with an aristocracy to which people will
pay a respect which is loyal, elevating, and refining,
rather than degrading.

The smaller entailed estates will

multiply the number of permanent property holders whose
patriotism may always be relied upon.

In the towns a mod

erate competition amongst the mechanics, merchants, and
professionals will serve to support and advance the civili
zation without injury to the participants.

This is Fitz-

hugh’s patriarchal agrarian society, guided by the con
servative interests of the landed property owners, with
freedom for those who will benefit by it and protection for

5^2George Fitzhugh, "Entails and Primogeniture," De
Bow* s Review, XXVII (August, 1859), 177.
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those who will not.

It is a quiet and peaceful society,

an agricultural country dotted "all over with churches,
court-houses, manufacturing villages, schools, and colleges,
and permanent hereditary properties...," and free from the
ravages of trade.^53
The qualities which Fitzhugh attributes to the landed
property holders and to the kind of life that they lead
are very similar to those which are embodied in the old
Roman pietas.

A man living in right relations with God,

respectful of the family, having a love for his country and
a sense of duty; all of these describe the moral and patri
otic landowner of Fitzhugh's agrarian society.

In Sociolo

gy for the South and Cannibal1s A l l I Fitzhugh vigorously
defended Christianity and its view of the sanctity of the
family and of marriage, all of which were made a mockery
of in the free society of the North.

Man was a religious

animal with a "necessitous and involuntary" belief in God
and moral accountability.

The basis for harmonious re

lations amongst men was the set of institutions which God
had created to serve that end— slavery, marriage, and pa
rental authority.

Indeed, slavery, marriage, and religion

553

George Fitzhugh, "Modern Civilization," De Bow's
Review, XXIX (July, 1860), 62-67.

^^Fitzhugh, Sociology, p. 116.
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were "the pillars of the social fabric,"

555

and each of

these had a solid foundation in the patriarchal life of
the countryside.
In that life in the countryside one did not lead a
life of individual self-indulgence such as that practised
in the free society of the North.

There was no room for

such an attitude in the natural and patriarchal circle
founded on a country estate.

Even the master had to make

sacrifices to meet the needs of those for whom he was re
sponsible.

Certainly the moral and patriotic landowners

of Fitzhugh's ideal society were good men who obeyed the
laws of God, morality, and their country.

Such men could

not be slaves to their own passions for they were respon
sible for controlling the negro slaves whose impulsiveness
and lack of self-control made them incapable of living hap
pily with external freedom.

It seems appropriate to in

clude both internal freedom and piety in the group of ends
that Fitzhugh sought to achieve by building up a densely
populated independent agrarian society in each of the
Southern states.
CONCLUSIONS
Thomas Dew and George Fitzhugh were both agrarian po
litical economists in a society which was going on the

^^Fitzhugh, Sociology, pp. 167, 206.
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offensive in order to defend the institution of slavery.
Dew's work marks the beginning of that offensive and Fitz
hugh 's its logical conclusion, and there was not so much
distance between the two as one might think.

Dew and other

Southern intellectuals of his day had begun to abandon the
enlightenment views of the founders and Fitzhugh finished
the job.

Dew argued for free trade and state financed in

ternal improvements, and Fitzhugh took things one step fur
ther by arguing that such things had to be done in a way
that would make each of the Southern states independent of
the exploitative society in the North.

But even in Fitz

hugh' s agrarian society there is competition or "free trade"
for those whom it will not injure.

Dew was prepared to

submit to free market induced industrialization, yet it was
clearly treated as inferior to the existing agrarian soci
ety.

There is also no evidence to suggest that Dew did not

believe some Fitzhughian type synthesis of agrarian and in
dustrial society was possible.

Much of the criticism lev

ied by Dew against industrial society was literally taken
out of Jefferson's mouth, and similar sentiments continued
to be expressed by other agrarian writers including George
Fitzhugh.
The ends and means of agrarian political economy in
the ante-bellum South did undergo some change, but the basic
continuity of that body of thought was maintained.

Both

Fitzhugh and Dew advocated agriculture as a means to the
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ends of limited wealth, internal and external freedom, and
slavery.

Agriculture provided that amount and kind of

wealth which was needed to live a good life.

The question

of physiocratic as opposed to circumstantial productivity
in agriculture had been answered in favor of the latter.
Agricultural life also provided for the economic indepen
dence and formation of character which were essential to
the maintenance of internal as well as external freedom.
The argument for external freedom was, however, heavily
circumscribed by the pro-slavery stance taken by these
writers.

This was especially true of Fitzhugh who looked

upon freedom as a privilege which could best be preserved
for the deserving and denied in varying degrees to others
in a predominantly agricultural society.

In Fitzhugh's

work one finds again the association of agriculture with
the pious life; something which is notably absent from the
works of agrarian political economists such as Jefferson,
Taylor, and Dew.

Both piety and slavery were of greater

concern to writers in the later ante-bellum period because
of the decline in popularity of eighteenth century enlight
enment thought and because of the new found interest in
maintaining the institution of slavery.

But these changes

are not of sufficient magnitude to argue that anything more
took place than a redirection of the vision of Southern
agrarian political economists.
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The tradition of agrarian political economy that was
brought over from England and Scotland took root in the
South and underwent change as that society changed.

it did

not come to an end when the enlightenment views of the
founders fell into disrepute, and the War between the
States did not put an end to it either.

In the twentieth

century, only sixty or so years after the end of the war,
there was a revival of agrarian ideals amongst some South
ern intellectuals who found fault with the industrial so
ciety of the North and who feared that the South was headed
for the same thing.

The Southern Agrarians of the twenti

eth century did not consider themselves to be methodologi
cally constrained from mixing their discussion of facts
and values anymore than the agrarian political economists
that came before them.

Positivism was unknown to their pre

decessors and rejected by them.

Chapter 6
TWENTIETH CENTURY SOUTHERN
AGRARIANS AND THE DISTRIBUTISTS
In 1930 a group of Southern intellectuals published
a volume of essays which attacked what they viewed as the
rampant "industrial commercialism" which had overtaken the
North and which was invading the South in full force.
These men witnessed that in the South "old and historic
communities were crawling on their bellies to persuade some
petty manufacturer of pants or socks to take up his taxexempt residence in their midst.

This industrial invasion

was the more disturbing because it was proceeding with an
entire lack of consideration for its results on Southern
life."55®

It was a book of principles rather than of poli

cies though policy suggestions would follow in later publi
cations.

Uppermost in the minds of these men was their

"feeling of intense disgust with the spiritual disorder of
modern life— its destruction of human integrity and its lack
of purpose...."

They "wanted a life which through its own

conditions and purposefulness would engender naturally
(rather than by artificial stimulation), order, leisure,

^^Donald Davidson, '"I'll Take May Stand':
ry," American Review, V (Summer, 1935), 304-305.
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character, stability, and that would also, in the larger
sense, be aesthetically enjoyable."557
The Twelve Southerners who contributed to 1 111 Take
My Stand realized that their model for the good life was
grounded in the agrarian tradition of the Old South.

And

as Donald Davidson said in his recollection of the making
of this book, "By this route we came at last to economics
and so found ourselves at odds with the prevailing schools
of economic thought."

The Twelve Southerners rejected the

economic determinism of those who argued that industriali
zation was "meant to be".

Life ought to determine econom-

ics rather than the reverse.

55 8

Yet industrialism did not

include all industry or every use of machinery.

Rather it,

"meant giant industrialism, as a force dominating every
human activity.,.."

559

For these writers "the evil of in

dustrial economics was that it squeezed all humn motives
into one narrow channel and then looked for humanitarian
means to repair the injury.

The virtue of the Southern

agrarian tradition was that it mixed up a great many motives
with the economic motive, thus enriching it and reducing it
to a proper subordination."560

This is the pre-fact-value

5 5 7 Davidson,

"I'll Take My Stand," pp. 309-310.

^■*®Davidson,

"I'll Take My Stand," p. 310.

5 5 9 Davidson,

"I'll Take My Stand," p. 313.

560Davidson,

"I’ll Take My Stand," p. 311.
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distinction political economy which Allen Tate, another of
the original Twelve Southerners, explicitly called for in
the article he contributed to the Agrarian-Distributist
symposium Who Owns American? .

In that symposium Tate says,

"We have been mere economists, and now we have got to be
political economists as well.
wealth.

Economics is the study of

But political economy is the study of human wel

fare. "561
There was no attempt "to frame any positive set-up for
industry under an agrarian economy" in the essays making
up I '11 Take My Stand.

Neither was there an effort to par562
ticularize a program for the farm in that book.
1 111

Take My Stand was instead a "commentary on the nature of
man— man as Southerner, as American, as human being."563
It was a general study which the authors hoped would serve
as a "preliminary to a specific application" which could
be worked out "slowly and critically".

But such a deliber

ate approach to the problem of application did not come
about.

The general policy prescriptions of the agrarians

^61Allen Tate, "Notes on Liberty and Property," Who
Owns America? A New Declaration of Independence, eds. Her
bert Agar and Allen Tate {Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.,
1936), p. 91.
^^Davidson,

"'I'll Take My Stand'," pp. 317-318.

^63Louis D. Rubin, Jr., "Introduction," in I'll Take My
Stand: The South and the Agrarian Tradition, by Twelve
Southerners (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1962),
p. xviii.
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were presented elsewhere, however, and they will be dis
cussed in due c o u r s e . B e f o r e considering those policy
proposals, the ends of agrarianism should be spelled out
and the relationship of agriculture to those ends made
clear.

The writings of the more prominently agrarian mem

bers of this group— Donald

Davidson, AndrewLytle, Frank

Owsley, John Crowe Ransom,

and AllenTate— will serve

as

the basis for this discussion of Southern agrarian politi
cal economy in the twentieth century.

The similarities

between the political economy of agrarianism and Distribu
tism, the latter coming from American and British advocates
of a small property state, will be pointed out in order to
stress that the general spirit of agrarianism was not con
fined to American Southerners nor to those men who had an
overriding interest in agriculture per se as the predomi
nant form of economic activity in a society.
The Agrarian Manifesto—
I *11 Take My Stand
I 111 Take My Stand is introduced by "A Statement of
Principles" which was written by one of the Twelve Southern
ers, John Crowe Ransom, but agreed upon beforehand by the
Twelve Southerners' definition of an agrarian society and
the prerequisite conditions of human happiness which were
the ends of such a society:

564Davidson, "'I'll Take My Stand'," pp. 317-318.
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Opposed to the industrial society is the agrar
ian, which does not stand in particular need of de
finition. An agrarian society is hardly one that
has no use at all for industries, for professional
vocations, for scholars and artists, and for the life
of cities.
Technically, perhaps, an agrarian society
is one in which agriculture is the leading vocation,
whether for wealth, for pleasure, or for prestige—
a form of labor that is pursued with intelligence and
leisure, and that becomes the model to which the other
forms approach as well as they may.
But an agrarian
regime will be secured readily enough where the
superfluous industries are not allowed to rise
against it. The theory of agrarianism is that the
culture of the soil is the best and most sensitive
of vocations, and that therefore it should have
the economic preference and enlist the maximum num
ber of workers.565
By contrast, industrialism is "the economic organiza
tion of the collective American society.

It means the de

cision of society to invest its economic resources in the
applied s c i e n c e s ^<5

jt is not that the Twelve Southerners

are strictly opposed to the use of science in industry.
Science can make labor easier and can give the laborer eco
nomic security as he engages in his work.

Under these con

ditions such work "can be performed with leisure and enjoy
ment."

Yet this has not been the case with the modern la

borer working under an industrial regime.

"His labor is

hard, its tempo is fierce, and his employment is

565Tweive Southerners, "Introduction: A Statement of
Principles," in I '11 Take My Stand, pp. xxviii-xxix.
566Tweive Southerners, "Introduction:
p. xxi.

A Statement,"
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insecure."

^ 67

If labor is to be good it must be effective,

but it must also be enjoyed.

Labor is too large a part of

human life to simply accept the philosophy of applied sci
ence, "to assume that labor is an evil, that only the end
of labor or the material product is good.

On this assump

tion labor becomes mercenary and servile, and it is no won
der if many forms of modern labor are accepted without re
sentment though they are evidently brutalizing.

The act of

labor as one of the happy functions of human life has been
in effect abandoned, and is practised solely for its re
wards. "568

Consumption is "the grand end which justifies

the evil of modern labor...."

But the price of having more

goods to consume and more time to consume them in is to
spend much of ones life engaged in servile and mercenary
labor.

Such labor has an effect on the man himself,

"the

tempo of our labors communicates itself to our satisfac
tions, and these also become brutal and hurried.

The con

stitution of the natural man probably does not permit him
to shorten his labor-time and enlarge his consuming-time
indefinitely.

He has to pay the penalty in satiety and

567TWelve Southerners,
p. xxii.

"Introduction:

A Statement,"

568Twelve Southerners,
pp. xxii-xxiii.

"Introduction:

A Statement,"
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and aimlessness.

The modern man has lost his sense of vo

cation. "569
Such is the way in which the ends of limited wealth
and internal freedom are expressed by the Twelve Southern
ers in the introduction to their agrarian manifesto.

There

is such a thing as a "rate of natural consumption" which
stands in contrast with the "false economy of life" that
entices people to consume without regard to their own happiness.

e7n

'

The amount of material wealth needed to live

the good life is limited, and it is provided in an agrarian
society.

In industrial society the labor is brutalizing

and reduces men to a servility to their own appetitites,
while in an agrarian society labor is performed with lei
sure and enjoyment.

As a prerequisite to human happiness

a sense of vocation is equally important as material gain.
External freedom is another of the several ends which
the Twelve Southerners consider to be prerequisite to hu
man happiness.

The evils of industrialism have brought

forth several suggested remedies which in fact consist of
only more industrialism and less freedom.

Those who "ex

pect to find super-engineers, in the shape of Boards of
Control, who will adapt production to consumption and

56^Twelve Southerners,
p. xxiv.

"Introduction:

A Statement,"

5^®Twelve Southerners, "Introduction:
pp. xxvii-xxviii.

A Statement,"

regulate prices and guarantee business against fluctuations
they are Sovietists."

And the. "true Sovietists or Commu

nists... are the Industrialists themselves.
come the government."571

They would be

This Communist menace is not

looked on "as a Red one; because it is simply according to
the blind drift of our industrial development to expect in
America at last much the same economic system as that im
posed by violence upon Russia in 1917."^72

As will be seen

individual freedom is by contrast a basic principle of the
agrarian society.
For the Twelve Southerners perhaps the most devasta
ting effects of industrialism were spiritual.

Such a life

is not a pious one.
Religion can hardly expect to flourish in an
industrial society.
Religion is our submission to
the general intention of a nature that is fairly in
scrutable; it is the sense of our role as creatures
within it. But nature industrialized, transformed
into cities and artificial habitations, manufactured
into commodities, is no longer nature but a highly
simplified picture of nature. We receive the illu
sion of having power over nature, and lose the sense
of nature as something mysterious and contingent.
The God of nature under these conditions is merely
an amiable expression, a superfluity, and the phil
osophical understanding ordinarily carried in the
religious experience is not there for us to have.

^I'Twelve Southerners, "Introduction:
p. xxiii.

A Statement,"

5^2Twelve Southerners, "Introduction:
pp. xxiii-xxiv.

A Statement,"

^■^Twelve Southerners, "Introduction:
p. xxiv.

A Statement,"
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Religion and art suffer under the regime of industri
alism because they both depend "on a right attitude to
nature; and in particular on a free and disinterested ob
servation of nature that occurs only in leisure."

Yet the

industrial society, as opposed to the agrarian, destroys
this right attitude .574

Industrial society is destructive

of the amenities of life which "consist in such practises
as manners, conversation, hospitality, sympathy, family
life, romantic love— in the social exchanges which reveal
and develop sensibility in human affairs."

The pious life

is one in which man stands in right relations with God and
his man, but such a life is not possible in an industrial
society.

"If religion and the arts are founded on right

relations of man-to-nature, these are founded on right rec7 c

lations of man-to-man."

Industrialism undermines both

of these relationships and paves the way to spiritual ma
laise .
The remedy for this spiritual poverty cannot come from
simply exposing oneself to the study of the arts and the
humanities.

"The trouble with the life-pattern is to be

located at its economic base, and we cannot rebuild it by

^7^Twelve Southerners,
p.

p.

"Introduction:

A Statement,"

575Twelve Southerners, "Introduction:

A Statement,"

XXV.

XXV.
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pouring in soft materials from the top."576
Southerners are quite clear on this topic.

The Twelve
It is the social

and economic basis of industrial society which is the source
of its spiritual poverty.

Industrialism "never proposes

a specific goal; it initiates the infinite series."^^

As

such it is not compatible with the achievement of a specific
set of ends considered to be prerequisites to the condition
of human happiness.

An agrarian society (one in which agri

culture is the predominant form of economic activity), on
the other hand, is conducive to the maintenance of limited
wealth, internal and external freedom, and piety, all of
which contribute to human happiness.

Donald Davidson,

Andrew Lytle, Frank Owsley, John Crowe Ransom, and Allen
Tate, the hard core of the Twelve Southerners group, dis
cussed agriculture as a means to these ends in the essays
they contributed to 1 111 Take My Stand and other publica
tions.

An examination of some of these works reveals that

these twentieth century agrarians drew upon and upheld the
agrarian political economy that was handed down to them
from the men of the Old South.

576Twelve Southerners, "Introduction:
pp. xxv-xxvi.

A Statement,"

^^Twelve southerners, "Introduction:
pp. xxvi-xxvii.

A Statement,"
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In their contributions to I 1II Take My Stand these
Southern Agrarians effectively combined their own views of
an agrarian society with the historical example of the
American South to discuss and to defend the ends and means
of agrarianism as set forth in their "Statement of Princi
ples."

In his essay "Reconstructed by Unregenerate,"

John Crowe Ransom explains that South's uniqueness on the
American continent as being attributable to having a culture
based on European principles.

England was the model for

the South and its tradition is expressed in the South in
many ways.

However,

"it expresses itself most importantly

in a material establishment; and by this I mean the stable
economic system by which Englishmen are content to take
their livelihood from the physical e n v i r o n m e n t ^78

ijhg,

English and the Southerners who were their descendents did
as men in most societies have done:

they adapted themselves

to the environment in such a way as to easily obtain mater
ial necessities from "the graceful bounty of-nature."

They

reached a truce with nature and lived in mutual respect and
amity with it.

In this way man's "loving arts, religions,

and philosophies come spontaneously into being."

Such a

life stands in stark contrast with that of modernity where
man wages an unrelenting war against nature.

By seeking

^ ® J o h n Crowe Ransom, "Reconstructed but Unregenerate,"
1 'H Ta^e My Stand, pp. 34.
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to conquer

nature to no human advantage modernmen have

themselves

become slaves "to toil and turmoil.

In in

dustrial society men hold to a tone of belligerence which
is euphemistically called ambition.

"But men are not love

ly, and men are not happy, for being too ambitious."580
The Old South had faults but they did not include
"being intemperately addicted to work and to gross material
prosperity.

The South never conceded that the whole duty

of man was to increase material production; or that the in
dex to the degree of his culture was the volume of his
terial production.

His business

seemed to berather

ma

to

envelop both his work and his play with a leisure which
permitted the acitivty of intelligence."581

T^e tradition

al agrarian society of the ante-bellum South provided that
amount of wealth which was conducive to human happiness.
It did not

give vent to the ambitions of men insuch a

as to make

them slaves to avarice.

way

After the Civil War the South's tradition "came to
look rather pitiable."

Ransom explains that the South did

not industrialize, but neither did she "repair the damage
to her old establishment....Unregenerate Southerners were
trying to live the good life on a shabby equipment, and

^"^Ransom, "Reconstructed,"

pp. 5, 7-8.

^®®Ransom, "Reconstructed,"

p. 9.

^Ransom, "Reconstructed,"

p. 12.

they were grotesque in their effort to make an art out of
living when they were not decently making the living....
It is their defect that they have driven a too easy, an
unmanly bargain with nature, and that their asceticism is
based on insufficient l a b o r . T h e

amount of wealth re

quired to live the good life had a lower limit too.

South

erners, however, had not made sufficient effort to re-estab
lish their wealth-producing capabilities after the war.
Thus they failed to achieve that minimum standard, and that
failure led the South into physical and spiritual decline.
The farming which had ceased to yield a good living had
to be made to do so again.

The South would also have to

undergo an industrialization along Southern lines, a mod
erate one, if the Southern tradition was to survive.

While

this would be fatal if the spirit of the South were changed
such a change could be avoided.
Donald Davidson's essay "A Mirror for Artists" ex
plained that as of the 1920's the South's agrarian economy
had not yet disappeared.

The South was and continued to be

a living example of an agrarian society worth the most he
roic efforts of men to preserve.

Southern culture "was

sound and realistic in that it was not at war with its own
economic foundations."

582

It allowed for "diversity within

Ransom, "Reconstructed," p. 16.

^®^Ransom, "Reconstructed," pp. 18-22.
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unity

leisureliness, devotion to family and neighbor

hood, local self-sufficiency and self-government, and a
capacity, up through the sixties [1860’sJ, for developing
CQ/
leaders.'
It was the kind of society which produces
great art, though conflict with the industrial North had
channeled this creative action into political writing, the
forensic art.^85
As an alternative to the model of industrial society
Davidson puts forth the example of the agrarian South.

An

industrial society is dirtying, dull, mechanical, standard
ized, and mean.

It argues that,

"when material prosperity

has finally become permanent, when we are all rich, when
life has been reduced to some last pattern of efficiency,
then we shall sit down and enjoy o u r s e l v e s . T h e

agrar

ian South which survived reconstruction and the new South
doctrines "offers the possibility of an integrated life,
American in the older rather than the newer sense."

There

the people have maintained "a historical consciousness that
permeates manners, localities, institutions, the very words
and cadence of social intercourse."

587

The South is amongst

^^^Donald Davidson, "A Mirror for Artists," in 1 111
Take My Stand, pp. 29-30, 53-54.
^^Davidson,

Mirror for Artists," pp. 54-55.

-*®^Davidson,

"A Mirror for Artists," p. 28.

587Davidson,

"A Mirror for Artists," p. 53.
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those human societies that have been "stable, religious,
and agrarian; where the goodness of life

is

measured by

a scale of values having little to do with the material
values of industrialism; where men (are} never too far re
moved from nature to forget that the chief subject of art,
in the final sense, is nature."588

Even in an essay on the

relationship between art and the agrarian society one finds
the ends of limited wealth, internal and external freedom,
and piety:

"leisureliness, devotion to family and neighbor

hood, local self-sufficiency and self-government," these
are the ends of agrarian political economy.
Allen Tate's essay "Remarks on Southern Religion" is
particularly interested in the relationship between economic
structure and religion.

Tate suggests that the South never

developed a formal religion that was consistent with its
economic and social structure.
without a feudal religion.

It was a feudal society

America was a capitalistic en

terprise, protestant, aggressive, and materialistic.

The

climate in the South was, in contrast to that of the North,
better suited to the agrarian life, and "the propitious soil
and climate made it possible for a feudal system of labor
to take root and thrive . " 589

5B8Eavi(json/

Mirror for Artists," p. 29.

5BBAllen Tate, "Remarks on the Southern Religion," in
I '11 Take My Stand, pp. 166-167.
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Tate argues that this is what indeed happened.

The

social and economic structure of the South was feudal and
agrarian, but its religion was not.

The South's religion

was of necessity consistent "with the religious and econom
ic drift of the civilization at large."
course that it was Protestantism,

This meant of

"in origin, a non-agrari

an and trading religion; hardly a religion at all, but a
result of secular ambition."590

This anomaly had important

consequences one of which was the breakdown of the social
structure of the South some years after the Civil War had
ended.

Tate explains that, "social structure depends on

the economic structure, and economic conviction is the secular image of religion."

591

The South never created a

religion which fitted her secular agrarianism.

When the

latter came under attack there was no agrarian religion and
consequently no agrarian economic conviction to ward off
the attack.

The religious attitude of the Southerners was

never "organized with a right mythology," and "when the
post-bellum temptations of the devil, who is the exploiter
of nature, confronted them, they had no defense."592

590Tate, "Remarks," pp. 167-168.
■^^Tate, ''Remarks," p. 168.
S^Tate,

"Remarks," p. 173.
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The scientific, natural, and practical mind of Western
civilization played havoc with the religious, contemplative,
and qualitative mind of the South.

The scientific mind of

Thomas Jefferson had earlier presented the South with an
inheritance that left her indefensible.

Jefferson’s scien

tific mind was not subordinated to the spiritual life and
it therefore determined that, "The ends of man are suffi
ciently contained in his political destiny."

Tate explains

that, "the political destiny of men is the way they work,
and the ends they hope to achieve collectively by the operation of mechanical laws." 5 93
and economics.

It is in other words politics

But Jefferson's political economy was not

subordinated to a spiritual end and was therefore unable to
stand up to the attack of a society whose religion was hard
ly more than a reflection of its secular ambition.
Tate says that while the ante-bellum Southerners never
profoundly believed that Jefferson was right,
if they d i d ."

"they acted as

Dissent was there but it was not sufficiently

advanced to bring about a complete repudiation of Jefferson
before 1861.59^

Jefferson's enlightenment views were repu

diated in their entirety by George Fitzhugh.

However, Fitz

hugh epitomized the extreme that the rest of the South was
moving toward but never reached.

593Tate, "Remarks," p. 173.
^ 4 Tate, "Remarks," p. 174.

Tate's essay is insightful
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with regard to the matter of religion and society, but
it is most useful in this discussion in that it reveals the
distinction between the agrarian political economy of Jef
ferson and that of Fitzhugh and the Twelve Southerners.
Similarities there were, these have been pointed out in this
work and elsewhere, but there is still a difference between
the "natural piety" of Jefferson's agrarism and the pietas
C Q C

of the Roman Republic and the ante-bellum South.
Frank Owsley's essay "The Irrepressible Conflict" is
largely a recounting of the traditional Southern interpreta
tion of the events leading up to the Civil War.

The indus

trial North seeks to overpower the agrarian South once and
for all.

Tariffs, internal improvements, and the United

States bank constitute the industrialists' use of the fed
eral government as a means to gain at the expense of the
agricultural sections of the country.

Industrialism versus

^^Patrick F. Quinn has argued that the principles of
the Agrarians were the principles of Jefferson.
The impor
tance of widespread property ownership, the importance of
family scale industry, the view of agriculture as a way of
life, and the reverence for tradition rather than the phil
osophy of progress were all a part of the principles of
both Jefferson and the Southern Agrarians.
It must be
pointed out, however, that the Southern Agrarians also
shared in the perspective of later ante-bellum thinkers who
believed they had good reason to disavow some of Jeffer
son's enlightenment thinking.
In particular they did this
in regard to the matter of piety. For Quinn's analysis see,
"Agrarianism and the Jeffersonian Philosophy," Review of
Politics, II (January, 1940), 07-104.
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agrarianism and centralization versus states' rights— these
were the real issues, not slavery.
Owsley also described the intellectual and cultural
heritage of Southern agrarianism.

The South stood for

"the ideal of an agrarian society.... the old and accepted
manner of life for which Egypt, Greece, Rome, England, and
cqc

France had stood."

The tradition of the soil brought

over by rural English yeoman found a "hospitable root-bed"
in the South.

c q7

The men of the South loved the life of

the soil and "sought out in literature and history peoples
who had lived a similar life, so that they might justify
and further stimulate their own concepts of life and per
haps set a high goal for themselves among the great nations
which had sprung from the land.

The people whom they loved

most in the ancient world were the Greeks and the Romans of
the early republic."

The Greeks were too inclined to

leave their farms, but their philosophy, oratory, art, and
leisurely life did have an appeal.

The Romans before they

were driven by the corn laws into city slums were most

S^Fr a n k Lawrence Owsley, "The Irrepressible Conflict,"
1 111 Take My Stand, p. 69.
^^^Owsley, "Irrepressible," p. 69.

"^^Owsley, "Irrepressible," p. 70.
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favored.

Cincinnatus, Marcus Cato, and the Gracchi, all

were admired for their love of the soil.5®^
In the South this love for the soil and the agrarian
life was shared by men such as Thomas Jefferson who was
joined by John Taylor and John Randolph in the agrarian
stand for economic, political, and social freedom.®0®

When

the Northern abolitionists and industrialists began their
crusade against slavery, Southerners responded defensively
believing slavery to be an essential part of the South's
agrarian civilization.

For this and other reasons they

came to the defense of slavery formulating a scriptural
defense which pushed the South away from "Jeffersonian
liberalism of the deistic type" and toward a devoutly or
thodox and literal theology.

To combat the abolitionists

on their own grounds Southerners such as Hammond, Fitzhugh,
Calhoun, Harper, and Dew also prepared a social and economic
defense of slavery.®0^- As shown earlier, that too became
a part of the agrarian political economy of the ante-bellum
South.
Owsley's essay reveals an intellectual and cultural
heritage for twentieth century Southern Agrarianism which
reaches back in time to the ancient Greeks and Romans, to

E

Q Q

Owsley, "Irrepressible," pp. 70-71.
® 0 0 Owsley, "Irrepressible," pp. 85-90.
®°^Owsley, "Irrepressible," pp. 76-84.
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the French and the English, and to the ante-bellum Southern
ers.

It was the weight of that heritage which he and the

other Twelve Southerners pitched against the philosophy of
progress in the hope of salvaging at least a part of the
Southern tradition for future generations.
In "The Hind Tit" Andrew Nelson Lytle combined his
torical reference with his own views on farming to argue
for the restoration of "a society where agriculture is
practised by most of the people."

Lytle was perhaps

the most interested of all the agrarians in the maintenance
of a predominantly farming state.

This essay and others

that he wrote stress farming as a means to limited wealth,
internal and external freedom, and piety.

Industrial im

perialism has brought upon society a conflict "which pro
mises to deprive it, not of life, but of living; take the
concept of liberty from the political consciousness and
turn the pursuit of happiness into a nervous running-around
which is without the logic, even, of a dog chasing its
tail."

6 03

It is a moral and spiritual suicide which fore

tells a coming physical destruction, and socialism, com
munism, and sovietism do not provide an escape . ^ 4

®°^Andrew Nelson Lytle,
My Stand, p. 203.

"The Hind Tit," in 1 111 Take

6 0 3 Lytle,

"Hind," p. 202.

6 0 4 Lytle,

"Hind," p. 203.
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Lytle's agrarianism comes through clearly in his at
titude toward agriculture and wealth,

"A farm is not a place

to grow wealthy; it is a place to grow corn . " 6 0 5

The agrar

ian concept of limited wealth is stated by Lytle in this
way:
If an abundance of those things which a peo
ple considers the goods and the riches of the earth
defines wealth, then it follows that that particular
culture is wealthy in proportion to the production
and distribution of just those things and no others;
and it does not depend upon what another people may
consider the goods and riches, no matter how greatly
those things have multiplied for them, nor how many
individuals they have to possess them.
What indus
trialism counts as the goods and riches of the earth
the agrarian South does not, nor ever did.®0®
The plethora of goods produced by industry after 1865 was
not wealth but a weapon of industrial imperialism. ® ® 7

Be

fore the Civil War the small farmer remained a "free man,"
politically and economically independent.

But after the

War these farmers became completely subservient to the mar
ket.

This put an end to their independence and began the

"home-breaking" process which was bringing about the ex
tinction of the family farm.®®®

The only answer was to re

store the livelihood farm.

®05Lytie, "Hind," P- 205.
®°®Lytle,

"Hind," pp. 207-208.

6 0 7 Lytle,

"Hind," P- 2 0 2 .

6 0 8 Lytle,

"Hind," pp. 214-215,
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In his contribution to the Agrarian-Distributist sym
posium Who Owns America? Lytle continued these arguments
for the livelihood farm.

In that essay, "The Small Farm

Secures the State," Lytle explained that, "Unlike any other
occupation, farming is, or should be, a way of

l i f e . " 6 0 9

With emphasis placed on the common ground between Agrari
anism and Distributism— the importance of small property
ownership to the good life— Lytle suggests that the small
farm is the foundation of a stable society.

This is the

livelihood farm which provides "the means of living", but
the latter is not made up of just food to eat.
"economy of modern times... which

It is the

has assumed that the

greatest good lies in the alternate stuffing and purging of
a man's belly."610

^he livelihood farm offers instead a

way to attain a life of limited wealth; a life in which man
experiences freedom from his own passions— "the alternate
stuffing and purging of a man's belly"— as well as external
freedom; a life which is marked by its piety.
Lytle explains that the livelihood farm has "those
simple features which will secure to the simple man as good
a living as he is able and willing to stand....it allows
him to make his bread by the grip of his hands, the bent of
his will, and the sweat of his brow....Such a farmer should

®09Andrew Nelson Lytle, "The Small Farm Secures the
State," in Who O w n 's America?, p. 2 38.
^^Lytle,

"Small Farm," p. 240.
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have as many acres as will keep him in comfortable circum
stances. .. .He must work hard without becoming a slave to
the earth."611

Such a man has that amount of wealth which

contributes to his happiness and no more.

He is not given

over to the gluttony that plagues the industrial world.
On the matter of external freedom Lytle says, "The
basis of liberty is economic independence.

And in what

other occupation is there so much independence?

The man

who owns a small farm has direct control over the lifegiving source, land."
demagogue...."613

Such men are "slow to follow the

These small farmers enjoy a way of life

which is filled with the spirit of the old Roman pietas.
The small farm "is a form of property... that the average
man can understand, can enjoy, and will defend.
to such a man has a concrete basis."

614

Patriotism

The dwelling which

is to be built on this farm is to be made to last, thereby

15
fulfilling the physical and spiritual needs of the home. A
In a

life so close to nature

tinguish the needs of

"it is not possible todis

the flesh, the senses, and the spirit,

for when the farmer thinks of making a good living for his

fill
Lytle, "Small Farm," p. 241.
6 1 2 Lytle,

"Hind," p. 245.

^^Lytle,

"Small

Farm," pp. 238, 249.

6 l4 Lytle,

"Small

Farm," p. 238.

615Lytle, "Small

Farm," p. 241.
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family, this good living means physical, sensory, and spir
itual welfare.

This is why the genuine farmer...never loses

his belief in God."®16

The pious farmer has an unshaken

belief in God, a respect for the family, and a sense of
duty, all of which are embedded in a life on the land.
Andrew Lytle knew precisely what subject he was dis
cussing— the political economy of agriculture.

He drew

on the works of an earlier agrarian political economist,
John Taylor of Caroline, to support his argument that agri
culture is the bedrock of a State which can "keep the middle
course between impotence and tyranny."617

Taylor had

shown for his time and for ours that "no state is secure
unless it has a sturdy agricultural body to rest upon..
.,"618

The aristocracy of Paper and Patronage sought to

gain at the expense of the agriculturalists in Taylor's day
and the same forces were still at work in the present.

This

establishes for Lytle "a primary axiom of political econo
my."

The axiom is simple, "That nation which abuses its

farmers is committing suicide...."

619

^^Lytle,

"Small Farm," p. 247.

®^Lytle,

"Small Farm," p. 250.

For Lytle the

®*®Andrew Nelson Lytle, "John Taylor and the Political
Economy of Agriculture," American Review, III and IV (Sep
tember, October, and November, 1934), 437.
6 1 9 Lytle,

"John Taylor," pp. 437, 639-643, 84-86.
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preservation of a healthy society necessitated the preser
vation of the livelihood farm.
PRINCIPLES AND POLICIES
The Southern Agrarians were concerned primarily with
stating and defending the principles of agrarianism.

This

work was largely a matter of establishing the prerequisite
ends for human happiness and explaining how an agrarian
society would attain them.

The preservation of what Lytle

calls the livelihood farm was their primary concern though
some of the Agrarians did go on to support the more elabor
ate politics of the New Deal.

The mainline Agrarians of

I 111 Take My Stand were generally satisfied with stating
and defending principles rather than attempting to generate
anything more than a very limited number of policy proposals.

?fi

As Donald Davidson would explain later, this was

done for good reason.
The Southern Agrarians were advocating farming as a
way of life— as a means to the ends of limited wealth, in
ternal and external freedom, and piety, but they first
had to show that their principles were sound and that those
of industrialism were decadent.
simply not ready to agree.

The world, however, was

Davidson explained in 1939 that,

^^Donald Davidson, "Agrarianism and Politics," Review
of Politics, I (March, 1939), 114-117.

At the moment there is no getting around the
fact that a large part of the human population not
only is not disillusioned with industrialism itself,
but actually likes or thinks it likes industrialism
and wants to see it go on.
The politicians, noting
this fact, are by no means engaged in saving democracy
saving liberal government, or establishing a new
social order.
What they are saving is industrialism
first of all.
The social order, the democracy, the
nation— all these are afterthoughts.621
In light of this Davidson says that those who believe in
agrarianism "should not permit their strong sense of im
minent- crisis to draw them into halfway political measures.
They should not throw away wholesome principles for the
sake of small expediencies." 6 22
Since the battle over principles had not been won
practical politics was simply not of much value to the
agrarian cause.

Policies having an impact on farm life and

its preservation, on conservation, and on regionalism— "lo
cal autonomy and the diminished operation of the law of dis
tant consequences"— were important, as were attempts at in
troducing some stability to the operations of industrialism
But the main concern of agrarians according to Davidson
should be to study the agrarian way of life and to work for
slow but certain change . ® 23

The Agrarian criticism of the

New Deal had been that its policies were taken up as a

®^Davidson,

"Agrarianism," pp. 123-124.

^^Davidson,

"Agrarianism," p. 124.

® 2 3 Davidson, "Agrarianism," pp. 124-125.
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matter of expediency before any systematic body of working
principles could be defined.

Ransom had pointed out the in

consistent treatment of agriculture under the New Deal in
1932, "With one hand he j\Roosevelt] measures acreage out of
production, and with the other hand waves city men to the
farm," and Davidson finished things off in 1938 saying, "the
principles were not there anyhow...."®24
Both the principles and the policies of the Agrarians
were criticized in their own day by men such as Rupert P.
Vance and W.T. Couch for suggesting that an agrarian soci
ety could provide a better life, material or otherwise,
c 25
than an industrial society.
More recently, writers have
spoken favorably with regard to the spirit of agrarianism
but have generally argued that the support shown for agri
culture was more or less circumstantial in nature.

That is

to say the Agrarians were not really agrarians but scholars
who were interested in defining and defending a Southern
tradition and in criticizing American society in general.®2®

®2^Donald Davidson, "An Agrarian Looks at the New
Deal," Free America, II (June, 1938), 3; John Crowe Ransom,
"Happy Farmers," American Review, I (October, 1933), 526;
Alexander Karanikas, Tillers of a Myth: Southern Agrarians
as Social and Literary Critics (Madison: University of Wis
consin Press, 1969), p. 40.
^^^W.T. Couch, "The Agrarian Romance," South Atlantic
Quarterly, XXXVI (October, 1937), 419-430; Karanikas, pp.
50-51.
Thomas L. Connelly, "The Vanderbilt Agrarians:
Time
and Place in Southern Tradition," Tennessee Historical Quar
terly, XXII (March, 1963), 22-23, 32-37.
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Stress is often placed on the Agrarians' concern with the
nature of the good life rather than their belief that an
agricultural society provided the means to that life.®2?
To the extent that these criticisms suggest that the
Agrarians put ends before means they are consistent with
the attitudes of the Agrarians themselves.

However, the

implication that the Agrarians looked at agriculture as a
means which could be readily replaced by some other means
is not consistent with the Agrarians' position.

The Agrar

ians were never in complete agreement on just how important
the role of agriculture was.

But they did agree and would

for the most part continue to agree that it was agriculture
in particular that was of a special character and which
served as a means to the good life.®2®
The critics of their own day also chided the Agrarians
for what was perceived as an ignorance of the general backwardness of agricultural life.

629

Such charges can, how

ever, be at least partially disarmed by recognizing that the
Agrarians intentionally exaggerated the virtues of the
agrarian South believing that such an approach would bring

627

Louis D. Rubin, “Introduction," pp. xiv-xv.

*^®This is the gist of the responses of a number of
the Agrarians to questions put to them in a 1952 symposium.
See, "A Symposium: The Agrarians Today," Shenandoah, III
(Summer, 1952), 14-37.

®^®Karanikas, pp. 50-51.
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better results in their war against modernity .6 3 0

They

were writing as poets rather than social scientists and con
sequently were interested in creating an image of the world
as it ought to be, a myth to express a truth and affirm a
value.®3^

The Agrarians adhered to a notion of limited

wealth and did not suffer from any delusion as to the mater
ial standard of living available in agricultural life.

As

stated earlier, Andrew Lytle suggested that a farm was a
63 2
place to grow corn rather than a place to grow wealthy.
Whereas in more recent .times there has been at least
some sympathy for

(though little agreement with)

the Agrar

ians' principles, their policies have almost uniformly come
under attack .6 3 3

This should come as no surprise since

their policy proposals were not thoroughly discussed or de
veloped.

The Agrarians stuck to the discussion of first

principles in 1 111 Take My Stand, in the American Review,
and in Who Owns America?, and digressed into discussion of
policy very infrequently.

Frank Owsley's article "The

Pillars of Agrarianism," published in the American Review

630Virginia Rock, "The Fugitive-Agrarians in Response
to Social Change," Southern Humanities Review, I (Summer,
1967), 172-177.
6 3 1 Rock,

"Fugitive-Agrarians," pp. 176-177.

®3^See above, p. 267.
633For one of those rare examples of support for Agrar
ian policies see Theodore 0. Hoepfner, "Economics of Agrari
anism," Mississippi Quarterly, XIII (Spring, 1960), 61-68.
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in 1935, was unusual in that it did give a full statement
of most of the Agrarian policy proposals.6^4

These were

"the five great pillars" upon which an agrarian society
would have to rest.

All five of these policy proposals

were related either directly or indirectly to the mainte
nance of farm life as the Agrarians understood it.

The

first of these policies was:
The restoration of the people to the land and
the land to the people by the government purchasing
lands held by loan companies, insurance companies,
banks, absentee landlords, and planters whose estates
are hopelessly incumbered with debt, and granting to
the landless tenants, who are sufficiently able and
responsible to own and conserve the land, a home
stead of 80 acres with sufficient stock to cultivate
the farm, and cash enough to feed and clothe the
family one year . . . . 635
This particular proposal was addressed to the Agrari
ans' overall concern with the concentration of property
ownership in the hands of the few.

Owsley points out the

common interest of the English Distributists and the South
ern Agrarians in eliminating the "system which allows a
relatively few men to control most of the nation's wealth
and to regiment virtually the whole population under their
anonymous holding companies and corporations, and to con
trol government by bribery or intimidation . " 6 3 6

6 3 4 Davidson,

Like

"'I'll Take My Stand'," p. 318.

® 35Frank Owsley, "The Pillars of Agrarianism," Ameri
can Review, IV (March, 1935), 546.

6360wsley, "Pillars," p. 532.
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the Distributists the Agrarians saw that it was necessary
to break down these giant organizations into "small units
owned and controlled by real people."

The restoration of

property would abolish the proletariat, make communism im
possible, and leave the people of the nation more happy and
more secure.

Owsley intimates that he has restricted him

self to a discussion of restoring small-scale property own
ership in land because his was a program for the South
where land is the most prominent form of property ownership.
In a more agrarian vein Owsley also suggests that granting
a homestead to the technologically unemployed of the cities
would restore the balance of city and country population
and thereby "aid in the restoration of agrarianism and in
the restoration and preservation of civilization."637
The second pillar of agrarianism was the rehabilita
tion of the soil.

Owsley recommended that the land holders

be required to show that they are good stewards of the land.
For failure to meet their responsibilities they would be
fined and possibly lose their land which would escheat to
the state.

State constitutional amendment could limit or

prohibit the mortgaging of land, "thus making alienation of
the soil difficult and its proper management necessary...."
Owsley was suggesting "a modified form of feudal tenure

®^Owsley, "Pillars," pp. 532-533, 538.
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where, in theory the King or state has a paramount interest
in the land . " 6 3 8
The third pillar of the agrarian state is one about
which Owsley made no particular policy proposal.

He simply

stated that once the first two policies had been carried
out it would be necessary to make subsistence farming take
priority over the production of money

c r o p s .^ 3 ^

These three pillars of agrarianism would establish the
livelihood farm if it were not for the continuance of an
unjust political economy which, by means of a tariff on
imported manufactures, taxed agriculture for the benefit of
industry.

This was the same issue which had caused the

break-up of the Union, but the Agrarians were not seeking
a repetition of that event.

Instead, they wanted a fair

hearing and a "just political economy" which put agricul
ture on an equal footing with industry, finance, and com
merce.

If the tariffs will not be lowered then agricultur

al exports must be subsidized.

The former is preferred but

if it is not to be then parity between industry and agri
culture must be achieved by other m e a n s . ® ^

This "just

political economy" was the fourth pillar of agrarianism.
The fifth and last pillar was concerned with "the cre
ation of regional governments possessed of more autonomy

^^Owsley,

"Pillars," pp. 539-540.

640Owsley, "Pillars," pp. 542-543.
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than the states, which will sustain the political economy
fitted for each region, and which will prevent much sectional friction and sectional exploitation."

The creation

of a new constitution would be necessary to let into place
this new political order.

A redivision of powers would

put each region on an equal footing with regard to its in
fluence over national policy.

The Federal legislature

would consist of a senate with each region being represent
ed equally.

The same would hold for the Supreme Court.

This new political order Owsley considered to be prerequi
site to the successful implementation of the other agrarian
policy proposals.

Under this plan each region would be

better able to attend to its own economic and social prob
lems, and for the South this would mean the founding of a
society on the "Pillars of Agrarianism."642
Agrarianism and Distributism in
Who Owns America? and the
American Review
Owsley’s proposals constituted the Agrarians' approach
to what was perceived elsewhere as the more general problem

®^Owsley,

"Pillars,” pp. 546-547.

^^Owsley, "Pillars,” pp. 543-546.
Donald Davidson was
particularly interested in the policy proposal favoring the
formation of a new political order based on regional govern
ments.
For a more detailed presentation of this "pillar”
see, "That This Nation May Endure: The Need for Political
Regionalism," in Who Owns America?, pp. 113-134.
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of the decline of small property ownership.

Ransom explain

ed that the Agrarians' particular interest in agriculture
was a result of their attempt to deal with the problems of
the rural South and because of their own personal background
and taste.

He made reference to the upcoming publication

of Who Owns America?, a symposium which included writers
who were interested not so much in agriculture as they were
in small business.

The ideas of these Distributists who

proposed to restore private property were treated as.com
plementary to those of the Agrarians,

"for neither the farm

ers nor the business men can ever flourish in a society in
which both these estates are not at once comfortable and
secure."643
On this issue, however, the Agrarians were not in com
plete agreement.

In arguing for an essentially agrarian

journal Allen Tate expressed his belief that the distinc
tively agrarian view should not become lost in a larger
collection of decentralist thinking.

In a letter to Herbert

Agar, dated December 9, 193 6 , Tate explained, "I cannot
see our position as a single contribution to a more inclu
sive position....we are the center to which other various
movements must be drawn.

If democracy means anything to

us, it means the position that we have defined and develop
ed; it doesn't mean that position plus the other movements

® ^ J o h n Crowe Ransom, "The South is a Bulwark," Scrib
ner 's, XCIX (May, 1936), 301.
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which seem to me to be useful approximations of what we
w a n t ."**44

Yet the Agrarians and the Distributists had be

come closely associated through personal contact and through
their frequent contributions to the American Review, a jour
nal established by Seward Collins as a means to disseminate
g AC
conservative ideas.
English Distributists such as Hi
laire Belloc and G.K. Chesterton, and their American student
and counterpart, Herbert Agar, had made contributions to the
American Review, and Belloc and Agar would also contribute
articles to the new Agrarian-Distributist symposium.
The basic theme of that collection of essays has been
stated in this way,

"Who Owns America? argued that the

United States could continue to drift along toward economic
giantism and political centralization.
ally result in facism or communism.

This would eventu

Or the nation could

rediscover its traditional agenda of democracy,

individual

ism, and the widespread distribution of property."646

Ar_

t i d e s contributed by Owsley, Tate, and Ransom centered
not simply on agriculture but on the ownership of productive

®4^Quoted in Edward S. Shapiro, "American Conservative
Intellectuals, the 1 9 3 0 ’s and the Crisis of Ideology," Mod
ern A g e , XXIII (Fall, 1979), 376-377.
^45Shapiro, "American Conservative Intellectuals," p.
37 4. Ransom visited England in 193 2 and was apparently in
fluenced by his exposure to the English Distributist doc
trine.
See Karanikas, p. 39.
646Shapiro, "American Conservative Intellectuals," p.

371.
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property in general.

Owsley's contribution, "The Founda

tions of Democracy," was a defense of private property as
the foundation of the natural rights of man.

He criticized

the use of the Fifth and the Fourteenth amendments of the
Constitution by the Federal Judiciary to protect corporate
wealth.

This was simply an extension of the Federalist

plutocratic philosophy of Alexander Hamilton— rule by the
wealthy.647

The true principles upon which the American

state was founded sum to an "absolute denial of the totali
tarian

S t a t e . . . . "

648

These principles were called natural

rights and no government could legitimately destroy them.
They were the rights to life, liberty, property, the pursuit
of happiness, and to self-government.

Each of these rights

was both an end and a means by which to secure the other
ends.

"The greatest of these instruments, indeed, the sine

qua non for making possible the other rights, was the right
to own property."

For the Jeffersonians private property

was the keystone in the arch which supported the State.64 9
The Jeffersonian concept of private property was not
that of great wealth concentrated in the hands of the few
but rather "land and other property held or obtainable by

647prank Owsley, "The Foundations of Democracy," in
Who Owns America?, pp. 52-58.
^®Owsley,

"Foundations," p. 60.

649owsley, "Foundations," p. 64.
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all self-respecting

m e n .

"650

fphe

fce y

private property was personal control.

to this notion of
"The ownership and

control of productive property sufficient for a livelihood
gave a man and his family a sense of economic security; it
made him independent; he was a real citizen, for he could
cast his franchise without fear and could protect the basic
principles of his

government

."651

ownership without con

trol existed in Jefferson's time and still exists in the
case of corporations.

This kind of property ownership was

treated by Jefferson as an economically insecure basis for
the free state.
The insecurity of citizens who depended upon
such property over which they no longer had control
was doubtless a strong factor in the Jeffersonian
advocacy of the agrarian state.
Perhaps the Jeffer
sonians believed that city life was not a good life,
but the loss of economic independence and security
which accompanied this life was what made the great
Virginian and his colleagues fear urbanization and
look upon land as the best form of private property
and the only safe basis of a free S t a t e . 652
Owsley attempts to remain non-committal on the issue of
whether the agricultural life itself is superior to that of
a craftsman in order to concentrate on the importance of
individual citizens owning and controlling productive prop
erty.

The same was true to a lesser degree of Allen Tate

GSOQwsiey,

"Foundations," p. 64.

651owsley, "Foundations," pp. 64-65.

652owsiey / "Foundations," pp. 64-65.
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who was concerned about the preservation of some distinc
tion between agrarian ideas and those dealing with the
broader issue of private property.
Tate's essay was entitled "Notes on Liberty and Prop
erty."

A primary concern of his was the growth of corpor

ate property and Big Business.

Tate's basic premise was

summed up this way, "Ownership and control are property.
Ownership without control is slavery."653

jf pr 0 perty was

to act as the foundation of liberty it had to be owned and
controlled.

Property must have more than just exchange-

value to the owner.

Use-value is the basis of true liberty.

Freedom to use or to sell is "pure liberty", and what prop
erty form meets this standard better than land owned by a
farmer.^54

Tate continued his discussion in more general

terms stating that whereas the big corporation has been
our objective, it is private business which should be our
objective.

It is not enough to be economists, to pursue

wealth through technology and corporate ownership; it is
fee

necessary for us to be political economists as well.
Political economy Tate defines as "the study of human wel
fare."

It calls on us to show concern for more than just

6 5 3 Tate,

"Notes," p. 93.

6 5 ^Tate,

"Notes," pp. 8 0-85.

^5 5 Tate, "Notes," p. 91.
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the "capacity to produce the maximum of

g o o d s . " 6

mod

j n

ern economics the problem of separation of ownership from
control is a problem in profit maximization; for Tate and
for agrarian political economy it is a problem in moral
behavior and human happiness.
John Crowe Ransom's contribution to Who Owns America?
was very much concerned with small property ownership out
side of farming.

He placed equal emphasis on the importance

of small scale business and small scale farming.

For Ran

som the replacement of small business with Big Business
meant the loss of economic freedom.

While Big Business
C C T

might improve productivity it did not make better men.
The "'economic man'" strictly engaged in the "pursuit of
gain" with no thought to moral or personal considerations
was rarely to be found in small business, but in Big Busi
ness he was the rule.®^®
As pointed out earlier, Ransom was less dogmatic in
his agrarianism than some of the other prominent members
of the Twelve Southerners group.

His views placed him in

a sort of middle ground between the Agrarians and the Dis
tributists.

8 5 6 Tate,

The latter, both English and American, were

"Notes," pp. 91-92.

® ^ J o h n Crowe Ransom, "What Does the South Want?" in
Who Owns America?, 180-183.
6 5 8 Ransom,

"What Does the South Want?," p. 184.
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concerned with the distribution of a broader range of pro
ductive properties than the Agrarians.

There were, however,

some basic similarities between these two groups which can
be pointed out in order to show that the general spirit of
agrarianism— its concern with agriculture as a means to
the ends of limited wealth, internal and external freedom,
and piety— was not confined to men who found particular
merit in agriculture as opposed to any other human labor
conducted on a small scale.
Hilaire Belloc was the most important of all Distri
butists, English or American.

His book The Servile State

(1912) was a fundamental assertion of the link between
economic independence and political freedom.

Human beings

could not survive without a certain amount and a certain
kind of wealth, "Therefore to control the production of
wealth is to control human life itself."

/TCQ

The Capitalist

State was one in which property, used with labor to pro
duce wealth, was concentrated in the hands of the few, but
it was also one in which people who were without property
were denied what they needed in order to live.

This was

an unstable society which according to Belloc had begun
to give way to the Servile State.

In that state property

remained in the hands of the few who were economically

^-^Hilaire Belloc, The Servile State (Indianapolis:
Liberty Fund, Inc., 1977), p. 46.
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and politically free.

However, those who were not owners

gained security at the expense of both their economic and
their political freedom.

In short, the propertyless mem

bers of the Capitalist State had a political freedom which
was of no use to them because they were economically depen
dent.

Consequently they traded away their political free

dom in order to gain the economic security which they need
ed to

s u r v i v e . ®

60

Belloc continued with the same discussion in.his Eco
nomics for Helen.

Renee Haynes describes that book as set

ting "the claims of freedom and responsibility against
those advantages of personal security and general stability
which the Servile State may give."^®^

The Servile State

had specific disadvantages that Belloc was also prepared
to point out.

Labor in the Servile State "offends our hu

man love of honour and independence, degrading the mass of
men...it is so terribly liable to abuse in the hands of
cruel or stupid o w n e r s . . . . "®®2

The Capitalist State had an

important moral advantage over the Servile in that 11every
m a n , however p o o r , feels himself to b£ free and to that

®®°Belloc, Servile, pp. 39-41, 177-198.
John P. Mc
Carthy, Hilaire Belloc: Edwardian Radical (Indianapolis;
Liberty Fund, Inc., 1978), pp. 288-293.
®®^Renee Haynes, Hilaire Belloc
Green & Co., 1953), p. 13.
don:

(London:

®®^Hilaire Belloc, Economics for Helen
J.W. Arrowsmith, Ltd., 1924), p. 114.

Longmans,

(3rd ed.; Lon
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extent saves his honour.”663

^he great paradox of Capital

ism was that it unleashed a tremendous amount of human en
ergy in the production of wealth but through a bad distri
bution of property allowed that wealth to be concentrated
in a few hands while impoverishing the many.®^
The solution to the problems generated in the Capital
ist State did not lie in Socialism or Communism.

In the So-

ialist of Communist State the State is the "Universal Capi
talist".

Man does not want to receive his orders from the

State any more than the Capitalist, "men love independence—
they like to feel themselves their own masters.

They

like therefore to own, so that they may do what they like
with material things ."**®5

Belloc explains that there are

exceptions but essentially men and women want to accumulate
material goods and they want the freedom to do this in their
own way.66<5

socialism or Communism is simply inconsistent

with human nature in that it requires that men be completely
forgetful of themselves.®67
The solution put forth by Belloc and later by G.K.
Chesterton was to restore property ownership to the

°

Belloc, Economics, p. 115.

^^^Belloc, Economics, pp. 116-122.
665Belloc, Economics, p. 137.
6 6 6 Belloc,

Economics, pp. 137-138.

667Belloc, Economics, p. 140.
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dispossessed masses.

In 1933 Belloc published his work The

Restoration of Property through six installments in the
American Review.

There he presented his arguments for the

Distributist or Proprietary State as the only solution for
the problems which come from the decline of broadly distri
buted private property.

"A family can only live conform

ably to its human nature (that is, without undue suffering)
in a given civilization on condition that it receives se
curely and constantly so much of this varied wealth for its
consumption.... The family is ideally free when it fully
controls all the means necessary for the production of such
wealth as it should consume for normal living." 6 ar

History

reveals that a certain amount of economic freedom "satis
fies the nature of man," and this freedom has its basis
in "the control of the means of production by the family
unit .1,669
The argument that economic freedom is- good has its
origin in the notion that man has "Free Will".

He cannot

act morally if he cannot act freely; hence the inherent
goodness of economic freedom.

Freedom is a good, and the

economic freedom which makes the broader range of freedoms

666Hilaire Belloc, "The Restoration of Property— Part
I", American Review, I (April, 1933), 1-2.
6 ^^Belloc,

"Restoration— Part I," p. 3.
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possible is based on ownership of productive property.®7®
Property ownership is consistent with the maintenance of
freedom and freedom is conducive to human happiness.
Belloc makes it clear that there is a limit to the
amount of wealth needed to live a good life.
italists and

To

the Cap

Communists who argue {wrongly according to

Belloc) in favor of suppressing economic freedom in order
to get more material goods, Belloc says:
If it were indeed true that economic freedom
could not coexist with a great deal of production,
and still less with a sufficient distribution, then
it would yet be worth while to sacrifice some portion
of the material good, and still more, to permit in
equality in distribution, for the sake of the econom
ic freedom.... Economic Freedom is a good, it is among
the highest of temporal goods, because it is neces
sary to the highest life of society through the dig
nity of man
and through the multiplicity ofhis action,
in which multiplicity is life .®71
Moral action, dignity, and honor, all of these supersede
material goods in the hierarchy of things which contribute
to human happiness.

Small scale property ownership is the

basis of a life which is built on this hierarchy of values.
It is a far cry from the life of the capitalist whose pas
sion for wealth places him in the midst of a perpetual
struggle, a gamble between riches and poverty .®7 2

®7 ®Belloc, "Restoration— Part I," pp. 3-6.
®7 1 Belloc, "Restoration— Part I," pp. 9-10.
®7 2 Belloc, Economics, pp. 116-117.
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Belloc goes on to consider the practical problem of
where to begin the restoration of property in an industrial
society.

As a starting point he suggests the restoration

of the small shopkeeper and possibly the craftsman in the
small workshop.

Some degree of success with the former

could be expected if the larger distributor was handicapped
through differential taxation and if the small distributor was in some cases aided by limited subsidization. 673
Less headway could be expected in the case of the artisan
because large scale production quite often allows for such
enormous cost savings.

"Still," says Belloc, "for the pur

pose of spreading the moral effect of economic independence,
for the purpose of familiarizing modern men before they
lose the power altogether with the idea of economic inde
pendence, the re-erection even of a number of craftsmen
small in proportion to the manufacture of the total amount
of a particular product would be of the highest value."®74
In the case of large scale industry Belloc distinguish
es between two different cases.
requires large economic units.
a railway system.

Some technology absolutely
As an example Belloc cites

In those instances in which large econom

ic units are a necessity widespread ownership of shares

^^Hilaire Belloc, "The Restoration of Property--Part
III," American Review, I (Summer, 1933), 344-352.

67^Belloc, "Restoration— Part III," p. 355.
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should be encouraged.

In the meantime a watch should be

kept for the opportunity to replace these large units with
smaller ones made possible by new technology.

As for large

economic units which can be scaled down (i.e., where econ
omies of scale are possible but not essential to the opertion), Belloc suggests differential taxation to penalize
bigness, and policies aimed at increasing the number of
shareholders.®7^

Though reforms such as these would be

difficult even on a small scale, they were a necessary be
ginning to the process of restoring property in place of
slavery.®7®
In the concluding section of The Restoration of Prop
erty

Belloc turns his attention to the matter of land as

a form of property.

The emphasis which Belloc places on

landed property is largely due to the role which it plays
as the "foundational form" of property.

"The restoration

of property means, and has meant throughout history in
nearly all places and times primarily the restoration of
property in land."

In the Western world property in land

"has been throughout all our development, the guarantee
of citizenship and the foundation thereof . " ® 77

As a result

®7®Hilaire Belloc, "The Restoration of Property— Part
IV," American Review, I (September, 1933), 468-472.
® 7 ®Belloc, "Restoration— Part IV," pp. 468-472.
®77Hilaire Belloc, "The Restoration of Property— Part
VI," American Review, II (November, 1933), 46.
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there is in the West an instinct for preserving or restoring widespread ownership of land.

678

England did however

represent a country where widespread distribution of landed
property had disappeared over the centuries.

It constitu

ted a good test for any policy which had the objective of
restoring property in land .679
Belloc suggested that in formulating policies a dis
tinction should be made between agricultural land and ur
ban land, and between land that was owner occupied and
that which was not.

Owner occupied land should be taxed

at a much lower rate than that which is owned by one man
CQA
and rented to another.
The restoration of property in
urban land did not look especially promising to Belloc
at the time, but he did suggest that options to purchase
be included in leases of urban land.

Agricultural land

was, however, what Belloc called "the real crux of the
/Ton

affair...."

He set down four main principles which

applied to the problem of fostering small scale agriculture.
First, townsmen would have to be grafted on to the exist
ing peasantry.

They could not simply be set down on the

6 7 6 Belloc,

"Restoration— Part VI," p. 46.

6 7 9 Belloc,

"Restoration— Part VI," pp.

47-48.

6 ® 9 Belloc,

"Restoration— Part VI," pp.

48-50.

68lBeiioc, "Restoration— Part VI," pp.

50-51.
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land with any hope of s u c c e s s . 88^

Second, well divided

property in land will provide "no more than a modest sustenence under normal conditions."

The small freeholder

may have fewer dollars than the wage slave, but that is
not an adequate measure of w e l l - b e i n g .888
Cobbett's small freeholder with a pig, perhaps
a couple of milch cows, and communal rights over
and above his limited pasturage and arable, would
not if you added up the market value of all that he
got by his labour, have an income superior to the
regularly paid labourer of the town. But he has
two advantages: freedom, that is a sustenance under
his own control; and quality, that is a sustenance
better in every way, in material, in hours, in choice,
in locale; the peasant eats not only of his own pro
duce but off his own table and at his own hours.684
Belloc's third principle was that the peasant agri
culturalist should live as much as possible off his own
land.885

Fourth, the burden of tribute placed on the small

owner must be a minimum.
interest on loans.

This includes both taxes and

The "peasantry must be privileged as

against the diseased society around it."

To these four

main principles Belloc adds the notion of co-operatives
formed to market surplus agricultural goods, restrictions
on the alienation of land, and laws to make it easy for

^^Belloc, "Restoration— Part VI,” pp. 51-52.
6 88 Belloc,

"Restoration— Part VI," pp. 52-53.

6 8 4 Belloc,

"Restoration— Part VI," p. 53.

6 8 5 Belloc,

"Restoration— Part VI," pp. 53-54.
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the smaller man to buy land from the larger man and dif
ficult for the larger man to buy from the smaller.®8®

with

these principles underlying the effort to re-erect peasant
agriculture some slow growth should begin and form a "nu
cleus of health" within a society "morally ruined by in
dustrialism. "

Such an effort will be costly, but one must

decide if "the health and the morals of the community" are
worth i t .6 8 7
Belloc's Distributism was centered around the restora
tion of private property in small businesses, but it was
very much interested in the state of small scale agricul
ture as well.

The peasant proprietor experienced internal

freedom in his work which, filled with multiplicity and
leisure, was spiritually distinct from the continuously
burdensome work of the urban mechanic . ® 88

Agriculture pro

vided the model of economic independence which other occu
pations only approached.

It provided a limited amount of

material goods and left men happier by trading off addition
al wealth for a qualitatively better life.

Belloc expressed

similar ideas in his contribution to Who Owns America?,
but he added to the list of things destroyed by disposses
sion and fostered by restoration of private property the

®8®Belloc,

"Restoration— Part VI," pp. 54-56.

687gelloc, "Restoration— Part VI," p. 57.
®88Belloc,

"Restoration— Part VI," p. 52.
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old religious doctrines of free will, Incarnation, immor
tality of the soul, and eternal reward and

p u n i s h m e n t .

On this matter of piety and small property it is necessary
to stop for a moment to consider the arguments of Belloc's
chief disciple, G.K. Chesterton.
Gilbert Keith Chesterton did not address questions
of economics or practical policies, but his book The Out
line of Sanity did provide another statement of Distributist

p
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.

jn that collection of essays Chester

ton expressed views on peasant agriculture very similar to
those of Belloc.

The ends of agriculture in Chesterton's

statement of Distributist principles were the same as those
given by Belloc and the Southern Agrarians.

In his essay

"The Real Life on the Land", Chesterton used a reference
to Virgil's Georgies to bring out the fullness of agricul
tural life.

"The peasant does live, not merely a simple

life, but a complete life."

It is he who has a full un

derstanding of the terms "self-support, self-control, and
self-government . " ^ 1

These are the ends of limited wealth,

and internal and external freedom.

®®^Hilaire Belloc, "The Modern Man," in Who Owns Amer
ica? , pp. 334-336, 342.
6 9 0 McCarthy, Hilaire Belloc, pp. 272-274; Gary Wills,
Chesterton: Man and Mask (New York:
Sheed & Ward, Inc.,
1961), pp. 173-174.

^®1 G.K. Chesterton, The Outline of Sanity (London:
brary Press, Ltd.), pp. 130-131.
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Quoting Virgil, Chesterton also noted the happiness
of the peasant who knows "the causes of things" and whose
knowledge makes him uncowed by mobs of kings.®®^

A know

ledge of first causes separates the peasant from the town
dweller.

The peasant knows the whole process of life from

beginning to end, and this sense of completeness in turn
brings a sense of unity to civilization.^®^

This sense

of unity can be said to exist wherever men stand in right
relations with one another and with their God.

The re

storation of older religious doctrines and the knowledge
of first causes are met in a pious life on the land.
CONCLUSIONS
The ends and means of Distributism were very similar to
those of Southern Agrarianism:

the difference was largely a

matter of how much emphasis to place on small scale agri
culture as opposed to other forms of small property.

The

Agrarians were prepared to admit to the need for other
forms, but unlike the Distributists they went on to say
that the "foundational form" of property should also be
the predominant form of small property ownership within
the State.

Herbert Agar, an American student of Chesterton

and Belloc, wrote in the introductory essay of Who Owns

6 ®^Chesterton,

Outline, pp. 131-132.

®®^Chesterton, Outline, pp. 132-133, 136-137.

America? that while Agrarians and Distributists in the
United States differed as to policy, they did agree on
basic principles.

"Our common ground is a belief that

monopoly capitalism is evil and self-destructive, and that
it is possible, while preserving private ownership, to
build a true democracy in which men would be better off
both morally and physically, more likely to attain that
inner peace which is the mark of a good l i f e . " ® ^
On the matter of ends both the Distributists and the
Agrarians had agreed that limited wealth, internal and ex
ternal freedom, and piety were conducive to human happiness
On the matter of means they both agreed on the need to dis
mantle industrial capitalism slowly and to replace it with
a system of small property ownership.

Small property own

ership and small scale agriculture in particular would make
available to the owner a limited amount of wealth.

In the

process it would also provide for the economic independence
and formation of character which were essential to the main
tenance of internal and external freedom.

Finally, the

ownership of small property, especially the small farm,
would provide the foundation for a traditional life where
man stood in right relations with God, and nature, and his
fellow man.

^ ^ H e r b e r t Agar,
p. ix.

"Introduction," in Who Own s America? ,

The Distributists did recognize the small farm as the
"foundational form" of private property, but circumstance
forced them to give explicit consideration to other forms
such as that of the small shopkeeper and craftsman.
same cannot be said for the Southern Agrarians.

The

Theirs was

a more narrow and hence less philosophically sound body of
ideas regarding the nature and importance of private prop
erty as the foundation of a good life.

They were concerned

primarily with the American South and because of that they
stopped short of discussing the industries, the profession
al vocations, and the life of the cities which they them
selves had said would be present in an agrarian society.
Their ideas were provincial and they did not mind it.

Pro

vincialism in the non-pejorative sense was one of the things
which they were defending.

Their provincialism did however

limit the popularity and more importantly the understanding
of their ideas.

Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS
The Twelve Southerners represent the most recent in a
long line of agrarian political economists which stretches
back to the 8 th century B.C.

The intellectual heir to this

group was Richard M. Weaver, a student under John Crowe
Ransom at Vanderbilt University, "the chief seat of the
Southern Agrarian school of philosophy and criticism" in the
1930’s.695
The Agrarianism of Richard Weaver
Richard M. Weaver, later a professor of English at the
University of Chicago, explained that while at Vanderbilt
he "had felt a powerful pull in the direction of the Agrari
an ideal of the individual in contact with the rhythms of
nature, of the small property holding, and of the society
of pluralistic organization . " 6 ^ 6

Weaver was not himself

an agrarian in the strict sense:

he did not advocate an

agrarian society per se.

Weaver did however advocate the

same ends as the agrarians, and he believed that the

695Richard M. Weaver, "Up from Liberalism," in Life
Without Prejudice and Other Essays, by Richard M. Weaver
(Chicago: H. Regnery Co., 1966), pp. 132-134.
6 ^6 Weaver,

"Up from Liberalism ,11 p. 135.
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traditional agrarian society of the ante-bellum South had
embodied those ends.
Weaver was in a way more Distributist than Agrarian.
The Agrarian influence on Weaver is clear enough, but in
suggesting a first step to retrieve modern man from his de
scent into materialism and chaos Weaver did say that men
should rally around "The Last Metaphysical Right," the right
of private property.

"It is the sole thing left among us

to illustrate what right, independent of service or utility,
697

means . " 03

Weaver treats private property as "a self-jus

tifying right" and a "metaphysical

right

because it does

not depend on any test of social usefulness.
upon the idea of the hisness of his:

Property rests

proprietas, Eigenturn,

the very words assert an identification of owner and own
ed. "698

This was not the property which finance capitalism

brought into being, "the abstract property of stocks and
bonds."

Such property destroyed "the connection between

man and his substance," and was a tool of exploitation
rather than a "sanctification of work."^®®

Instead, Weaver

argued that:

^^^Richard M. Weaver, "The Last Metaphysical Right,"
in Ideas Have Consequences (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1948), pp. 129-132.
*^®Weaver, "Last Metaphysical Right," p. 132.
^\eaver,

"Last Metaphysical Right," pp. 132-133.
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The moral solution is the distributive owner
ship of small properties. These take the form of
independent farms, of local business, of homes own
ed by the occupants, where individual responsibility
gives significance of prerogative over property.
Such ownership provides a range of volition through
which one can be a complete person, and it is the
abridgement of this volition for which monopoly cap
italism must be condemned along with communism .700
Mel Bradford has chosen to express Weaver's relation
ship to Agrarian thought in this way, "I contend that what
was essential to the Agrarian enterprise— fundamental though
often concealed in an emphasis on this or that topical dif
ficulty— found its final completion in Weaver's more general
and sustained excursions into social theory, rhetoric, edu
cational philosophy, intellectual history, and related
fields. .. .Weaver knew he was doing this....1'7^

The topi

cal difficulty of Agrarianism has already been pointed out:
it was the almost singular concern with the small farm as
predominant form of property ownership.

Weaver, however,

did not make the same error as the Twelve Southerners.

7l
^^Weaver,

His

"Last Metaphysical Right," pp. 133-134.

7 ®1 M.E. Bradford, "The Agrarianism of Richard Weaver:
Beginnings and Completions," Modern Age, XIV (Summer-Fall,
1970), 250.
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"Agrarianism" had a more solid philosophical foundation than
that of the Twelve Southerners.702
Weaver's intellectual life was from beginning to end
centered around a defense of the South, especially the ante
bellum South, as a society which embodied those values
which make for a good life.^03

in The Southern Tradition

at B a y , written as his dissertation at Louisiana State Uni
versity and published posthumously, Weaver stated that he
was attempting "to find those things in the struggle of the
South which speak for something more than a particular peo
ple in a special situation.

The result, it may be allowed,

is not pure history, but a picture of values and sentiments

702^eaver declared that Agrarianism was a part of the
humanistic revolt against "universal materialism and technification."
He said that, "it seems most accurate to re
gard Agrarianism as an expression of this humanism.
Though
in this particular exposition it had a Southern setting,
its goal was general:
The humane life, celebrated in many
literatures and cultivated in certain epochs of history."
See Richard M. Weaver, "Agrarianism in Exile," Sewanee Re
view, LVIII (Autumn, 1950), 602, 604.
In response to
those who attacked the Agrarians saying, "'You can't turn
back the clock,*" Weaver suggested that what the Agrarians
and a lot of other people were saying was that "there are
some things which do not have their subsistence in time,
and that certain virtues should be cultivated regardless
of the era in which one finds oneself born.
It is the most
arrant presentism to say that a philosophy cannot be prac
tised because that philosophy is found in the past and the
past is now gone.
The whole value of philosophy lies in
its detachment from accidental conditions cr£ this-kind and
its adherence to the essential my emphasis
See Richard
M. Weaver, "The Tennessee Agrarians," Shenandoah, III (Sum
mer, 1952} , 8 .

703Bradford, "The Agrarianism of Richard Weaver," p.
254.
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coping with the forces of a revolutionary age, and though
failing, hardly expiring.

The South, he said, was in

"the curious position of having been right without realiz
ing the grounds of its rightness."705

This had resulted

from the South's "failure to study its position until it
arrived at metaphysical f o u n d a t i o n s ."706

The metaphysical

rights which in the rest of the world had been swept away
by materialism had at least in part been maintained in the
Old South.

To what was this due?

Weaver answered saying

that the Old South was "the last non-materialist civiliza
tion in the Western World.

It is this refuge of sentiments

and values, of spiritual congeniality, of belief in the
word, of reverence for symbolism, whose existence haunts
_
..
„707
the nation.
In its struggle against the modern world the South had
failed to "study its position until it arrived at metaphy
sical foundations."

It had in other words failed to state

the Southern philosophy of life which was the basis for all
the other arguments in its defense.

Weaver recognized that

the Twelve Southerners had begun this statement, and as

^ ^ R i chard M. Weaver, The Southern Tradition at Bay:
History of Postbellum Thought, eds. George Core and M.E.
Bradford (New Rochelle: Arlington House, 1968), p. 388.
^^Weaver, Southern Tradition, p. 388.
7°®weaver, Southern Tradition, p. 389.
VO^Weaver, Southern Tradition, p. 391.
Last Metaphysical Right," p. 131.

Also see, "The

A
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noted earlier it was Weaver who throughout his writings
tried to complete it.

In an essay entitled "The South and

the American Union" Weaver summarized the Southern philoso
phy of life stating that it could be characterized by refer
ring to three things; the metaphysical nature of these is
clear.

They were "the creation, the nature of man, and

the ends of living."

708

Weaver explained that the Southern

er sees the world as something which was created for man
and over which man has limited dominion.

"Basically nature

is right in being as it is," hence change is not an inherent
good. 709

The Southerner "has a degree of reverence for the

natural order of things and he suspects hubris in a desire
to change that order radically."710

The Southerner also

accepts the lessons taught by orthodox religion and by tra
gedy which reveal man to be a mixture of good and evil.
Many of man's impulses are good but others are anti-social
and suicidal.

Hence it is necessary for man "to be pro

tected against himself .by the teachings of religion, by law,
and by c u s t o m . L a s t ,

the Southerner's attitude toward

788Richard M. Weaver, "The South and the American Un
ion," in The Lasting South: Fourteen Southerners Look at
Their Home, eds. Louis D. Rubin, Jr. and James Jackson
Kilpatrick (Chicago: Henry Regnery Co., 1957), p. 51.
78®Weaver,

"South and the American

Union," pp. 51-52.

710^jeaver,

"South and the American

Union," p. 52.

7-^Weaver,

"South and the American

Union," pp. 52.
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"efficiency," a term which comes from the fields of science
and business, is a reflection of his desire to make progress
through life by means of a more complex art of living which
sacrifices acquisitiveness to a higher end rather than by
one which makes efficiency an end in itself.

It is not

difficult to see that these, the metaphysical foundations of
Southern life, were the basis for the Southern agrarians'
arguments that limited wealth, internal and external free
dom, and piety are the prerequisite ends to the condition
of human happiness.
In "The Southern Phoenix," the last work that he pub
lished before his early death, Weaver reasserted his support
for the Southern Agrarians.

In that essay he traced the in

tellectual origins of I 111 Take My Stand back to Thomas
Jefferson, "stripped of his French-style radicalism," and
John Taylor emphasizing in particular the "true defense of
private property" as set down in Taylor's An Inquiry into
the Principles and Policies of the Government of the United
States.'

Weaver argued that agrarianism was a more com

prehensive and more coherent program than either Marxism or
New Dealism.

It had something to say about religion,

^•*-2Weaver, "South and the American Union," pp. 52-53.
713

Richard M. Weaver, "The Southern Phoenix," Georgia
Review, XVII (Spring, 1963), 6-8.
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on the subject

4

of the economy the Twelve Southerners had advocated agri
culture as "'the best and the most sensitive vocation,'"
one which kept man in contact with nature giving a natural
rather than mechanical rhythm to life, and which acted as
the basis of stable society.7-*-5

Responding to the criti

cisms of agrarianism as simply a "back to the soil" move
ment based on pure romanticism, Weaver says that,

"The be

lief that there is a relationship between the life of rural
husbandry and political and civic virtue goes back to an
cient times."716

He qU0tes Aristotle, Xenophon, and Horace,

and he reminds us that "one of the most frequently cited
causes of the death of the

Roman

Republic" had been her

failure "to get people out of the cities and back to the
land."717
Weaver's defense of agrarianism as a relatively co
herent and comprehensive program was based on its prepared
ness to speak to a variety of questions ranging from reli
gion to the economy,

from the spiritual to the material.

The "geographical and historical particularity" of Southern
Agrarianism was in no way incompatible with its embodiment

^ ^Weaver,

"Southern Phoenix," pp.

1

3

-

1

4

.

7-^Weaver,

"Southern Phoenix," pp.

1

4

-

1

5

.

716Weaver,

"Southern Phoenix," p.

7l7Weaver,

"Southern Phoenix," pp.

5

-

1

6

.

1

5

1

.
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of objective truths applicable at all times and in all
places.These

objective truths had to do with human

happiness and its relationship to "the creation, the nature
of man, and the ends of living," the metaphysical founda
tions of Southern agrarian life.

It should be noted that

Weaver did also defend agrarianism per se up to a point. In
that way he admitted both to the reasonability of arguing
that what one does to make a living affects how one lives,
and to the notion that agricultural life is now and has al
ways been a particularly good example of what that means.
Weaver finds in the history of agrarian political econ
omy a coherency which is based on a set of common ends, or
better, a set of metaphysical truths which is the origin of
those ends.

He is able to make this discovery only because

his own work is not methodologically bound by the fact-value
distinction.

In his essays on rhetoric Weaver argues that

the attempt to maintain value-free social science has only
resulted in the concealment of value statements in what ap
pear to be "positive" terms but which are in fact "dialecti
cal" or normative terms.

social scientist as he

exists today faces a dilemma when he tries to act on Max

7 i o

Weaver, "Southern Phoenix," p. 17.
note 702 above.

Also see foot

^-^Richard M. Weaver, "Concealed Rhetoric in Scientis
tic Sociology," in Language is Sermonic, eds. Richard L.
Johannesen, Rennard Strickland, and Ralph T. Eubanks (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1970), pp. 139140, 143-148.
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Weber's admonition to remain value-free and yet include
some discussion of values in his teaching.

The problem is

that he lacks the methodological tools needed to do

t h i s . ^ 2 0

This would not be the case if social scientists would make
use of positive science but at the same time realize first
that much of what they study is subjective in nature, and
second that they are writing as m e n . ^ ^

The social scien

tist "cannot free himself entirely from perspective....To
argue that the social scientist should adopt no perspective
on matters is perhaps in itself to adopt a perspective, but
a far less fruitful one than those in which, with proper re
gard for objective facts, a viewpoint is frankly espoused."722
One should not mistake Weaver's position for one which
suggests that no objective knowledge of truth and goodness
is possible.

That is clearly not the case.

In his essay

"To Write the Truth" Weaver lamented the day when Baconian
empiricism led men to believe that "'the Essential Forms
or true differences of things cannot by any human diligence
be found out.'"

This had been the basis for abandoning

^^Weaver, "Concealed Rhetoric," pp. 156-156.
Weber
had made a forceful argument for the use of the fact-value
distinction in the social sciences.
See Chapter 1 above,
p. 12.
^^Weaver,

"Concealed Rhetoric," p. 157.

722^eaver,

"Concealed Rhetoric," pp. 157-158.
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rhetoric as "teaching people to speak the truth" and replac
ing it with teaching people to speak with "conventional cor
rectness," that is, rhetoric as teaching "a sort of etiquette.

723

It was Weaver's position, however, that a

change should be made in the study of human society.’ That
study, he declared, should be called "social philosophy"
rather than social science.
This would widen its universe of discourse,
freeing it from the positivistic limitations of
science and associating its followers with the
love of wisdom.
At the same time it would enable
them to practise the art of noble rhetoric where
it is called for, without unconscious deception and
without a feeling that they are compromising their
profession.724
It is the argument of this dissertaion that the meth
odological restrictiveness of the fact-value distinction
has prevented social scientists and economists in particular
from engaging in a serious discussion of ends.

That has in

turn resulted in their failure to give consideration to
agrarian political economy as a coherent and systematic body
of ideas.

The recurrent theme of agrarian political econo

my is that of agriculture advocated as a means to a set of

Richard M. Weaver, "To Write the Truth," in Language
is Sermonic, pp. 188-191, 198. Elsewhere Weaver suggests
that men are born with "a sense of the ought." See, "Langu
age is Sermonic," in Language is Sermonic, p. 221. Also see
James Powell, "The Foundations of Weaver's Traditionalism,"
New Individualist Review, III (October 3, 1964), 3-4.
7^4Weaver, "Concealed Rhetoric," p. 158.
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ends believed to be consistent with human nature and condu
cive to human happiness.

In searching out the metaphysical

foundations of Southern agrarian life Richard Weaver came
to the conclusion that agrarianism was a coherent body of
ideas because it was concerned with means and ends.

Thus

his methodological prescription for the social sciences was
that they should abandon logical positivism and take up the
art of noble rhetoric.

They should in other words be con

cerned with the search for truth about both means and ends.
Ends and Means
Agrarian political economists throughout the centuries
advocated agriculture as the form of economic activity which
was most conducive to human happiness.

They were not, how

ever, in complete agreement as to what ends were prerequi
site to that human condition.

Most agrarian political econ

omists adhered to the closely related concepts of limited
wealth, and internal and external freedom, the Physiocrats
being the important exception.

Agriculture was considered

to be the form of economic activity which provided economic
independence, and which molded the character of men in such
a way as to make them free from the tyranny of human pas
sions.

Such independence and good moral character gave men

the willingness and ability to defend their freedom, and
left them with that amount of wealth which was needed to
live a good life.
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With regard to the end of piety there is a distinction
to be made between the agrarian political economists of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and those who came
before them and followed them.

There is a notable absence

of any discussion of piety as an inherently religious con
cept in the agrarian political economy of the Physiocrats
and their precursors, and in that of the classical republi
cans such as James Harrington, John Trenchard, and Thomas
Gordon.

The same is true of the eighteenth century Southern

agrarians Thomas Jefferson and John Taylor.

The latter con

fined themselves to a discussion of humane morality which
passes as a "natural piety" but which is not the pietas of
the Ancients or the later Southern agrarians.

To this list

ing of dissimilarities one might also add the acceptance of
slavery as an end by Southern agrarians in the latter de
cades of the ante-bellum period.
These dissimilarities are sufficiently important to al
low one to argue that agrarianism is not an entirely homo
geneous body of thought.

It does not follow, however, that

agrarianism is also an incoherent and inaccessible collec
tion of ideas.

The latter is the tacit supposition of the

greater part of a body of social scientists whose work is
so constricted by the fact-value distinction that they can
not seriously consider a reasoned discussion of ends to be
a part of their study of human society.

As a result they

have failed to identify agrarianism as an ordered branch of
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pre-fact-value distinction political economy.

In this in

stance at least the fact-value distinction has, as Weaver
suggested it would, obscured rather than illumined the path
to truth.
Methodology and Welfare Economics
An attempt has been made in this study to circumvent
the methodological restrictiveness of the fact-value dis
tinction by making use of a tool of analysis which recogni
zes that the formulation of ends as well as means was an
integral part of the study of agrarian political economy.
This tool is an implicit analytical classification scheme
which makes the ends of agrarianism the focal point of dis
cussion.

On the most basic level these were the ends of

wealth, freedom, and piety.

Each of these was in turn fur

ther refined yielding the ends of limited wealth; internal
and external freedom, and slavery; and natural piety as
well as the ancient pietas.

The means which agriculture

provided to each of these ends were varied but they includ
ed both physiocratic and non-physiocratic, or circumstantial,
views of the productivity of the land; economic independence
and character formation; and the natural and wholesome qual
ities of rural life.

This simple scheme of ends-means rela

tionships has been used not to impose an order on agrarian
thought but instead to uncover the inherent orderliness of
that body of ideas.

It is an orderliness which has been
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understandably overlooked by social scientists whose work
has been guided by the strictures of logical positivism.
This conclusion should really come as no surprise to
anyone who is a trained economists.

Of all the social sci

entists it is the economists who should be the first to
recognize the methodological problem which has been created
by the widespread acceptance of the fact-value distinction.
Theirs is a subject which contains an excellent example of
the problem that logical positivism leads to when it is
applied to a study which inevitably touches upon real val
ues.

I refer now to the body of theory known as welfare

economics.
Few economists seriously doubt that welfare economics
has made some valuable contributions to the study of econom
ics as a whole.

Yet to many economists there appears to be

an insurmountable problem in welfare economics which blocks
further progress.

That problem lies in the discussion of

interpersonal comparisons of utility which has become "in
creasingly restricted in scope and appears now to have
reached a dead end."

725

During the 1930's welfare economics

reached a "condition of nihilism" which was based essenti
ally on the professed belief that it was impossible to make
objective interpersonal comparisons of utility.

725

Pareto

Maurice Dobb, Welfare Economics and the Economics
of Socialism: Towards a Commonsense Critique, (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1969), p. 3.
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optimality was as far as one could go in making objective
welfare statements.

For the next ten years economists such

as Nicholas Kaldor, John Hicks, and Tibor Scitovsky carried
on a discussion of compensation principles in an unsuccess
ful effort to improve upon the Pareto optimal welfare state
ment, interpersonal comparisons of utility being ruled out
as v a l u e - l a d e n . B y 1950 the discussion had for all
practical purposes come to a close with I.M.D. Little con
cluding that value statements simply could not be avoided
in welfare economics.^2^
Along another avenue of approach Paul Samuelson con
tinued the work of Abram Bergson on "a Paretian-type socialwelfare function" which was introduced as a deus ex machina
to select but one of an infinite number of Pareto optimal
output and input configurations.^28

Maurice Dobb has argued

that this constituted a welcomed re-introduction of value
statements to the wertfrei welfare economics which had run
into so many difficulties because of its rejection of inter729
personal comparisons of utility.'

72

In any case it was not

Dobb, Welfare Economics, pp. 77-85.

72?E.J. Mishan, "A Survey of Welfare Economics, 19391959," in Welfare Economics: Five Introducy Essays, by
E.J. Mishan (New York: Random House, Inc.', 1964), pp. 37-51.
72 8 Mishan,

"Survey," p. 63.

^2®Dobb, Welfare Economics, pp. 110-111.
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long before Kenneth Arrow came forward with his Possibility
Theorem declaring that, if we disallow the use of dictator
ial imposition and/or interpersonal comparisons of utility,
then no set of rules exists which make it possible to
construct a social welfare function based on even so ele
mentary a value statement as individual preferences should
count .730
In light of these unsuccessful attempts at improving
upon Pareto optimality as an objective welfare statement,
it is argued here that if welfare economics is to make
further progress than it must abandon logical positivism
(the fact-value distinction), exercise a prudent use of
the positive-normative distinction, and in the process re
admit the reasoned discussion of ends to the study of eco
nomics.

Kenneth Arrow's Possibility Theorem represents a

valiant effort to use the positivistic tools of social
science in dealing with a problem which economists should
be dealing with— how to arrive at an expression of a so
ciety's values.

At the same time, however, the methodolo

gical restrictiveness of the fact-value distinction prevents
Arrow from dealing with the most fundamental problem in
volved in constructing a social welfare function:

that is

7 ^°Mishan, "Survey," pp. 63-66; James Quirk and Rubin
Saposnik, Introduction to General Equilibrium Theory and
Welfare Economics, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1968),
pp. 104-109.
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the problem of how to resolve differences of opinion on
values.

Hence E.J. Mishan declares that, "While the for

mal layout of Arrow's argument was impressive, it would
not be unfair to suggest that the conclusion was hardly
surprising.

One does not have to venture beyond a vision of

two stubborn men on an island with mutually opposite ideas
about proper division of labor, and the fruits thereof, to
run into an impasse of this sort."^^-

So long as the meth

odology of economics is based on logical positivism econo
mists will

not be able to even begin

resolve problems of this kind.

to discuss

much less

That is because

the fact-

value distinction on which logical positivism is based pre
cludes the possibility of resolving differences with regard
to ends by

rejecting the notion

of ends is

possible.

that an objective knowledge

An alternative distinction, the positive-normative dis
tinction, was in the past accepted as a legitimate way of
formally recognizing the difficulty of discussing ends with
out at the same time arguing that no objective knowledge
of them was possible.

The positive-normative distinction

argued that there was much to be gained from separating out
discussions of "what is" from discussions of "what ought to

^■^Mishan, "Survey," p. 66. Lionel Robbins had given
his answer to this in the 1930's.
The two men can fight or
they can tolerate each other, but there is no scientific
analysis which can generate an agreement between them on
matters of ends.
See chapter 1 above, p. 11.
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b e " , but it contained no implicit or explicit arguments
favoring the abandonment of a reasoned discussion of ends
in the social sciences.

The latter came about as a conse

quence of the widespread acceptance of the fact-value dis
tinction not the positive-normative distinction.
No attempt is being made here to belittle the efforts
of welfare economists.

It is being suggested, however, that

much of what can be done in the field of welfare economics
has been done, and that real progress now awaits a revision
of methodology along the lines suggested by men such as
Richard Weaver.

The nihilistic implications of logical

positivism have worked their way to the surface of welfare
economics largely because of the efforts of some economists
to take that study as far as the methodology of modern so
cial science will allow it to go.

The dissatisfaction

which this has generated in a number of economists has al
ready led to some broadening of the field of economic in
quiry most notably, perhaps, in the discussion of economic
growth.

Even Pareto optimality, it has been pointed out,

is not a value free welfare statement:
it rests on an extremely shaky foundation of ethical
propositions.
The more one examines it, for instance,
the more clear it becomes that economists must be ex
traordinarily nice people even to have thought of such
a thing, for it implies that there is no malevolence
anywhere in the system.
It implies, likewise, that
there is no benevolence, the niceness of economists
not quite extending as far as goodwill.
It assumes
selfishness, that is, the independence of individual
preference function, such that it makes no difference
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to me whether I perceive you as better off or worse
off. Anything less descriptive of the human condi
tion could hardly be imagined. The plain fact is
that our lives are dominated by the very interdepen
dence of utility functions which the Paretian opti
mum d e n i e s . 2
Pareto optimality is not a value-free welfare state
ment, but the use of "positive" terms such as utility func
tion implies that this is so.

Terms such as utility func

tion and concepts such as Pareto optimality are not inher
ently bad.

It is only when they are used within the frame

work of fact-value distinction methodology that they become
tools of self-deception.
SUMMARY
This study of agrarian political economy has been con
cerned primarily with revealing the orderly nature of that
body of thought.

It is argued here that while dissimilari

ties do crop up they are not sufficient to lend credence to
the tacit supposition that agrarian thought is incoherent
and relatively inaccessible.

It follows, then, that agrar

ian and agrarianism are useful terms since they can be de
fined in relation to an orderly if heterogeneous body of
ideas.

An additional concern of this study has been to de

fend a methodology for economics, and by implication for
all the social sciences, which is not constricted by the

732Kenneth E. Boulding, Economics as a Science, (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1970), p. 126.
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fact-value distinction.

It is perhaps too much to expect

that a study of this kind should change anyone's mind on
the matter of methodology.

Yet this kind of study does

force one at least for a moment to reconsider the value of
a methodology which allows the economist qua economist to
engage in a serious discussion of means but not ends.

While

Agrarian political economy is surely not a model for posi
tive economics, it can still teach us something about how
to use positive economics and more importantly what to use
it f or.
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